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ABSTRACT

MECHANISMS OF RETINAL GANGLION CELL DEVELOPMENT

IN THE FETAL RHESUS MACAQUE

Thomas C. Steineke

At present, no effective treatments are known for many common neurological

problems. For instance, degenerative diseases and central nervous system injuries are two
examples of conditions for which few treatment options exist. Studying how neurons

develop, and how they establish and maintain connections may provide important insights
into potential treatment modalities. To this end, retinal ganglion cell structural
development was studied in the fetal rhesus macaque ranging in age from embryonic day
(E)60 to El65 (gestation is 165 ± 2 days). Horse radish peroxidase(HRP)retrograde
labeling techniques were used to investigate changes in retinal ganglion cell structure

during fetal development. To better understand the mechanisms of dendritic development
and the establishment of neui on distiibutions, dendritic outgrowth in relation to the

development of subclass and the formation ofthe regular distribution of ganglion cells
were examined in Chapters Two and Three. The studies in Chapters Four and Five
examined dendritic and axon morphology between centrally and peripherally located

ganglion cells with respect to foveal formation. Dendritic development in the primate was

found to be similar to but more precise than seen in other animal models. Additionally, the

development of cell subclass was discovered to be an important component in the
establishment of retinal ganglion cell mosaics. The studies comparing central and

peripheral ganglion cells demonstrated that cells in the central retina migrate peripherally
forming the foveal pit. Furthermore, arcuate fascicle development was shown to be
mediated by differences in factors that influence axon outgrowth and guidance between
cells located in the central and peripheral retina. These studies have provided several

important implications for foveal development. First, the location of the fovea is set early
in development as evidenced by the lack of areal growth between the future fovea and

optic disk and the early avoidance ofthe central retina by outgrowing axons and
ingrowing blood vessels. Moreover, the foveal pit is formed by the active migration of
retinal ganglion cells from the center of the developing fovea and not solely from cell
death or increases in intraocular pressure forcing the inner retinal layers peripherally.
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CHAPTER ONE
nNTRODUCTION

The treatment of neurological disorders is one ofthe most difficult and least developed
areas of medicine. Although advances in neural imaging revolutionized the detection and

diagnoses of neuropathology, the treatment ofthese diseases changed little throughout the
last century. Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, Alzheimer's disease, multiple

sclerosis, and paralysis due to spinal cord injury are examples ofimportant neurological
problems that can, at best, be treated only at the symptomological level. Major obstacles
to advances in this field include the exclusion of many pharmacological agents by the

highly selective blood-brain barrier, the lack of regeneration of the neuronal tissue, and the
complexity ofthe central nei"vous system.

An in-depth knowledge ofthe central nervous system(CNS)and how it develops are the

only avenues whereby these problems will be overcome and rational treatments developed.
For instance, using L-DOPA as a treatment for Parkinson's disease was not developed
until it was understood that the primary lesion was the loss of dopaminergic innervation
from the substantia nigra to the striatum. The next level oftreatment sophistication would
be establishing a method that restores the normal fianctions ofthe substantia nigra.

Potentially through genetic engineering, neuroblasts would be programmed to develop
into dopairinergic neurons and reestablish the substantia nigra-putamen pathway. This
treatment, however, can only evolve from a thorough knowledge of how neurons grow

and differentiate. Additionally, the knowledge of axon outgrowth and target finding will

be central in the development of treatments for spinal cor d injuries. Clearly, great

advances in treating many ofthe current neurological and neuropsychological disorders
will be ushered in only by a more complete understanding ofthe brain and how it
develops.

The following studies use the developing retina as a model to investigate how CNS
neurons grow and how the changes and differentiation ofindividual cells and their
interactions with one another influence the development of the entire nuclear structure.

These studies will add to the knowledge base of neural development out of which, may
arise future neurological treatments
RETINA AS A STUDY MODEL

A good model for studying neurodevelopment must meet several simple requirements.
First and foremost is that it must be a CNS nucleus or structure. Although certain general

principles of neuronal growth and differentiation are the same for neurons in both the CNS
and the peripheral nervous system (PNS), other mechanisms are unique to the particular
system. A well known difference between the CNS and PNS is the ability ofthe PNS to
regenerate following injury. A second aspect of a good model is that the structure is easy
to isolate and manipulate. It is important to be able to differentiate the structure that is

being studied from those around it, because the two structures may have widely different
physiological and functional properties. The boundaries of many nuclei are difficult to
detennine in the brain without special stains or dyes. A good system to study is one that

can be easily and unambiguously identified. A third and important aspect is that the model

not be overly complex. At the 1938 Conference in Biophysics, Levinthal argued that,
"You must study the simplest system you think has the properties you are interested in"

(quoted from Platt, 1964). This safeguards from the possibility of being befuddled by
complexities that are not germane to an original question or hypothesis. The retina meets
these requirements and has proven to be an excellent mode!for studying the central
nervous system. The first step towards understanding retinal development is a good

working knowledge of the adult retinal anatomy and physiology. Over the last century the
adult retina has been highly studied.
RETINAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Histology

The neural retina is a relatively well defined, comparatively simple structure. It has

three neuronal layers consisting ofthe photoreceptor, inner nuclear and ganglion cell

layers. Each ofthese layers is separated by areas where the processes ofthe neurons from
the different layers interact, termed plexiform layers. Between the photoreceptor and
inner nuclear layer is the outer plexiform layer and between the inner nuclear layer and the

ganglion cell layer is the inner plexiform layer. Retinal physiology is not as well
understood as its anatomy. It is thought to have one basic neural circuit consisting of a

photoreceptor, one or more bipolar cells located in the inner nuclear layer, and one or
more ganglion cells, which transmit information from the retina to visual centers in the
brain. Through complex interactions, horizontal and amacrine cells, two classes of
interneurons located principally in the inner nuclear layer, serve to modify information

within the neural retina and give the visual system the ability to do a considerable amount

of neural processing at the retinal leve!(for an excellenr re^/ievv of retinal structure see
Rodieck, 19988).
PHOTORECEPTORS

The outennost layer, nearest to the sclera, contains photoreceptors. These are highlyspecialized cells that absorb and transduce light into an electrochemical signal.
Photoreceptor outer segments contain a pigment that absorbs light and transduces it to a
voltage signal. This signal closes sodium channels, thereby polarizing the cell and
changing the rate of transmitter release at their terminals. Rods and cones are two

different classes of photoreceptors in the vertebrate visual system. Rods, combined with
their circuitry are specialized for low levels ofillumination. They make synaptic
connections through a small, relatively round terminal called a spherule. The spherule

contains a single invagination so synapses are formed either v/ithin the invagination or on
the surface ofthe spherule. In contrast, cones are larger than rods, function at higher
levels ofillumination and are sensitive to different v/avelengths of light, allowing the retina

to operate in brighter environments and code for color. Cones make synaptic contacts on
wide, flattened terminals called pedicles. Synaptic or other specialized contacts are made

in invaginations within or on the flat surface of the pedicles. Photoreceptors synapse with
cells located in the inner nuclear layer.

BIPOLAR CELLS

Bipolar cells, located in the inner nuclear layer, are one ofthe principle cell types in the
retinal circuit. They make afferent connections with photoreceptors in the outer plexiform

layer and efferent connections with araacrine and ganglion cells in the inner plexiform
layer. The cell bodies of bipolar cells are located near the center or towards the outer

plexiform layer within the inner nuclear layer. Bipolar cells are distinguished by the type
ofcones they contact, their response to light, and their morphology (Rodieck, 1973). One

class of bipolar cells contact rods and at least six different classes of bipolar cells contact

cones. Since bipolar cells recei\'e information directly from the photoreceptors and relay it

to the ganglion cells they are considered to be part ofthe basic feed-forward chain in the
retinal circuit. At least two other cells classes located in the inner nuclear layer that serve

to modify the signals within the basic circuit.
HORIZONTAL CELLS

Located in the inner nuclear layer, horizontal cells modify the basic retinal circuit at the
level ofthe photoreceptor-bipolar ceil. Horizontal cells were named because all oftheir

processes were located within the outer plexiform layer and their cell bodies are adjacent
to it, giving them a horizontal orientation in cross section. At least two classes of
horizontal cells have been identified in the vertebrate retina. In the primate retina, these

classes have been named HI and HII cells(Kolb et ai, 1980). Although controversial,

Kolb et al. (1992)identified a third class of horizontal cell in the human retina. It appears

that horizontal cells play a role in lateral inhibition but their specific function in the primate
visual system is yet to be determined.
OUTER PLEXIFORM LAYER

The outer plexiform layer lies between the photoreceptor and inner nuclear layer. The
outer portion is made up of photoreceptor axons tenned the fibers of Henle, and the

middle is made up of photoreceptor terminals and the inner portion is comprised of
horizontal cell processes and bipolar cell dendrites. Rods and cones contact bipolar and
horizontal cell processes at their terminals, termed spherules and pedicles, respectively.
Presynaptically, the photoreceptor possesses a liigh density structure that lies

perpendicular to the cell membrane and is lined with synaptic vesicles called a synaptic
ribbon, and an area of dense material juxtaposed to the cell membrane called the arciform

density, which are collectively tenned the synaptic ridge. In general, synaptic contacts are
made within an invagination in the photoreceptor terminal. Rod spherules typically have

only one invagination with up to five bipolar cell processes located centrally, are more
shallow than the horizontal processes which are located laterally and penetrate the

spherule more deeply. Cones may have many invaginations but have a more stereotypic
organization. Within the invaginations are synaptic triads with the central element made
up of a bipolar dendrite and the two lateral elements consisting of horizontal processes
(for a more detailed review see Rodieck, 1988).

AMACRINE CELLS

Amacrine cells are a second class ofintenieuron that serve to modify the basic retinal

circuit. Amacrine cell somas are located next to the inner plexifomi layer, in the inner

nuclear layer, or in the ganglion cell layer with their dendrites projecting into the inner

plexiform layer. They are a heterogeneous class of cells that have been grouped according
to their morphology and the neurotransmitters they utilize. Amacrine cells have been
demonstrated to make synaptic contact with ganglion, bipolar or other amacrine cell

processes. Little is known about the physiology of amacrine cells and their role in visual
processing is poorly understood.
GANGLION CELLS

The innermost neuronal layer, the ganglion cell layer, contains ganglion cells, which

relay visual information from the retina to the central visual centers in the diencephalon
and the midbrain. Ganglion cell dendrites project into the inner plexiform layer where they

are contacted byamacrine and bipolar cell processes. At least three different classes of
ganglion cells have been identified in the vertebrate visual system. Ganglion cells have
been classified physiologically according to their response to the onset and offset oflight,
their contrast sensitivity, and morphologically on the basis of their soma and dendritic
arbor size, and their dendritic complexity.
INNER PLEXIFORM LAYER

The inner plexiform layer is made up of ganglion, amacrine, displaced amacrine,

displaced ganglion, and bipolar cell processes. Since around the turn ofthe century the

inner plexiform layer has been known lo be stratified (Dogiei, 1891). Hendrickson et al.
(1985) has shown that the inner piexifbnn layer is made up of ai least five more or less
equal layers, although the functional significance ofthese layers remains unclear. The only

physiologically important distinction, discovered to this point, is between the inner portion
where the synaptic contacts are made that underlie the on- cell response, and the outer

portion that mediates the off- cell response (Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976; Nelson et al,
1978; Peichl and Wassle, 1981).

Conventional and ribbon synapses are the main types of synaptic contacts found in the

inner plexiform layer. Conventional synapses are characterized by thickened pre- and

post-synaptic membranes with an amacrine cell process presynaptically and either a
ganglion, bipolar or amacrine process postsynaptically. A ribbon synapse is composed of
a bipolar cell process that is pre-synaptic and two post-synaptic processes that can either
be ganglion or amacrine cells. Similar to photoreceptors, the bipolar cell process has a

density within the cytoplasm that is lined on each side with synaptic vesicles which has the
appearance of a ribbon in electron micrographs.
NER\^ FffiER LAYER

The fiber layer ofthe mammalian retina is a well organized, complex structure. In

general the axons of retinal ganglion cells project from the cell bodies into the fiber layer
where they join fascicles made up of astroc>'tes, Miiller cell endfeet and axons of other

ganglion cells(Hogan et al., 1971; Radius and Anderson, 1979; P..adius and de Bruin,
1981; Ogden, 1983b). Polyak (1957) observed that the axon bundles are retinotopically

organized. That is, the axons whioh make up a bundie are from ganglion cells located in a
wedge that radiates from the optic disk to the retinal margin. Thus axons of neighboring

ganglion cells are usually in the same fascicle. A cross-sectional organization also exists
for the projection of axons across the surface ofthe retina. Ogden (1983a), tracing axons

labeled by punctate injections ofHRP, showed that the axons of peripheral ganglion cells
were located near the vitreous while axons of cells closer to the optic disk were located

within the fascicle closer to the ganglion cell layer. Near the optic disk, however, there is
a considerable amount of mixing ofthe axons from the central and peripheral retina

making the retinotopic organization less precise. Thus, it appears that the retinotopic
organization decreases when the fascicles enter the optic disk.

The fiber layer ofthe primate has a very characteristic fascicular organization. Retinal
ganglion cells located within the nasal retina project from the cell body into the fiber layer
where they join fascicles. The fascicles project in a straight path to enter the optic disk.
Like cells in the nasal retina, axons of cells in the temporal retina project from the soma

into the fiber layer and join bundles of other axons. In contrast to the nasal retina,

fascicles from the temporal retina follow a curved path to the optic disk, avoiding crossing
over the fovea, and enter the optic disk at its superior and inferior margins.

In summary, the retina has well defined structure with three neuronal layers possessing

specific neuron classes that have characteristic afferent and efferent connections. This
makes it an excellent research model and since it has been studied extensively in the adult,

an ideal developmental model (for reviews of retinal physiology and circuitry see Kaneko,

1979; Rodieck, 1979;Lennie, 19S0; Sterling, 1983; Stone, 1983; Zrenner, 1983;Dowling
and Dubin, 1984; Koib and Nelson, 1984; Sterling et al, 1986; Levick and Dvorak, 1986;

Karten etal, 1990, for retina structure see Polyak, 1941, 1957; Walls, 1942; Boycott and

Dowling, 1969; Hogan gra/., 1971; Rodieck, 1973; Lennie, 1980;Wassle, 1982; Rodieck,
1973, 1979, 1988; Wassle and Boycott, 1991).

Retinal Topography
CELL DISTRIBUTIONS

All mammals have the same basic cross sectional anatomy as reviewed above, yet wide

differences occur in the overall density and topography ofthe cells within each layer. In

general, the mammalian retina possesses an area of peak cell density that is considered the
functional center of the retina, tenned the area centralis. The cell density decreases with

increasing eccentricity away from the area centralis, although not uniformly in all
directions. A high density streak of cells extending from the area centralis into the nasal
retina, termed the visual streak, is thought to be another common characteristic ofthe

mamm.alian retina (reviewed in Stone, 1983). Although the area centralis and visual streak

are thought to be general features ofthe mammalian retina they vary widely between

different species. For instance, the rabbit retina has a v/eakly developed area centralis, yet
a highly developed visual streak (Flughes, 1971; Provis, 1979), whereas the macaque

monkey has a very high density of cells in the central retina, yet has a weak visual streak
(VanBuren, 1963; Stone and Johnston, 1981).

FOVEA CENTRALIS

The central retina is further specialized in primates and is termed the fovea centralis.
The fovea is a small avascular region which is located temporal to the optic disk at the
center of the retina. The foveal area has been shown to have the highest density of cones,

bipolar, horizontal, and ganglion cells (Johnston and Stone, 1979; Stone and Johnston,
1981; Schein, 1988; Krebs and Krebs, 1989). In contrast to other retinal locations, the

inner layers are displaced laterally from the foveal center forming a depression. Within the
photoreceptor layer, the cone pedicles are laterally displaced from the inner and outer
segments forming a central, pedicle free zone. Likewise, bipolar cell telodendrites are

peripherally displaced from their dendrites in order to contact ganglion cell dendrites. And
lastly, the somas of ganglion cells are located laterally from their dendritic terminal arbors
(Schein, 1988). The retinal circuitry is also specialized around the fovea. It is thought
that one cone cell contacts a flat and an invaginating midget bipolar cell. The flat midget

bipolar in turn contacts an off- ganglion cell and the invaginating midget bipolar cell
contacts an on- ganglion cell. Thus the information from one cone is relayed to the central
visual centers by two parallel pathways. The specialized structure and circuitry ofthe
fovea are thought to contribute to this area having the highest visual acuity (Schein, 1988;
Curcio and Allen, 1990).

Retinal Ganglion Cells
PHYSIOLOGICAL CLASSlFICATiON

Among the first studies that examined the electrophysiological properties ofindividual
ganglion cells were those conducted by Hartline (1938, 1940a, b), working on the
bullfrog. His two principal findings were that ganglion cells had a wide variety of

responses; some responded at the onset of light, "on- cells", some when the light was
turned off, "off- cells", and others at either the onset or offset of light. Additionally,

Hartline noted that only a limited area ofthe visual field, when stimulated by a spot of

light elicited a response from a particular ganglion cell, wliich he teraied a receptive field.
Later studies showed that the receptive field reported by Hartline was actually the

receptive field center, surrounded by an antagonistic surround (Barlow, 1953; Kuflfler
1953). For example, a spot of light would elicit a maximal response from an on- cell if it
was centered on the receptive field center, but would be inhibited if the annulus around the

receptive field center, i.e. its surround, was stimulated by the spot oflight. It was later
noted that the stimulatory and inhibitory response overlapped, wdth the stimulatory

response being stronger in the center and the inhibitory response being more dominant in
the surround. The antagonistic surround formed a concentric ring around the receptive
field center. For the next thirteen years, a number of major papers studied various

properties of retinal ganglion a generally agreed upon classification scheme failed to
develop (Kuffler er a/., 1957; Barlow era/., 1958; Wiesei, 1960; Mcllwain, 1964, 1966;
Rodieck, 1965; Rodieck and Stone, 1965a, b for a more detailed review see Stone, 1983;

for a review of neural input and its relation to visual perception see Hubel and
Livingstone, 1987).

Not until the study ofEnroth-Cugell and Robson (1966) was the current and most

widely accepted physiological classification of retinal ganglion cells adopted. Employing
similar methods that were being used in human psychophysics studies, they employed an

oscilloscope to drift grating patterns across the receptive fields ofindividual ganglion cells.

They adjusted the velocity so that four cycles ofthe grating passed over the receptive field
per second. This would elicit a response from an on- center cell every time the light bar
would cross over the center ofthe receptive field. They would then adjust the contrast to

the point where the cell firing rate was the same as background, termed a modulated
response, and plotted the function ofthe contrast versus the spatial frequency to determine
the contrast-sensitivity function. To their surprise, they found that the contrast-sensitivity
function could be readily detennined for only about 25% of the cells studied. The

majority ofthe cells, however, behaved in a "non-linear" manner. For example, at higher
spatial frequencies two contrast sensitivity curves could be plotted, one for the modulated
and the other for the unmodulated response. They termed the linear cells X cells and the
non-linear cells Y cells.

A third distinct functional class of retinal ganglion cells in the cat was distinguished by

Stone and Hoffmann (1972). Although a number of previous studies noted ganglion cells

with different properties than X and Y cells (Rodieck and Stone, 1965b; Stone and Fabian,
1966; Rodieck, 1967; Barlow and Levick, 1969; Cleland et ai, 1971; Fukada, 1971), none

recognized them as a separate class. Stone and Hoffmann (1972)found a group of cells
that had different receptive field propenies than X and Y cells, for instance some ofthese
cells had an on-off receptive field center, and their axons conducted significantly slower
than X and Y cells. They argued tliat these cells had a significant number of
characteristics in common with one another and were sufficiently different from the X and

Y cells to be considered a separate class, wliich they termed W cells.

Over the years a number of characteristics that differ between the WfX/Y cell classes
have been elucidated. For instance, in the cat retina, W cells make up approximately 50-

55% of the ganglion cell population, have large receptive fields, small to medium size

somas, respond in a tonic or phasic fashion to standing contrast and project to the superior
colliculus(SC), the C laminae ofthe dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus(LGN),to the
ventral LGN and the pulvinar. X cells comprise approximately 40% ofthe ganglion cell

population, have small receptive fields, medium size somas, respond primarily in a phasic
manner to standing contrast and project to laminae A, A1 and C ofthe LGN. Y cells

make up only 10% ofthe ganglion cell population, have large receptive fields and somas,
respond mainly in a tonic fashion to standing contrast, and project to laminae A, A1 and C
ofthe LGN and branches to the SC (for review see Stone, 1983).

Unlike the cat, no one classification of retinal ganglion cells is widely accepted in the

primate. The first classification of primate retinal ganglion cells along physiological

parameters was by Gouras(1969), who distinguished two groups of cells. One group of
cells was more concentrated around the fovea, responded tonically to standing contrast.

was color coding, and had slower conducting axons which he deduced was smaller than
the second class. The second group wa.s encountered more frequently in the peripheral

retina, was phasic, had faster conducting axons and was therefore larger than the first

group, and did not code for color. DeMonasterio and Gouras(1975)later grouped these
cells according to whether they coded for color. Cells fell into one of three groups;

concentrically organized and color coding, concentric and broadband (non-color coding)
and non-concentric. Later studies examined linear/nonlinear spatial summation properties

to further distinguish the cell classes in the primate. Using a grouping system based on
color coding and receptive field organization (concentric versus non-concentric) it was
found that the broad band cells, in contrast to the color coding cells, were more transient,

had a lower spontaneous firing rate and summ.ed non-linearly, similar to the differences
noted between cat X and Y cells. The non-concentric cells had large receptive fields and

slowly conducting axons that projected to the superior colliculus, reminiscent of cat W

cells (DeMonasterio et al., 1976; Schiller and Malpeli, 1977). Although these studies

provided evidence for the existence of cell classes in the primate homologous to those in
the cat, DeMonasterio (1978a, b) suggested that the primate cell classes cannot be .as
easily delineated (for a more detailed review see Stone, 1983).

The evidence that cell groupings in the monkey were similar to those in the cat

developed further by studies examining the LGN (Dreher et al., 1976; Sherman et al,
1976). The differences between cells that projected to the parvocellular LGN (the dorsal

most four layers) and the magnocellular LGN (the ventral most two layers), were studied.

The distinction between the parvoceUuiar, X-like cells and the magnocellular Y-like cells
was clearer than in the cat.

Shapley and co-workers, however, later suggested the cells within the magnocellular
layers ofthe LGN respond similarly to cat X and Y cells. They further argued that the
cells within the magnocellular layer can be classified as either X- or Y-like (Shapley et al,

1981; Kaplan and Shapley, 1982). This lead Shapley and Perry(1986)to conclude that
the primate equivalent of X and Y cells both project to the magnocellular layers and cells

projecting to the parvocellular layers ofthe LGN are a primate specialization that code for
color vision. In contrast Sherman et al. (1984)found a continuous range of properties

amiong cells in the magnocellular layers ofthe LGN that could not be categorized
according to groups. Thus, in the primate there appears to be at least three groups of cells
that can be clearly distinguished physiologically and are roughly analogous to the cat X,\
and W cells. While it is not clear ho w closely the flmction ofthe primate cells match those

ofthe cat, the important point is that they can be clearly identified and classified into
different groups in the respective species.
MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

The morphological classification of cat retinal ganglion cells lagged several years
behind the physiological classification. Although Leicester and Stone (1967) and
Shkolnik-Yarros(1971) suggested morphological classifications of retinal ganglion cells
based on dendritic structure, the most successful scheme was proposed by Boycott and

Wassle (1974). They identified three distinct groups, and named them a, P and y cells,

based on soma, dendritic size and dendritic morphology. Alpha cells have large cell somas

and dendritic arbors, and a large caliber axon. In contra.st, P cells, have medium size

somas, small, highly branched dendritic arbors and medium sized axons. Gamma cells
have small somas, large, diffusely branched dendiitic arbors and small axons. These three
classes of cells can be readily distinguished at any particular eccentricity. A general
increase in the soma size and dendritic area occurs for a and [3 cells with increasing

eccentricity, so it was important to compare cells of similar eccentricities since a peripheral
P cell appears morphologically similar to central a cell. Boycott and Wassle(1974)
further suggested that a cells correspond to Y cells, P cells to X cells and y cells to W
cells, which was later extensively confiimed (Cleland et ah, 1975; Illing and Wassle, 1981;
Peichl and Wassle, 1981, 1983; Saito, 1983; Fukuda eta/., 1984).

Boycott and Wassle's morphological classification of cat retinal ganglion cells was
further developed by several studies examining dendritic stratification in the inner

plexiform layer (Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976; Nelson et al, 1978; Peichl and Wassle, 1981,
1983; Wassle etal, 1981c, 1983b). These studies demonstrated that on and off- center
ganglion cells ramify in different layers of the inner plexiform layer. For instance, oncenter cells ramify in the inner plexiform layer closer to the ganglion cell layer whereas

off- center cells ramify in the inner plexiform layer closer to the inner nuclear layer. Kolb

(1979)later suggested three classes of ganglion cells, which correlate closely to Boycott
and Wassle's a, P and y cells, with an a and b subgroup in each class indicating oft- and

on- center cells, respectively. Although the a and b subclass is an important contribution

to the classification of retinal ganglion ceils, there is no clear rationale as to why Boycott
and Wassle's classification system should be abandoned in place ofKolb's system.

The morphological classification of primate retinal ganglion cells is as equally

convoluted as the physiological classification scheme. There is general agreement that the

majority of ganglion cells are made up oftwo groups that can be clearly distinguished, yet
the nomenclature is a point of debate. The first class is made up of cells with large somas
with a diameter that ranges from 10-12 ^m in the central retina to 25-30 jim in the

peripheral retina and a large , highly branched dendritic arbor with a diameter of25-30 nm
in the central retina to 400-500 ^m in the peripheral retina (dendritic arbor and soma size

interpolated from Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989; also see Perry et aL, 1984). These cells
also have a large caliber axon, project to the magnocellular layers ofthe LGN, and

comprise approximately 10% ofthe ganglion cell population (Perr>' et al, 1984). They
have been called type II cells (Dogiel, 1891), parasol cells (Polyak, 1941; Rodieck et al.,
1985; Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989), A cells (Leventhal et al, 1981; Leventhal et al,

1989),Pa cells (Perry and Cowey, 1981, 1984; Perry et al, 1984), and M cells(Shapley
and Perry, 1986). In contrast, the second class has a smaller cell bodies ranging from 6-8 n
m in the central and 18-20 nm in the peripheral retina, a smaller, densely branched
dendritic arbor with diameters ranging from 5-6 jjin in the central and 120-140 (im in the

peripheral retina. They also have smaller axons than parasol cells, project to the

pai-vocellular layers ofthe LGN, and make up approximately 80% ofthe ganglion cell
population. These cells have been termed type III cells (Dogiel, 1891), midget cells

(Polyak, 1941; Rodieck etal, 1985, Watanabe and Rodteck, 1989), B cells (Leventhal et
al, 1981; Leventhal etal, 1989), P|3 cells (Perry and Cowey, 1981, 1984; Perry et al,
1984), and P cells (Shapley and Peny, 1986). While there is general agreement on these

two major classes, Kolb and co-workers insist that the midget cells identified by Rodieck
et al. (1985) are actually made up of midget cells and small parasols, which they term PI
and P2 cells respectively(Kolb et al, 1992). The remaining 10% ofthe ganglion cell
population falls into a number of different classes. The number of distinct cell classes
within this population is not generally agreed upon, ranging anywhere from two
(Leventhal etal, 1981)to fifteen (Kolb et al, 1992).

How primate and cat ganglion cells correspond to one another is another point of
contention. There are two opposing hypotheses relating cat and primate ganglion cells.
The first suggests that the cells are directly homologous in each species. For example,

Polyak's parasol cells in the primate correlate with the cat a cells and the primate midget
cells correlate to cat P cells. A number oflabs support this supposition (Leventhal et al,
1981; Perry and Cowey, 1981, 1984; Stone, 1983; Perry

a/., 1984; Rodieck gf a/.,

1985; Rodieck, 1988; Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989; Peichl, 1991; Wassle and Boycott,

1991). The alternative hypothesis is that midget cells are a primate specialization, the cat
P and primate parasol cells are equivalent and the a cells are a cat specialization.

Supporters ofthis hypothesis suggest that the differences between midget and P cells and

parasol and a cells are too great to be analogous (Shapley and Perry, 1986; Kaplan et al,
1990; Silveira and Perry, 1991; Kolb et al, 1992; Lynch et al, 1992). For instance, P cell

somata and dendrites are much closer lo the size ofthe primate parasol than they are to
midget cells.

The following studies will accept the hypothesis that cat and primate ganglion cell
classes are homologous. From a comparative viewpoint, it appears that a general scheme
exists for the structure ofthe mammalian retina, consisting ofthe same layers with similar

types of cells in each layer. Specific differences between retinas of different models are
correlated to the special visual needs of the animal in question. For instance most

monkeys are diurnal, and as expected, have cone dominated retinas, while the nocturnal
owl monkey, has a rod dominated retina (Ogden, 1975). Peichl(1991) supports this point
in his recent comparison ofa cells in a wide variety of mammals He provides evidence
that a cells are present in every mammalian species examined and concludes that a cells

play a critical role in the general structure and flinction ofthe visual system. Additionally,
the differences in the size of cat and primate retinal ganglion cells becomes less distinct if
cell density is taken into account. A negative correlation has been noted, between soma

and dendritic arbor size and cell density (Boycott and Wassle, 1974; Kirby and Chalupa,
1986). For instance, cells with smaller dendritic arbors and somas are located in areas of

high ganglion cell density. So if cell density is taken into account and the cells are scaled
accordingly, the morphology of midget and P cells, and parasol and a cells are not
significantly different (Rodieck, 1988; Peichl, 1991).

The system first introduced by Polyac(1941) will be used in the following studies.
This is for historical reasons as well as the fact that several recent studies in the primate

(Rodieck et al, 1985; Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989; Kolb et ai, 1992) have used
Polyac's terminology.
MOSAICS

Although the higlily ordered arrangement of photoreceptors in the vertebrate retina

was already known (Morris, 1970; Scholes, 1975; Marc and Sperling, 1976; Stell and
Harosi, 1976), ganglion cell arrangement defied analysis until the establishment of

morphological classes(Boycott and Wassle, 1974). Wassle and co-workers(Wassle and
Riemann, 1978; Wassle et al, 1981a, b, c, 1983a, b) tested the hypothesis that ganglion
cells of certain classes were regularly distributed across the retina. Upon measuring and

plotting the distances between ganglion cells, Wassle and co-workers found that adjacent
ganglion cells were separated by an average distance. Furthermore, plotting the distances
between the ganglion cell nearest neighbors produced a Gaussian, or normal distribution.
If retinal ganglion cells were randomly distributed across the retina, then plotting nearest

neighbor distances should not yield an identifiable distribution. From these data, Wassle
and Riemann (1978)concluded that ganglion cells were regularly (non-randomly)
distributed across the retina. An even higher degree of organization was found in the

distribution of ganglion cells when additional factors, specifically, on- and off- subclasses
were taken into account(Wassle et al, 1981a, b, c, 1983a, b). For instance, both on- and
off- P cells were found to have a regular(non-random) pattern if analyzed separately.
However, when the two populations of cells were analyzed together, a more random

distribution was observed. From these data Wassle and coworkers concluded that the

distributions of each subciass of ganglion cells were independent of one another.
RETINAL PROJECTIONS

Retinal ganglion ceils are the innermost cells in the basic circuit. Their axons project

from their cell body, across the retina, into the optic disk, nerve, chiasm and tract, finally
terminating in one of several visual centers. The first determinant of where a ganglion cell

will project is retinal location. Cells in the temporal retina project ipsilaterally and cells in
the nasal retina cross the midline at the optic chiasm and project contralaterally. Thus the

right side of the brain receives input from the right temporal and left nasal retina, which is
essentially the left visual field. Although 90% of retinal ganglion cells project to the dorsal
lateral geniculate nucleus(Perry et ai, 1984), important projections to the superior

colliculus, pretectum, nucleus of the optic tract and the hypothalamus are also observed.
Retinal output to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus and superior colliculus is

topographically organized, that is, the spatial relationships between objects projected on
the retina are preserved in these higher visual centers. Furthermore, retinal projections are
also determined by cell class. For instance, midget cells project to the paivocellular layers
ofthe dorsal lateral geniculate, layers 3-6, whereas pai'asol cells project to the

magnocellular, layers 1 and 2(Leventhal et al, 1981; Peny and Cowey, 1981; Perry et ai,
1984; reviewed by Rodieck etal, 198.5; Rodieck, 1988). The projections of cell types
homologous to cat W cells are not as well worked out, but are thought to project to the

superior colliculus, pretectum, nucleus ofthe optic tract and the hypothalamus. Retinal

projections to the various nuclei undeilie different functions. Vision and visual perception
is thought to be mediated by retinal projections to the lateral geniculate which projects to
the visual cortex. Projections to the superior colliculus mediate the coordination of eye

and head movements, to the pretectum underlies functional control ofthe light and
accommodative pupillary responses and to the hypothalamus for entrainment of circadian
rhythms.
NEURAL DEVELOPMENT

Many ofthe questions of general development are relevant to neural development.
The most fundamental of which is how does a singe cell give rise to an entire organism, or

in the case of neural development, the nervous system? The following discussion will give

a brief review of neural development up to when the optic cup forms, and the retina begins
to be recognizable. At that point a more detailed review of retinal development will ensue
which will focus on the mechanisms of general neural development that are well illustrated

by examining the development of the neural retina.
Neural development follows gastrulation. On the dorsal aspect ofthe gastrula, a

portion ofthe ectoderm that overlies the presumptive chordamesoderm is induced to
become neuroectoderm in a process called neural induction. Neurulation then occurs,

characterized by the thickening ofthe neural ectoderm foiming neural folds. During the
formation ofthe neural folds, a depression in the midline region ofthe neural plate marks

the beginning ofthe neural groove. The edges ofthe neural tube continue to rise medially
and dorsally and finally coalesce at one point, forming the neural tube. The folds then fuse

rostrally and caudally forming a cornpiete tube, covered with ectoderm. The lumen ofthe
neural tube eventually develops into the ventricular system. At the rostral end the neural
tube widens forming eleven small protrusions of ceil dense areas sepai'ated by cell poor
areas, termed neuromeres. The first three form the prosencephalon, the middle two

develop into the mesencephalon and the most caudal six form rhombencephalon. From
the prosencephalon develop the cerebral cortex, neural retina, and subcortical nuclei, e.g.
the putamen, caudate, and thalamus. The midbrain structures, the superior and inferior
colliculi, develop from the mesencephalon and the cerebellum and brain stem develop from
the rhombencephalon (for a detailed review see Jacobson, 1991).
The retina forms from the neuroepithelial layer on the lateral part ofthe neural groove.
Before neurulation is complete, the rostral portion ofthe neural groove forms out-

pockets, or alternatively, evaginations. As neurulation proceeds, and the neural tube
closes, the evaginations close dorsally forming optic vesicles which are connected to the

neural tube through a hollow optic stalk. The inside ofthe optic vesicle, optic stalk and
neural tube are therefore continuous.

The optic vesicle then contacts the surface ectoderm forming a two layered structure.
This two layered structure begins to invaginate (thus causing the optic vesicle to

invaginate),juxtaposing the lateral wall and the medial wall ofthe optic vesicle forming a

cup like structure. The overlying ectoderm eventually forms the lens vesicle and separates
fi*om the lateral portion ofthe optic cup. The interaction with the overlying ectoderm
induces the lateral portion ofthe optic cup to develop into the neural retina, while the

medial layer ofthe optic cup forms into the retinal jpigmented epithelium. The area where
the overlying ectoderm and lateral portion ofthe optic vesicle first contact is thought to be
a critical factor in determining the functional and developmental center ofthe retina (for
more detailed reviews of embryonic retinal development see Dowling and Boycott, 1965;
Mann, 1950; Barber, 1955; Jacobson, 1991; Robinson, 1991).
RETINAL DEVELOPMENT

Histological Development

A brief description of overall retinal development is included in order to provide a

general framework for examining individual developmental processes. A general theme is
that developmental processes begin in the central retina and progress peripherally. This is
true ofthe beginning and cessation of cell genesis (cat; Rapaport and Stone, 1983b;

primate: LaVail et al, 1991), the formation ofthe plexiform layers (cat; Rapaport and
Stone, 1982; primate; Hendrickson and Kupfer, 1976; Hendrickson, 1992; Hendrickson
and Drucker, 1992), maturation of ganglion cell morphology (cat; Rapaport and Stone,
1983a; Maslim et al, 1986; primate; DeJager and Kirby, 1988; Van Driel et al, 1990;
Wadhwa etal, 1993) and synaptogenesis (cat; Maslim and Stone, 1986; primate;

Hollenberg and Spira, 1973; Spira and Hollenberg, 1973; Okada et al, 1994). This has
lead to the proposal that the center ofthe retina is the focal point for retinal function and
maturation (Rapaport and Stone, 1982, 1984).

As reviewed above, development begins in the central retina. At embryonic day(E)45

(gestation is 165 ± 2 days in the rhesus macaque), no discernible retinal architecture exists.

Between E50 and E60 a region in the central retina can be identified with three distinct

cell layers separated by the inner and outei plexifonn layers. Within this area, a rod tree
zone with only cones can be identified. This pure cone region will remain rod free and
eventually develop into the fovea. During this period the inner plexiform layer can be seen
extending beyond the border of pure cone region, in contrast to the outer plexiform layer.
Between E75 and E83 the ganglion cell and inner plexiform layers nearly cover the entire
retina. The outer plexiform layer, however, only extends to the parafoveal region. Also
seen in the parafoveal region are rods and cones in the outer nuclear layer. From E90 to

E119 the outer plexiform layer as well as rods and cones can be observed out in the

periphery. The peripheral retina is also much thicker at this age than observed in the adult.
Although, the development of all three neuronal layers and both plexiform layers is evident
by El20, foveal formation and areal growth occur, profoundly affecting overall retinal
structure (see following discussion offoveal development and ganglion cell topography).

In summary, the histological development ofthe retina occurs in a central to peripheral
as well as an inner to outer direction. The inner plexiform and ganglion cell layers are first
evident at E50 in the central retina and and extend to the periphery by E90. The

emergence ofthe outer plexiform and outer nuclear layers lag slightly behind, first seen in
the central retina at E55 and in the peripheral retina by El20 (for more detailed reviews
see Hendrickson and Kupfer, 1976; Hendrickson, 1992; Okada et al, 1994).

Cell Genesis

INTERKINETIC MIGRATION

Cell division and proliferation is thought to only occur in a restricted area of the

developing nervous system. Within the neural tube the region that juxtaposes the hollow
area, the ventricles, is known as the ventricular zone. Sauer (1935a, b; 1936) noted that
this is the area where cell division occurs. Cells, while attached to the ventricular surface

send out a cytoplasmic process away from the ventricle. The nucleus then migrates from
the ventricular surface to the end ofthe cytoplasmic process and back again. The cell

goes through different phases of the cell cycle ending in cell division when it arrives back
at the ventricular surface. The two daughter cells then send out processes to the inner and

outer edges ofthe ventricular zone and the process repeats. This process has been termed
interkinetic migration and is thought to provide the nucleus ofthe neuroblasts with
different inductive factors during the cell cycle (Jacobson, 1991; Robinson, 1991). In the

cerebral cortex, cells that go through their last cell division, however, migrate along radial

glia out ofthe ventricular into the intermediate zone and begin to differentiate (Rakic,
1971a, b, 1978, 1982).

Cells dividing in the presumptive retina undergo a similar process as described for the
rest ofthe central nervous system with only a few differences. The thickness ofthe

dividing retina is spanned by presumptive Miiller cells, whose processes make up the inner
«

and outer limiting membrane. The outer limiting membrane is juxtaposed to a potential

space that is continuous with the ventricular system and therefore is analogous to the

ventricular surface. Instead ofthe ventricular zone, this layer of dividing cells has been

termed the cytoblast layer(Robinson et al., 1985; Robinson, 1991). Cells are attached to
and divide at the outer limiting membrane. Following cell division, they send out

processes to the inner limiting membrane and their nuclei migrate to the inner and then
back to the outer limiting membrane. The first cells to go through their terminal division

comprise the ganglion cell layer. These cells migrate out to the inner limiting membrane
and begin to differentiate. Once the inner plexifomi layer begins to develop, interkinetic
migration is restricted to the area between the outer limiting membrane and the inner

plexiform layer. Therefore, cell proliferation in the neural retina is very similar to that of
the other central nervous system structures (for a more detailed description see Denham,

1967; Konyukhov and Sazhina, 1976; Rapaport et al, 1984; Rapaport et al, 1985;
Robinson et al, 1985; Young, 1985b; Robinson, 1986; LaVail et al, 1991).
CELL GENESIS

As discussed above, retinal neurons undergo their final mitotic division, migrate out to

the appropriate retinal layer and begin to differentiate. A number oflaboratories have
utilized tritiated thymidine to determine the topography of cell production. Daughter cells
are labeled with tritiated thymidine as it is incorporated into the DNA of cells in S phase.

Cells going through their terminal division at the time ofinjection remain labeled in the
adult. Cells not undergoing their terminal division, however, continue to divide and the
tritiated thymidine is diluted to the point that it cannot be detected..

Using tritiated thymidine, the topography of cell genesis in the retina has been shown
in several developmental models (primate, LaVail et ai, 1991; cat, Rapaport and Stone,
1983b; Rapaport et al, 1985; Robinson et al, 1985; Walsh and Polley, 1985; Zimmerman
etal, 1988; mouse, Carter-Dawson and LaVail, 1979; Young, 1985a). In a

comprehensive study ofthe rhesus macaque, LaVail et al. (1991) demonstrated that retinal
cell genesis progresses as a wave towards the peripheral retina. For instance, the first cells
of a particular class are generated near the incipient fovea in early, and at more peripheral
locations later in development. In addition, LaVail et al. (1991) observed that cell genesis

was divided into two phases. During the first phase, ganglion, horizontal and cone cells

are generated. Ganglion and horizontal cells are the first classes of cells generated starting
around embryonic day E27, with a peak production between E38 and E43 and terminating
around E70. Cones are the next to be generated starting around E33, peaking between

E43 and E56 and continuing in the far periphery as late as El 10. The second phase of

generation appears to be more protracted and is the period in which amacrine, bipolar,
Muller and rod cells are generated. Amacrine cells are first seen at E43, reach peak

production between E56 and E85 and cease production at El 10. Bipolar, Miiller and rod
cells are generated at roughly the same time starting in the center ofthe retina around

E45, peak between E56 and E102, but continue to be generated at low levels postnatally.
Beazley and coworkers(Harman and Beazley, 1989; Harman et al., 1992) have also
demonstrated two phases of retinal cell genesis in marsupials. For a more detailed
discussion of primate retinal cell genesis see LaVail et al. (1991).

Synaptogenesis

Until recently, the only available methods for studying synaptogenesis in the primate
retina was the use ofelectron microscopy (Hollenberg and Spira, 1973; Spira and

Hollenberg, 1973; Smelser etal, 1974; Nishimura and Rakic, 1985; Nishimura and Rakic,

1987a, b; Lindberg and Fisher, 1990; Van Driel et ai, 1990). Although all types of
synapses could be identified with EM,it was very laborious to do a developmental study
and examine all retinal eccentricities. This created some discrepancies regarding the

commencement and termination of synaptogenesis in the inner and outer plexiform layers.

Recently, an antibody to synaptic vesicle 2(SV2), a transmembrane giycoprotein found in
virtually all synaptic vesicles in the central and peripheral nervfous system, has been

developed, allowing a comprehensive study ofsynaptogenesis in the retina(Okada et al,
1994).

Like many other developmental processes, synaptogenesis begins in the center ofthe
retina, at the site ofthe future fovea. The inner plexiform layer is continuous in the central
retina between E50 and ESS, which corresponds to the appearance of ribbon synapses

between ganglion and bipolar cells(Okada et al, 1994). The first ribbon synapses appear

in the outer portion ofthe inner plexiform layer, suggesting that the off- cell circuitry is
the first to develop. A few conventional amacrine cell synapses were seen in the E60
fetus, but their numbers were much lower than the bipolar ribbon synapses. With

increasing fetal age, the expression of SV2 was seen at more peripheral locations,
covering the entire retina by El03. Synaptogenesis appears to proceed from an inner to

outer direction, with outer piexifomi synapses appearing slightly later than synapses in the
inner piexifomi layer (Nishimura and Raicjc, 1987b). Ribbon synapses between cone

pedicles and bipolar ceils first appeared at E60 in the pure cone region. Synapses between
rod spheailes and bipolar dendrites appeared a month later at E90, in the "rod ring",
which surrounds the pure cone region. Synaptic contacts between cones and bipolar cells
can be seen in the far peripheiy by El25, and between rods and bipolar cells right before
birth.

Development ofRetinal Ganglion Cell Topography

The density of ganglion ceils across the adult mammalian retina is far from uniform.
As discussed above, most adult mammalian retinas have a central liigh density area as well

as a visual streak. The cell density in the fetal retina, however, is relatively unifonn with

many species having nearly a one to one density ratio between the central and peripheral
retina (Stone etai, 1982; Provis etal., 1985; Penfold and Provis, 1986; Provis, 1987).
These studies examined the cells within the ganglion cell layer which, in addition to

ganglion cells, includes displaced amacrine cells, macroglia and microglia. In the fetal
retina these cells are difficult to distinguish from each other and a ganglion cell density

gradient could be missed. Several studies have circumvented this problem by utilizing
retrograde tract tracers placed on the optic nerve, tract or retinal recipient nuclei which
selectively labels ganglion ceils. These studies have upheld the idea that no, or at the very

least, a modest central to periplieral density gradient exists in the early fetal retina (Dreher
et al, 1984; Lia et al, 1987; McCall et al, 1987; Robinson et al, 1989). Cell death and

differential retinal growth are two mechanisms thought to account for the development of
the adult ganglion cell central to peripheral density gradient.
CELL DEATH

Cell death is a common mechanism in brain development. It is thought that nearly fifty

percent ofthe neurons generated during development undergo degeneration. One line of
thought suggests that the neurons which die are unable to establish appropriate efferent
and afferent connections. It has been demonstrated that the period of rapid retinal

ganglion cell death, which in the primate begins around E90 and extends to El20(Rakic
and Riley, 1983a), is temporally correlated with ganglion cell axon segregation and

synaptogenesis in the LGN (Rakic, 1981, 1986; Rakic and Riley, 1983b). Rakic and

coworkers argue that the ganglion cells from each retina compete for connections within
the LGN, and those ceils with inappropriate synapses or those unable to establish
connections are eliminated (Rakic, 1981, 1985, 1986; Rakic and Riley, 1983a, b).

Although ample evidence exists suggesting that competition for available efferent
connections plays a significant role in retinal ganglion cell attrition, other processes must
also be involved. If available efferent connections were the only factor effecting cell death
then elimination of half ofthe total number of competing ganglion cells by fetal monocular

enucleation should nearly double the normal number of retinal ganglion cells in the
remaining eye. Only a modest increase of20% has been reported follov/ing fetal
enucleation (Chalupa et a/., 1984; Kirby and Chalupa, 1986). A number of studies have

provided evidence that afferent input is also important in ganglion cell death (Linden and

Perry, 1982; Perry and Linden, 1982; Linden arid Sertaiy, 1985; Linden and Renteria,
1988; Goidowitz, 1989; Linden, 1990; Pinon and Linden, 1990; for a review see Linden,

1994). For instance, it has been shown that cutting one optic tract of a neonatal rat, which
results in the rapid degeneration of ceils in the contralaterai nasal retina, preserves a larger

than normal population ofipsilaterally projecting cells in the nasal retina (Linden and
Perry, 1982; Perry and Linden, 1982; Perry, 1984). Perry and Linden argue that the
decrease in the number of cells in the nasal retina enables the remaining cells (ipsilaterally

projecting) to make afferent connections and are therefore not eliminated by cell death.
Although other factors such as neurotrophic factors, the presence or absence of certain
neurotransmitters and the level of spontaneous activity (for a re^/iew see Linden, 1994)

may contribute to ganglion cell death, it is clear that the ability to make afferent and
efferent connections are important in the elimination of ganglion cells.

The significance of cell death in sculpting the retinal ganglion cell central to peripheral

density gradient is still open to debate. A number of studies have shown that a central to
peripheral density gradient develops during the peak ganglion cell and optic nerve axon

loss(Ng and Stone, 1982; Stone et al, 1982; Provis and van-Driel, 1985,Provis et al,
1985; Williams et al, 1986; Provis, 1987; Wong and Hughes, 1987). Although the

emergence ofthe density gradient is temporally correlated with peak cell death, suggesting
it as a major mechanism of retina! topographic development, other studies have concluded
that cell death plays a relatively minor role (Stone et al, 1984; Stone and Rapaport, 1986;
Lia et al, 1987; McCall et al, 1987; Robinson et al, 1989). An estimate ofthe role of

cell death can be determined by comparing density changes in the ganglion cell layer to the
loss of axons in the optic nerve, in the cat, retinal ganglion cell density gradient changes
from 3:1 to 11;1 (Lia et al, \987) during the period that the number of axons decrease

from a peak of628,000 at E39 to 230,000 at E56(Williams et al., 1986). Later, the

density gradient changes from 11:1 to 60:1 (Stone, 1983) during the period when the
number of optic nerve axons slowly decreases from 230,000 at E56 to 160,000 at

adulthood. This suggests that the most rapid change in the density gradient occurs after
the peak ganglion cell loss, and therefore indicates a minor role of cell death in shaping the
adult ganglion cell density gradient. In fact, it is estimated that retinal ganglion cell death
accounts for only 10% ofthe density gradient in the rabbit (Robinson et al., 1989;

Robinson, 1991). It is possible that ceil death functions to create a small gradient wliich is
accentuated by later processes.
DIFFERENTIAL RETINAL GROWTH

Streeten (1969)first developed the concept of differential retinal growth to explain his
observations ofthe developing human pigmented epithelium. Streeten noticed that the

posterior pole, or the center ofthe retina, stopped growing early in development, and
postulated this as the reason the distance from the lens to the macula is stable throughout
life. In the neonatal cat, Mastronarde et al. (Mastronarde et al, 1984)showed ganglion

cell density changes that could not be attributed to either cell genesis or death. Examining
the cat, Lia et al. (Ida et al., 1987)showed that the relative change in distance between

the presumptive area centralis and the optic disk was much less than between the optic

disk and the retinal margins, suggesting that the central retinal area was changing
considerably less than the peiipheral area during development. It is now clear that

differential retinal growth, that is the center ofthe retina increasing in area less than the
peripheral retina throughout development, is a general feature of manunalian retinal
development(Tucker, 1978; Mastronarde etaL, 1980, 1984; Uiz.etal, 1987; McCall e/
al, 1987; Robinson, 1987; Wong and Hughes, 1987; Robinson eta/., 1989).
Differential retinal growth was not recognized as an important factor in the

development ofthe ganglion cell gradient until the early 1980s(Mastronarde et al, 1980,
1984; Stone et al., 1982). Mastronarde et al. (1980) proposed that differential retinal

growth is like the expansion of a balloon with walls that are not uniformly thick. The
center of the retina is the most resistant to stretch and therefore its area increases little as

compared to the more pliant peripheral retina which substantially increases in area under
the forces ofintraocular pressure and solera! growth. Assuming that the number of

ganglion cells are stable, as discussed above the density gradient changes the most after
peak cell death, the density of cells in a region that undergoes no change in area will not
be affected, while the density of cells will decrease in regions that grow. It has been

argued that differential retinal growth is the main mechanism responsible for the
development ofthe adult retinal ganglion cell density gradient (Stone et al, 1982; Lia et
al, 1987; Chalupa, 1988; Robinson et al, 1989; Robinson, 1991). Robinson et al
(Robinson et al, 1989) estimated that differential retinal grov/th accounts for
approximately 80% ofthe observed density gradient in the adult rabbit.

Foveal Development

Presently, little evidence exists about the mechanisi'ns underlying foveal development.

It is thought that most developmental processes stan in the center ofthe retina and
progress peripherally(Rapaport and .Stone, 1982, 1984; Robinson, 1987, 1991). Not only
the initiation but the cessation of developmental processes originates at this central

location. Ganglion cell generation begins at the incipient fovea at E27 and is completed by
E56(LaVail et al, 1991), well in advance of cell generation at more peripheral locations.
Initiation of synaptogenesis in both the outer plexiform layer and the inner plexiform layer
occurs first at this central site (Smelser et al, 1974; Nishimura and Rakic, 1985; Okada et

al, 1994). This has lead Robinson(1991)to label this area in the primate, as well as other
species as the developmentally advanced region.

Considering the early maturation ofthe central retina in most mammalian species, it is
intriguing that foveal formation occurs relatively late in fetal development and is not

entirely complete until 18 months postnatally in the macaque and up to 6 years postnatally
in humans(reviewed by Hendrickson, 1992; also see Hendrickson and Kupfer, 1976;
Hendrickson and Yuodelis, 1984; Yuodelis and Hendrickson, 1986). The future fovea is
first evident around E51-60 as a small area of a single layer of cones, an outer plexiform

and inner plexiform layers and an area of packed ganglion cells 4-5 cells thick (personal
observation and Hendrickson, 1992). At this stage the incipient fovea is the only area with

three neuronal layers separated by plexiform layers. From.E60-85 little morphological

change occurs except that the retinai layers become thicker and the cones become more
tightly packed. The cones also begin to elaborate a small inner segment.

Through fetal development the photoreceptor layer begins to thicken due to an
increase in the density of cone photoreceptors in the central retina which cannot be

accounted for by late cell generation and has been attributed to cone migration (Yuodelis
and Hendrickson, 1986; Packer e/a/., 1990; Hendrickson, 1992). From E90-125 the cone

inner segments continue to increase in length and decrease in thickness, the cones become
tilted with the inner segment towards the center ofthe retina, and the fibers ofHenle,
which are the axons between the cell body and the pedicles, appear. Cone outer segments

first appear around El 10. The photoreceptor layer in the fovea continues to develop from

El 10-post natal week(Pwk)39 concomitant with an approximate ten fold increase in
cone density. This is accompanied by increase in length and decrease in ^vidth ofthe inner
and outer segments, a lengthening ofthe fibers ofKenle, and an increase in the tilt ofthe
cones. At Pwk 39 the fovea appears morphologically similar to the adult fovea. Like the

photoreceptor layer, significant changes also occur in the inner layers ofthe retina during
foveal development.

Although the foveal depression is not yet evident at E85-110, Lia and Chalupa(1991)

reported that the ganglion cell layer begins to thin at around E90. Morphologically, a
foveal depression can be seen at El10 and a clear foveal pit by E130. This is accompanied
by a concomitant increase in the density of cells surrounding the foveal depression,

forming the foveal slope. At El30, there is still a thin ganglion cell layer 2-3 cells thick.

By the Pwk 2-4 the ganglion cell layer has thinned to a single discontinuous layer and by
Pwk 39 only scattered neurons are to be found in the fo% ea) pit. At this stage the ganglion
cell layer at the foveal slope is 6-8 cells thick (Hendrickson, 1992). The development of
the human fovea appears to be similar, but over a more protracted course than in the

macaque (Provis and van-Driel, 198.5; Provis et al., 1985; Diaz-Araya and Provis, 1992;
Hendrickson, 1992)

Many ofthe morphological changes that occur during foveal development are well
documented (as reviewed above), although relatively little is known about what induces

these changes. Two hypotheses have been proposed for the development ofthe foveal pit.
The "weakened wall" hypothesis suggests that the inner retinal layers are pushed

peripherally by an increase in intraocular pressure. A second hypothesis proposes that the
foveal pit is formed by peripheral migration ofinner retinal neurons.

Central to the "weakened wall" hypothesis is the idea that central retina in the fetal

primate is weak. This is thought to be due to the incipient fovea having the highest
density of cells and therefore the thickest area ofthe retina. Due to the thickness, Miiller
cells, a glial cell that provides the structural integrity for the retina, are thought to be thin
and elongated resulting in a structural weakness at this site (Robinson, 1991). This

hypothesis proposes that the increase in intraocular pressure that occurs after the optic
fissure closes, presses on this weakness and radially displaces the retinal layers overlying
the photoreceptors.

An alternative hypothesis proposes that foveal development is an active process that
occurs secondarily to the normal mechanisms of mammalian retinal development. Instead

of a weakened wall which suggests tiiat the inner retinal layers are passively displaced, this
hypothesis asserts that the foveal pit is formed by the active migration of neurons away
from the center ofthe retina. Several studies(Yuodelis and Hendrickson, 1986; Packer et

al, 1990; Diaz-Araya and Provis, 1992; reviewed by Hendrickson, 1992) have already

provided evidence that at least development ofthe high density of cones in the

photoreceptor layer occurs by an active migration of relatively mature cells. It is
reasonable to propose that changes in the ganglion cell layer may occur by a .similar, albeit
complementary mechanism.
Mechanisms ofAxon Outgrowth

Retinal ganglion cells undergo their terminal cell divi.sion and begin to migrate from
the neuroblast layer to the presumptive ganglion cell layer. Axon outgrowth begins during

this migration or immediately after the cell reaches the ganglion cell layer (Hinds and
Hinds, 1974; Maslim et al, 1986). The axon is capped with a growth cone that

presumably migrates by the extension of frlopodia toward the optic fissure, to form the
optic nerve. As reviewed above, the adult nerve fiber layer is very distinct. Cells in the
nasal retina project directly to the optic disk wiiereas cell in the temporal retina show a

pronounced curvature around the fovea. It is not clear if the outgrowing axons of
temporal cells actively avoid this region, or if they initially overgrow the fovea, and are
pulled aside by later processes during foveal formation.

Various mechanisms of axori guidance have been shown to be present during brain

development that no doubt impinge upon retinal ganglion cell axon outgrowth (for
reviews see Landmesser, 1986; Fujisawa, 1987; Dodd and Jessell, 1988; Guthrie, 1989;
Schlosshauer et al., 1990; Walter et ai., 1990; Jacobson, 1991; CLeary and Koester,

1993). Possibly one ofthe oldest hypotheses concerning axon guidance in the developing
nervous system is the concept of neurotropism. This theory states that the target tissue
releases a factor, creating a chemical gradient that developing axons follow. A number of

studies using various models have supported neurotropism as an important factor in axon
guidance. Lumsden and Davies(1983) demonstrated that mouse sensory neurons in
culture, grow directly to their targets, avoiding inappropriate tissue. Transplantation
studies have shown that developing retinal ganglion cell axons project to, and make
functional contacts wdth an ectopic placed tectum (Alvarado-Mallart & Sotelo, 1984).

Additionally, retinal ganglion cells of ectopically placed eyes, were shown to grow into the
tectum and establish functional connections in amphibians (Harris, 1986). Recently, in

vitro studies utilizing the developing rat cortex have shown that the basilar pons attracts

growing axons oflayer 5 cortical neurons (Heffner et ai., 1990) and layer 6 neurons from
the visual cortex are guided to the thalamus(Bolz et al., 1990). Similarly, Bahr &

Eschweiler(1991) showed that regenerating ganglion cell axons are able to reestablish
functional contacts with the superior colliculus in vitro. Although these studies provide
evidence that diffusible neurotropic factors exist, they have yet to be isolated. Nerve

growth factor is the only molecule to date, that has been proposed to have a role in
neurotropisra (Letoumeau, 197S; Levi-Montalcini and Calissano, 1986).

Local guidance factors appear to be another importajit mechanism that guides growing
axons to their appropriate targets. One method for investigating the effects oflocal
factors is by using an in vitro system where retinal axons are allowed to grow on a

substratum consisting of alternating stripes of posterior and anterior tectal membrane

components. Walter et al. (1987) demonstrated that axons of temporal ganglion cells

grew exclusively on anterior tectum components, whereas axons of nasal ganglion cells
preferentially grew on posterior membranes. Experiments conducted by Harris(1989)
further highlighted the importance oflocal guidance cues on developing axons. Hairis

(1989)rotated a portion ofthe presumptive optic tract to test the effects of changing local
guidance cues on the trajectory ofgrowing axons. When the graft was rotated 90°,
ganglion cell axons were deflected an average of24°, suggesting the presence oflocal

guidance cues. However, this effect could have been due to mechanical guidance factors.
To test this possibility, grafts were rotated 180°, which should not have affected the

trajectory ofgrowing axons if only mechanical guidance factors were present. Most ofthe
axons growing on the grafts rotated 180°, turned back or became disorganized,
eliminating the possibility that the deflections in the earlier study were due solely to
mechanical factors. Most of the factors thought to be important in axon guidance ai'e
extracellular molecules that affect the adhesion ofthe axon growth cone to the

extracellular matrix. Molecules involved in the local guidance of growing axons include

A'-cahedrin and the neural cell adhesion molecule (Silver and Rutishauser, 1984; reviewed

by Dodd and Jessell, 1988), laminin (Cohen et al., 1987; reviewed by Yip and Yip, 1992),
neuron-glia cell adhesion molecule (Shiga et al., 1990, 1991, 1993) and chondroitin
sulfate proteoglycan(Snow etal., 1991).

Mechanical guidance is another important mechanism, alluded to above, that governs
axon outgrowth in the developing brain and neural retina. Considerable evidence has
accumulated that glia aid in directing growing axons during brain development (Singer et
al., 1979; Silver and Sidman, 1980; Krayanek and Goldberg, 1981; Silver et al., 1982;

Carney and Silver, 1983; Silver, 1984). In retinal development, the spaces between the
Muller cell endfeet are thought to form channels that direct the ganglion cell axons to the

optic disk. The importance of mechanical guidance is highlighted by the observation that
many ofthe outgrowing axons failed to exit the eye correctly in mutant mice that lacked

properly formed glial channels (Silver and Robb, 1979). Although all three mechanisms of
axon guidance undoubtedly impinge upon axon outgrowth ofretinal ganglion cells, long
range cues probably have little effect on the fiber anatomy ofthe retina. It is likely,
however, that ganglion cell axons are influenced by both mechanical and local guidance
factors.

Retinal Ganglion Cell dei'elopment
DENDRITIC DEVELOPMENT

Several studies have investigated the development of retinal ganglion cell dendrites in

the cat(Maslim et al, 1986; Dann et al, 1987, 1988; Ramoa et al, 1987, 1988; Maslim

and Stone, 1988). Maslim et al(1986) described three stages of retinal ganglion cell
development. The first stage, occuning between E2]-E36, includes the migration ofthe
ganglion cell from the neuroblast layer in addition to the extension of an axon to the optic
disk. Active dendritic growth, distinguished by growth cones on the tips of the dendritic

processes is the hallmark ofthe second stage (E36-E60). During the third stage, the
dendritic processes lack growth cones and lengthen by interstitial growth. Maslim and
Stone (1988), studying the development of dendritic stratification, later distinguished

several phases of dendritic maturation that occur during stages two and three. The first
phase occurs immediately following the migration ofthe ganglion cell from the neuroblast

layer to the ganglion cell layer. It is marked by a diffiase dendritic ingrowth into both the
ganglion cell and inner plexiform layers, occuning betv/een E36 and E62. During the
second phase [E62-postnatal day(P)2] the ganglion cell dendrites begin to retract so that
they only occupy the inner plexiform layer. From P5 through the remainder of

development the ganglion cell dendrites become confined to a specific layer ofthe inner

plexiform layer corresponding to either the a or b laminae. During the third phase many of
the ganglion cells go through a bistratified stage. Although whether these bistratified cells
are part of normal development or are a transient cell class has yet to be determined.
Maslim and Stone(1988) support the hypothesis that bistratification is a normal

developmental phase. Noting the temporal correlation between the restriction of ganglion
cell dendritic arbors to a specific lamina of the inner plexiform layer and the appearance of
ribbon synapses characteristic of ganglion-bipolar cell connections, they further

hypothesized that bipolar ceil differentiation and synaptogenesis triggers ganglion cell
dendritic stratification.

A number of studies have examined dendritic stnicturai development using

intracellular injections ofLucifer Yeliovv (Dann et al., 1987, 1988; Ramoa ei ai, 1987,

1988). At E60, cat ganglion cells have smaller dendritic arbors and somas than in the
adult, yet it is still possible to group them into cell classes(Maslim et ai, 1986; Ramoa et

al, 1987). Although adult ganglion cell classes are apparent in the E60 fetus, they still

possess several features ofimmaturity. Short spine-like processes of 1 to 10(xm in length
cover the dendrites and at times, the soma. The number of spines is maximal at about P5

and decreases to adult levels by the first postnatal month. It has been hypothesized that

these spines serve as transient contacts for amacrine and bipolar cell processes. Once
contacts are made, these short processes retract and serve to "pull" the amacrine and

bipolar cell dendrites back to the main ganglion cell dendrites facilitating the establishment
ofsynapses(Wassle, 1988). Additionally, the dendritic arbor is more highly branched in
the fetus as compared to the adult. The number of branches decreases and the intemodal
distance increases from P5 through the remainder of postnatal development. Other
features of dendritic development include a thickening ofthe dendrites and the

disappearance ofring structures within the length ofthe dendrite(Dann et ai, 1987).
In summary, it is apparent that several stages can be distinguished in cat ganglion cell
development. The ganglion cell completes terminal cell division and migrates into the

ganglion cell layer. Upon arrival, it elaborates dendritic processes throughout the ganglion

cell and inner plexiform layers. Through fetal developnisnt the deridrites become highly
branched and posse-ss abundant dendritic spines. Near the end offetal development the
dendrites become confined to the inner plexiform layer. During late fetal and early

postnatal development, the dendrites become confined to a specific region ofthe inner
plexiform layer often going through a bistratified stage. Additionally, the number of
dendritic branches and spines begins to decrease and the area ofthe dendritic arbor

continues to grow. At about one month postnatally, the morphology of ganglion cells
closely resembles the adult. The basic features of cat ganglion cell dendritic development
has been shown to be very similar in other mammalians (rat - Maslim et al, 1986;
Yamasaki and Ramoa, 1993; hamster - Lau et al., 1992; quokka - Dunlop, 1990), and in

all probability, is a general model of man>maiian ganglion cell stmctural development.
DETERMINANTS OF DENDRITIC MORPHOLOGY

Not only did the seminal work by Boycott and Wassle(1974) establish the

morphological classes of ganglion cells but it also introduced an important concept that
the size of ganglion cells within the same class increase in size with increasing eccentricity.
It can be argued that at least two mechanisms are responsible for the central to peripheral
gradient in the size of ganglion cell somas and dendritic arbors. Mutual inhibition by cells
ofthe same class could account for observed eccentricity differences. That is, since the

central retina has a high density of ganglion cells, during dendritic outgrowth, ganglion
cells can only elaborate a small arbor before it contacts an arbor of another cell ofthe
same subclass. In contrast, in the periphery where cell densities are low, a ganglion cell

can elaborate a much larger arbor before contacting another cell. Alternatively,
"competition" for afferents by members ofthe same cell class could also account for the
variability of morphology (Linden and Peny, 1982; Periy- and Maffei, 1988). In all
probability both mechanisms are responsible for ganglion cell dendritic morphology.
The mutual inhibition of dendritic growth by cells ofthe same class was proposed and

supported by Wassle and co-workers(Wassle and Riemann, 1978; Wassle et al., 1981a, b,
c, 1983a, b). They examined the shape and size of a ganglion cell dendritic arbors with

respect to neighboring cells ofthe same class. It was noted that the ganglion cell dendrites
of each subclass collectively covered the entire retina. They calculated that every area of

the retina was covered by the dendrites of at least one on- and one off- a cell (average
1.4) and three on- and three off- P cells. They further examined the spread ofindividual

ganglion cell dendritic arbors. They compared the actual size and shape ofthe ganglion
cell dendritic arbor to Dirichlet domains constructed around each cell (see Honda, 1978

for discussion on the use ofDirichlet domains to describe cell packing). The Dirichlet

domains included an area around the ganglion cell soma where any point within the

territory was closer to its own cell body than the soma of any neighboring cells. Although
Wassle et al. (Wassle et al., 1983a) showed the Dirichlet domains were very similar to the
actual ganglion cell dendritic domains, the dendritic arbors overlapped whereas by
definition the Dirichlet domains cannot They speculated that the dendrites of developing

ganglion cells grow until they make contact with dendrites of other cells ofthe same class.

This interaction inhibits further dendritic growth of either cell, producing a dendritic arbor
roughly the same size and shape as what was predicted by DirichJet domains.
A number of studies have examined the effects of experimentally changing ganglion

cell density on dendritic morphology (iPerry and Linden, 1982; Eysel etal, 1985; Kirby
and Chalupa, 1986; Leventhal etal., 1988, 1989). Experiments that lowered cell density
resulted in ganglion cells with larger somas and dendritic arbors. In addition, the dendritic
arbors were observed to be displaced towards areas oflow cell density (Perry and Linden,

1982; Eysel etal., 1985; Leventhal etal., 1988, 1989). Furthermore, Kirby and Chalupa
(1986)showed that a cells had smaller somas and dendritic arbors in retinas where the cell
densities were experimentally increased by fetal enucleation. Other evidence that cell
density affects the shape of ganglion cell dendritic arbors has been provided by studies
demonstrating that the shape ofthe arbors are elliptical, with their long axis pointing
towards the center ofthe retina (Leventhal and Schall, 1983; Rodieck et al., 1985; Schall
et al, 1986; Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989; Linden, 1993). It was also shown that the

center ofthe arbors are displaced towards the peripheiy with respect to the cell somas.

The importance ofthese findings are debated by Watanabe and Rodieck (1989) since they
have shown that the long axis ofthe dendritic arbors are oriented towa rds the center ofthe
retina in the macaque and human but not the baboon.

As detailed above, dendritic morphology may be in part determined by cell density due
to mutual inhibition of cells ofthe same class and competition for synaptic contacts.

Although these are important mechanisms, genetic components must also be considered.

Leventhal and co-workers(1988, 1989) have demonstrated that in regions where cell

densities were experimentally reduced that distinct cell classes could still be determined.
Even though the cells were larger in these regions the relative differences betv/een
different cell classes still existed and the proportion of cells belonging to each class
remained unchanged. Leventhal and colleagues argued that the cells were genetically

programmed to become a particular class and the decrease in density simply allowed them
to elaborate a larger arbor and soma. Thus it appears that genetics and cell density are the
main factors determining ganglion cell class and morphology.
SPECIFIC AIMS AND HYPOTHESES

A central to peripheral maturation gradient occurs in the majority of mammalian
retinas studied (for a review see Robinson, 1991). The primate is unique in that the fovea
is located at the center ofthe retina and does not begin to form until relatively late in fetal

development. Although there have been a number of studies that have examined the
foveal development in primates (reviewed above), most of this work has been at a gross

morphological level and has not critically examined the ganglion cell layer and the changes
in structure of centrally located ganglion cells compared to cells at more peripheral

locations. The overall goal ofthis proposal is to study the mechanisms of primate retinal
and foveal development by comparing changes that occur in centrally located ganglion
cells to those at more peripheral locations. The following chapters caiefully examine the

ganglion cells m the central retina in order to evaluate whether different developmental
mechanisms impinge upon the central retina than affect the peripheral retina. Studying the

ganglion cell layer will provide peninent infonnation on whether foveal development is a

primary or secondary event, what factors may contribute to the formation ofthe foveal pit,
when the arcuate fascicles are present, and the potential mechanisms underlying axon
outgrowth.
Dendritic Development

Early in retinal development, the dendrites of ganglion cells extend into the inner
plexiform layer and begin to elaborate. Stone and coworkers(Maslim et ah, 1986;
Maslim and Stone, 1988) have established that the structural differentiation of cat retinal
ganglion cells occurs in three stages. The first stage is marked by a diffuse ingroivth
across the inner plexiform layer and at times into the ganglion cell layer, followed by a

trimming back into either mono- or bistratified dendritic arbor and finally the restriction of
the arbor to one specific level ofthe inner plexiform layer. Chalupa and Dreher(1991)

have hypothesized that species with more highly developed visual systems are under the
control of more precise developmental mechanisms, or "blueprints". This hypothesis
predicts that dendritic development in the primate should be more precise than in the cat.

The study in Chapter Two examines the dendritic growth and maturation of ganglion cells
and establishes stages of structural differentiation analogous to those identified in the cat.
CHAPTER TWO NULL H^TOTHESIS:

That no differences exist between the primate and feline retinal ganglion cell
dendritic development.

Mosaic Development

Wassle and co-workers (cat; Wassle and Riemann, 1978; Wassle et al., 1981a, b, c,
1983a, b; primate: Grunert et at., 1993 Dacey, 1993) have sho^vn that ganglion cells of a

particular class are not randomly distributed across the retina but are regularly arranged so
that any given area is covered by the dendrites of each physiological class of ganglion cell.
How this regular distribution of cells across the retina develops is poorly understood. It
has been shown that neither increasing (Kirby and Chalupa, 1986) nor decreasing (Linden

and Perry, 1982; Peny and Linden, 1982; Perry, 1984; Leventhal et al., 1988)the density
of retinal ganglion cells significantly affects the development of ganglion cell mosaics.

Perry(1984) also concludes that ganglion cell death may "fine tune" the mosaic but
probably has little to do with establishing the regular pattern.

One possible role for the transient class of bistratified cells(Maslim et al, 1986;
Maslim and Stone, 1988)in the mammalian retina is the establishment of ganglion cell

mosaics. This would suggest that one ramification ofthe bistratified cell would complete
the ganglion cell mosaic whereas the other ramification would not complete but disrupt
the corresponding mosaic. For instance, a bistratified parasol cell might have one of its
ramifications that completes the parasol "on- cell" mosaic whereas its second ramification

disrupts the regular spacing of the "off- cell" parasol cells. The alternative hypothesis
asserts that bistratified cells are a transient cell class that are eliminated through cell death

and play no role in the establishment of retinal ganglion cell mosaics. The study in

Chapter Three examines bistratified cells at several fetal ages in the primate retina and how
each relates to an established mosaic of ganglion ceils.
CHAPTER THREE NULL HYPOTI-IESIS:

Bistratified cells are a transient cell class eliminated through cell death.
Foveal Development

Relatively little is understood about the processes that underlie the development ofthe
fovea. It has been proposed that the retina is weak at the sight ofthe incipient fovea and
that increasing intraocular pressure passively forces the ganglion cell and inner neural
layers peripherally, forming the foveal pit (Robinson, 1991). A competing hypothesis
asserts that the fovea develops by the active migration of neurons of the ganglion and

inner nuclear layers away, and the inward migration of the cone towards the center ofthe
fovea (Packer et al, 1990; Kirby and Steineke, 1991). Chapter Four examines the

morphological changes of retinal ganglion cells at the incipient fovea during foveal pit
formation.

CHAPTER FOUR NULL HYPOTHESIS;

Foveal formation is solely a passive process that does not involve the migration of
neurons ofthe ganglion cell or inner nuclear layers.
Arcuate Fascicle Development

A distinguishing feature ofthe primate retina is the curvature oftemporal retinal

ganglion cell axons as they project around the fovea to the optic disk forming the arcuate
fascicles. Little is knov/n about the development of the arcuate fascicles. One of at least

two processes must be responsible for the development of the adult fiber anatomy.
Potentially, this organization is established in early development by an active process that
guides outgrowing axons around the incipient fovea. Alternatively, the arcuate fascicles

may develop gradually by passive processes such as cell death and differential retinal

growth. The study in Chapter Five examines arcuate fascicle development by evaluating
central retinal growth, the emergence ofthe adult nerve fiber pattern, and the projection
and axon outgrowth of retinal ganglion cells.
CHAPTER FIVE NULL HYPOTHESES:

(1) Arcuate fascicle development is a passive process occurring gradually through
development.

(2)That no differences exist in jixon guidance mechanisms between the central and
peripheral retina suggesting that the arcuate fascicles develop through the
mechanisms of cell death and differential retinal growth.
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ABSTRACT

The pattern of dendritic stratincation of r etinal ganglion cells in the fetal monkey
{Macaca mulatto) was examined using horseradish peroxidase and retinal explants.

Ganglion cells in the rhesus monkey are bom between embiyonic day(E)30-70(LaVail et
ai, 1983,Investigative Ophthalmology and Visual Science Supplement, 24:7). At E60,

E67, and E68 approximately 50% of all ganglion cells within the central 3.0 mm ofthe
retina had dendritic arbors that were unistratified within the inner plexiform layer (IPL),

while the remaining 50% had bistratified arbors. Unistratified cells had relatively flat
arbors that ramified within a restricted portion ofthe EPL. In contrast, bistratified cells

had one portion ofthe arbor that branched in the inner half ofthe IPL and a second

portion that branched in the outer half ofthe IPL. Relatively few bistratified cells were
encountered in the central 1.0 mm ofthe retina but were more numerous with increasing

eccentricity. At E81, E90, and El 10 the dendritic arbors of ganglion cells increased in

both area and complexity, but occupied a relatively small percentage of the total depth of
the IPL. The bistratified cells encountered at these fetal ages were typically located in the

far retinal periphery. Between E125-E140 the dendritic arbors ofindividual ganglion cells
increased in area and depth to occupy a greater proportion ofthe total IPL than at earlier
fetal ages.

These observations suggest that ganglion cells in the macaque undergo at least three

stages of dendritic stratification: (1) an initial period of dendritic growth during which the
cells have either unistratified or bistratified dendritic arbors; (2)a loss ofthe majority of

bistratified cells through cell death or remodeling of the arbor; and (3)grov^th or
expansion ofthe arbor to occupy a greater percentage of the total depth ofthe IPL. The
first two stages are similar to recent observations in the fetal cat (Maslim & Stone, 1988,

Developmental Brain Research, 44:87-93) with the exception that dendritic development
in the primate lacks an initial diffuse ingrowth to the IPL. Additionally, primate ganglion
cells undergo a third stage of dendritic growth in late fetal development during which the
arbor occupies a greater proportion ofthe depth ofthe IPL.
Key Words: dendritic stratification, retina, development, primate.

INTRODUTION

Little is presently understood ofthe developmental processes that establish the mature
morphology ofthe dendritic arbors ofindividual neurons. Towards this goal the retina
serves as a convenient model system for examination of mechanisms affecting dendritic

development. The retina contains several classes of neural and non-neural cells which
have been well characterized in adult animals in terms of both morphological and

functional organization. Among these cell classes retinal ganglion cells provide an
important model system to examine developmental mechanisms that determine dendritic
morphology. In general, the somas of retinal ganglion cells are found within a single layer
with dendritic arbors that ramify in the adjacent inner plexiform layer (IPL). Further, the

ganglion cell class is not homogeneous but is composed ofseveral subclasses that can be
distinguished by both anatomical and physiological criteria (for reviews see Lennie, 1980;
Rodieck, 1979, 1988; Sherman & Spear, 1982; Stanford, 1987; Stone, 1983; Wassle,
1982).

Building upon early anatomical observations that dendrites of retinal ganglion cells
branch in different portions ofthe IPL (e.g., Cajal, 1893; Dogiel, 1891), recent

investigators have demonstrated a functional relationship between the portion ofthe IPL
oftermination and the cell's response to light. In the cat (Famiglietti & Kolb, 1976; Kolb,
1980; Nelson et al, 1978; Peichl & Wassle, 1981) and rabbit(Bloomfield & Miller, 1986;

Famiglietti, 1983; Famiglietti & Kolb, 1976; Masland et al, 1984)the stratification ofthe
dendritic arbor into inner and outer divisions ofthe IPL have been correlated with ON-

and OFF-center receptive field responses. Moreover, this functional division ofthe IPL
has been further extended to include slratification ofthe terminal processes of amacrine

and bipolar cells (Bloomfield & Miller, 1986; Famiglietti & Kolb, 1975, 1976; Nelson &
Kolb, 1985; Sterling et al, 1986). Thus, the accumulated evidence to date has indicated
that at least two functional sublaminae are present witlun the IPL, although undoubtedly
others are also present(See Marc, 1986; Pvodieck, 1973).

Recently, studies examining the development of dendritic arbors of retinal ganglion
cells in fetal(Maslim et al, 1986; Maslim & Stone, 1988) and neonatal cats(Dann et al,
1987, 1988) have observed that the segregation of retinal ganglion cell dendritic arbors
into inner or outer sublaminae ofthe IPL in adult animals was not present during the initial

development ofthe dendritic arbor. Rather, ganglion cells in the fetus undergo at least
three phases of dendritic growth. The first stage was characterized by an initial diffuse
growth into the IPL and ganglion cell layer(Maslim & Stone, 1988). This was in turn
followed by a loss or retraction ofthe arbor to a single sublaminae ofthe IPL. During this
later phase of retraction approximately three-fourths of all retinal ganglion cells had an

intermediate bistratified stage, with terminal portions of the dendritic arbor found in both
the inner and outer laminae ofthe IPL.

The present study was undertaken to confirm and extend these observations to retinal
ganglion cells in the rhesus macaque. This study specifically focuses on the early
stratification ofthe developing dendritic arbors ofthese cells during fetal development.
Unlike the fetal cat the initial dendritic outgrowth of primate ganglion cells is not diffuse,

but principally confined to a small portion ofthe IPL. As esxly as E60 approximately 50%
ofthe retinal ganglion cell population in the central 3.0 mm ofthe retina were observed to
have unistratified arbors in the IPL, w'lile the remaining half had arbors that were

bistratified. At later fetal ages few bistratified cells v/ere encountered. Cells during this

period had arbors that occupied a single sublaminae ofthe IPL. During late gestation the
arbors of cells increased the overall depth ofthe IPL that they occupied (i.e., the inner-

outer depth ofthe IPL)forming morphological classes characteristic ofthe mature animal.
These results suggest that the initial outgrowth ofthe dendritic arbor of primate retinal
ganglion cells is initially more ordered than in the fetal cat, with both species evidencing
similar developmental phases.
METHODS

Retinal Explants

The present study was based on examination of 18 fetal and 2 adult rhesus macaque

monkeys(Macaca mulatto). The age ofthe fetal animals were; embryonic day(E)60(2
animals), E67, E68, E81, E90, EllO, E125, E130, E13L E134, E136(2 animals), E138,
El39, E140, E147, El50. The ages were estimated from timed matings and have an

accuracy of±3 days (gestational term is approximately 165 days). Fetuses were delivered
by Cesarean section under strict sterile conditions. Prior to each surgery, the female was
anesthetized with ketanriine(10 mg/kg, i.m.), intubated, and ventilated with a 47-49%

nitrous 50% oxygen mixture, to which 1-3% halothane was added as primary anesthetic.

During surgery heart rate, end tidal CO2, and body temperature were continuously

monitored and maintained within normal range. For each surgery a midline incision was
made exposing the abdominal wall which was then opened along the linea alba. The

position ofthe fetal head in the utenas was determined using gentle palpation. A small
incision was then made through the maternal membranes betv/een the placenta to expose
the fetus. Following deliveiy of the fetus the placenta was removed and all openings

closed. Prior to surgery each female was given atropine sulfate (0.04 mg/Tcg, s.c.) and a
prophylactic dose of a wide based antibiotic (penicillin C procaine, 300,000 units, i.m.).
All animal experimentation was conducted in accordance with the principles for humane
care and use of animals as embodied in the Declaration of Helsinki(Code ofEthics of the

World Medical Association) and in accordance with the guidelines ofthe American
Physiological Association and the Society for Neuroscience.

Following removal from the uterus, the fetus was deeply anesthetized with barbiturate
(sodium pentobarbital, 100 mg/kg, i.p.) and the retinae rapidly dissected free (Stone,
1981) and treated as a retinal explant using a modified procedure ofMaslim et al. (1986).

A similar procedure was used for the m.ature animals. The retinae were then placed into
ox>'genated Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium(pH 7.4), containing 10% fetal calf

serum (37°C). Each retina was then gently spread fiber layer up onto filter paper while
maintaining strict reference to retinal coordinates. Typically one to three cuts were made
into the retina to facilitate this process. Next the tip of a pair offorceps were dipped into
a bottle of horseradish peroxidase(HRP; Sigma type VI), and a few crystals inserted into

the retina at 10 to 12 different locations. The topography ofthe blood vessels, coupled

with the optic disk and fovea(when present) facilitated the placement ofcrystals at
specific retinal locations

The retinas were then placed into a container ofthe same medium and incubated at
ST^C.,
in a 6.1% CO2 93.9% 02 environment for three hours. Following the suggestion of
'

J. Stone (personal communication)the medium was replaced eveiy 15 minutes to insure
maintenance of proper pH and oxygenation. After incubation the retinae were washed in
0.IM phosphate buffer, fixed for 20 minutes in a 2% gluteraldehyde in 0.IM phosphate
buffer, and reacted for HRP using the protocol of Adams(1981). This protocol uses a
0.05% solution of diaminobenzidine in 0.1 M phosphate buffer(pH 7.4) combined with
0.005% cobalt chloride and 0.004% nickel ammonium sulfate. The addition of these two

heavy metals provides a relatively intense reaction product in fetal tissue while minimizing
background artifact or discolorization, critical for visualization ofsmall dendritic processes

in developing neurons. Following reaction, each retina was rinsed in phosphate buffer, flat
mounted onto gelatinized glass slides, dehydrated and coverslipped. In one animal(E67)
following analysis ofthe wholemounted retina, one retina was removed from the slide and
embedded in methacrylate and serial sectioned at 5.0 pm vertical to the retinal surface.

This provided an additional qualitative method for examination ofthe stratification ofthe
dendritic arbor described below.

Analysis ofretinal ganglion cells

Each retina was mapped using stage coordinates (Stone, 1981)for location and
measurement of eccentricity from the fovea(when present) or for the younger fetal ages.

the area of highest ganglion cell density referred to here as the incipient fovea centralis.
Arcuate fibers and blood vessels, which avoid this region, were also used m determining

the location ofthe incipient fovea centralis. As described by Hendrickson and Kupfer

(1976)and Smelser et al.(1974)this retinal location can also be identified by the absence
of rods in the photoreceptor layer, similar to the human retina (cf. Hollenburg & Spira,
1973; Provis et al, 1985). Except v/here indicated, all measurements were obtained fi-om
cells located along an approximately 2.0 mm corridor starting 500 pm temporal to the

fovea or incipient fovea centralis that continued past the optic disk, and was centered on
the horizontal meridian. Measurements at each eccentricity were obtained Irom a local

population of cells at one retinal location. No comparisons were made ofretinal

topography at the same eccentricity. All ceil drawings v/ere made at X1953.1 (XlOO oil
objective) using differential interference phase contrast microscopy (Nomarski optics;
Nikon, Inc.). This optical system was critical for the resolution of small dendritic

processes, and produced an extremely flat focal plane which minimized the optical
distortion produced by cellular material above and below the plane offocus. Moreover,
this technique was important for determination of the distance and depth oftermination ot

dendritic processes in the EPI^. Typically each cell drawing was verified by a second
observer for agreement on the fine terminal portions ofthe dendritic arbor. The area of
the dendritic arbor was estimated from the cell drawings by measuring the area enclosed

by the peripheral portions ofthe dendritic arbor using a digitizing tablet (Sigma-Scan,
Jandel Scientific, Corte Madera, CA 94925). The depth ofthe dendritic arbor was

determined by measuring the distance between the focal planes directly above and below
the tenuinal processes ofthe arbor as determined by the distance of travel on the
micrometer scale ofthe fine focus knob. In a like manner, the distance between the focal

plane directly beneath the ganglion cell layer and the plane directly above the inner nuclear
layer was used in determining the IPL thickness. For each of these measurements the
micrometer scale on the fine focus knob ofthe microscope was calibrated against

coverslips of known thickness. Cells near large blood vessels were excluded from this
analysis due to the distorted projection and termination oftheir arbors induced by these
structures. In general, the level of stratification of an individual cell was best determined

by comparing immediately adjacent cells (Wassle et al, 1981c). To avoid the problem of
variation in the depth ofthe IPL as a function of eccentricity or fetal age, the depth ofthe
dendritic arbor was plotted as a percentage of the total IPL depth.
The following criteria were used for cells included in the present analysis:(a)the

dendritic processes of each cell was well labeled and continuous,(b)terminal dendritic

processes either possessed growth cones or were a high order branch,(c) dendritic
processes were visible and not obscured by adjacent cellular processes or distorted by
blood vessels,(d)the quality of dendritic labeling in the older fetal and adult animals was
similar to that observed in the adult animals using other techniques,(e) classification of a

cell as a ganglion cell depended on a clearly apparent axon that could be traced from the
deposit site in the retina or where it left large fascicles of axons back to the cell body of
origin. In practice the axon ofindividual ganglion cells could typically be followed for

several hundred microns within the fiber layer, often as far as 1.0-2.0 mm, and
occasionally as far as 6.0 mm.
RESULTS

To simplify presentation ofthe data we have divided the description of the
development of dendritic stratification of primate ganglion cells into three stages: (1)the
first stage corresponds to the initial period of dendritic outgrowth during which time the
cells have either unistratified or bistratified dendritic arbors; (2)the second stage

coiTesponds to the loss of bistratified cells either through cell death or retraction ofthe
dendritic arbor until the majority of cells (as in the mature animal) are unistratified; and

(3)a tliird stage coixesponding to the growth or expansion ofthe arbor to occupy a
greater percentage ofthe total depth ofthe TPL. Before presenting the results ofthis
study we will describe changes in the depth ofthe IPL at different fetal ages.
Thickness ofthe developing IPL
One ofthe obvious factors affecting interpretation of dendritic stratification is the
depth ofthe IPL at different fetal ages. The IPL is first recognizable around E60
(Nishimura & Rakic, 1985). At E60 in the present material the dendrites of ganglion cells
were observed to have relatively simple arbors that projected a limited distance from the
soma. These either coursed within the inner margin of the IPL near the ganglion cell

layer, or ramified in it's outer portion near the incipient amacrine cell layer. At this fetal
age the IPL ranged in thickness from approximately 5.0 pm near the retinal center to a
negligible depth ofless than 1.0 pm, at a distance of approximately 3.0 nun from the

incipient fovea centralis. At this position the IPL fiised with the neuroblast layer (Fig. 1).
Cells with bistratified arbors at this age typically had one branch near the soma (either
within the IPL or within the ganglion cell layer) while the other branch ramified near the

outer portion ofthe IPL, providing a small but observable separation. By E67 and E68
the IPL increased considerably in thickness with an average depth of approximately
15.0 pm in the central retina but decreased rapidly towards the periphery. For example, at
1.2 mm from the central region (temporal retina), the IPL was approximately 9.0 pm in

depth, decreasing to an average depth of approximately 6.5 pm by 2.4 mm eccentricity.
At later fetal ages the depth ofthe IPL continued to increase. For example, at E90 the
depth ofthe IPL at the incipient fovea centralis was approximately 20 pm which is near
the adult mean value of25 pm. Thus, as early as E90 the IPL within the central retina is
approximately equal to the adult depth, but nairows rapidly from this position.
Stage 1: Early dendritic outgrowth
Ganglion cells in the rhesus monkey retina are bom between E30-E70 with peak

genesis between E38-E43 (LaVail et ai, 1983; Rapaport et al, 1987, 1990). The earliest
fetal age examined in the present study was E60(gestational term is approximately

165 days). At this age retinal ganglion cells have uniformly small somas(6-8 pm in
diameter) and relatively simple dendritic arbors consisting of one or two primary branches,
with few high order branches. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate examples ofthese cells from two
E60 fetal animals. Similar to the cells in Figures 2 and 3, all retinal ganglion cells
examined at this age had relatively simple dendritic arbors that terminated within the

plexiform layer which at this fetal age is approximately 4,0 pm deep in the central retina

(Fig. 1). Occasionally, the primary dendiitic process terminated within the IPL as a single
large fiiopodial process. Also present were several labeled cells with axons that could be
followed toward the optic disk, but with somas located within the neuroblast layer. These
cells lacked any appreciable dendritic arbor, and were assumed to be cells migrating to the

ganglion cell layer as reported in the fetal cat(Maslim & Stone, 1988; Maslim et ah, 1986)
and quokka(Dunlop, 1990).

Dendritic area of cells within the central 500 pm at E60 had a mean value of 23.9 pm
(range 6.7-42 6, s.d. 16.3, n=37). This increased to a mean of43.5 pm (range 4.0-237.9,
s.d. 58.2, n-57) 3.5 mm nasal to the central retina at the horizontal meridian. At

4.0-4.5 mm eccentricity (i.e., adjacent the optic disk) the mean diameter was 183,0 pm
(range 12.8-549.7, s.d. 214.1, n=78).

The dendritic arbors ofthese ganglion cells (i.e., from the incipient fovea centralis to
the optic disk) had relatively flat unistratified arbors that branched within a limited depth
ofthe IPL, or were bistratified. The bistratified cells had one portion ofthe arbor that
branched in the inner half ofthe IPL and a second part that branched in the outer half of
the IPL. Typically, the arbor ofE60 bistratified cells had one portion ofthe dendritic tree

arborizing immediately adjacent to the ganglion cell layer and the other terminating in the
outer part of the IPL adjacent to the amacrine/germinal cell layer (Fig. 4). Quantitatively,
approximately 50%(N=85)of the ganglion cells within the central retina ofthese two
animals had dendritic arbors that were bistratified while the remaining 50%(N=87)were

unistratified. Bistratified cells were infrequent within 100-200 jam ofthe center ofthe

retina (i.e., the incipient fovea centralis), but increased in number with increasing
eccentricity from this position.

At this fetal age the central retina did not have a foveai depression. At a gross level of

organiiation the central region resembled the area centralis of nonprimate mammalian
species, in that, cell density in the ganglion cell layer was greatest at this location and
decreased with increasing eccentricity. For example, cell density in the ganglion cell layer

in one retina at E68 varied between 22,928-25,195 cells/mm^ at the retinal center to
18,393 cells/mm^ at 1.3 mm from this point (nasal retina along the horizontal meridian),
decreasing to approximately 11,600 cells/mm' adjacent to the optic disk (3.8 mm
eccentricity). Moreover, this approximately 2:1 gradient in cell density in the central
retina was consistent with the central to peripheral gradient reported at E85 by Lia and

Chalupa (1988). At E60, E67, and E68 the location ofthe incipient fovea region was
also denoted by arcuate fiber bundles in the overlying fiber layer. These fibers which are

the axons of retinal ganglion cells fonned fascicles that curved superiorly and inferiorly
around the central retina. Additionally, blood vessels anastomosed around the center of

the incipient fovea centralis forming a vessel free region that ranged from 460-660 pm in
diameter. Thus, the center ofthe primate retina at this fetal age could be determined with

confidence by comparing cell density to the pattern of arcuate fibers and blood vessels.
The m.ajority of ganglion cells within the central area ofthe retina at this age had a

single, primary dendritic process. This process projected through the ganglion cell layer

(which is multiple soma deep), usually twisting around individual somas and teiminated
within a small, restricted sublamina of the IPL. Occasionally, ganglion cells with two

primary dendritic processes were encountered within the central region (i.e., within
100 pm ofthe estimated center ofthe retina). Similar to the ganglion cells v/ith single
processes, these cells usually had dendritic arbors that were unistratified within the CPL.
The dendritic process of unistratified ganglion cells within the central portions ofthe retina
were not morphologically different from the more peripheral unistratified cells except for

the displacement oftheir cell body away from the estimated retina! center (Fig. 4). This is
consistent with the observations in the adult that the dendritic fields of retinal ganglion

cells are displaced towards the center ofthe retina relative to the more peripheral location
oftheir somas(Leventhal & Schall, 1983;, Leventhal et al, 1988; Rodieck, 1988), and
appears to be a general property of mammalian retinae (for review see Dunlop, 1990;
Leventhal et al., 1988; Maffei & Perry, 1988).

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the level of dendritic stratification in monkeys at E67 and
E68. At these fetal ages the dendritic arbors ofthe retinal ganglion cells were more

complex than at E60, with several hawng secondary and higher order branches (Fig. 5).
Nonetheless, the level of stratification was similar to that ofthe E60 animals, with each

arbor occupying a relatively small portion ofthe total depth of the IPL.
The mean dendritic area in the central 500 pm ofthe retina in these two fetal animals

was 111.7 pm (range 17.7-789.7, s.d. 121.1, n=107). Between 500-1500 pm eccentricity
(nasal retina adjacent to the horizontal meridian) the mean area was 336.7 pm (range

34.1-1,379.1, s.d. 357.5, n=74), increasing to 614.3 ;j.m (range 231.0-1,191,4, s.d. 292.7,

n=126) 1.5-2.5 mm nasal to the incipient fovea centralis. Adjacent to the optic disk the
mean dendritic area was 2,069.7 jam (range 250.5-4,154.1, s.d. 966.6, n=147).

At these fetal ages, similar to the E60 animals, a centroperipheral gradient was present
in the number of bistratified cells (Fig. 7), with relatively few bistratified cells present
within the central retina. For example, in one group of53 cells in the central retina, only 3

(6%)had bistratified dendritic arbors, the rest were unistratified. With increasing
eccentricity the incidence of bistratified cells increased. At 500 pm eccentricity (superiornasal retina) 30% ofthe retinal ganglion cells had bistratified dendritic arbors. At
eccentricities greater than 1.0 mm the ratio of bistratified cells increased to between 50-

65% ofthe local population. The relative proportion ofinner and outer unistratified cells
was similar at each eccentricity examined. At retinal locations greater than 1.5 mm

eccentricity from the incipient fovea centralis equal numbers ofinner and outer stratifying
cells were encountered at the same retinal location. These were often observed as

immediately adjacent pairs consisting of one inner and one outer stratifying cell, similar to
ON- and OFF- cells in the retina of the adult cat (see Wassle et ah, 1981). Within the

central 1.5 mm ofthe retina the relative proportion ofinner to outer stratifying cells varied
from 5:4 to 3:2 for immediately adjacent groups of ganglion cells. This suggests that cells
with dendritic arbors that stratify in the inner portion ofthe IPL were more numerous

within the central retina, although this may potentially reflect sampling bias ofthe explant

technique. No evidence was observed at tliis or older feta! ages for a systematic change in
the relative ratio ofinner to outer unistratined cells.

The complexity of each portion ofthe arbor ofthe bistratified cells was not equal

(Fig. 5). Typically, one level of termination had many more high order branches than the
other. Also present for both the uni- and bistratified cells were .small, thin neuritic

processes that came directly off the soma and terminated within a short distance from it.
These processes were never observed to enter the IPL but remained within the ganglion
cell layer. These were amoxig the smallest diameter processes found on retinal ganglion
cells and decreased in incidence with increasing fetal age, although they were occasionally
observed in the mature retina. The limited size and branching ofthese processes and their

transient expression suggests that tliey were not involved in the development of the
dendritic arbor and, therefore, were not included as part ofthe dendritic arbor in this
study.

Collectively, these observations suggest that at E60, E67, and E68 the majority of
ganglion cells within the central retina were unistratified (Fig. 7). With increasing
eccentricity from the central retina greater numbers of cells with bistratified arbors were
observed. This observation was, however, limited to the 3.0-4.5 mm ofthe central retina

where the IPL had sufficiently formed. At retinal locations peripheral to this area the IPL
was less than 1.0 mm or could not be distinguished. The dendritic arbors of cells at these

peripheral locations either lacked sufficient branches to determine stratification or were
composed of grov^nh cone processes, suggesting the correlation of dendritic growth with

the appearance ofthe IPL. This centroperipheral difference in stratification was more
pronounced at E67 and E68, presumably reflecting a centroperipheral maturation
sequence in dendritic stratification.
Stage 2: Dendritic remodelling

In contrast to earlier ages, three fetal animals(E81, E90, EllO)examined during the
second stage had larger and more complex dendritic arbors (Fig. 8). The dendritic arbors
ofthese cells had numerous high order branches that were not present in the retinas of
adult animals and were similar to the transient spine-like processes reported during

development of ganglion ceils in the fetal cat(Ramoa et ai, 1987, 1988).

The mean dendritic area during these fetal ages increased relative to the younger aged

animals. For example, at E90 the mean dendritic area of ganglion cells within 500 p.m of
the central retina was 42.9 pm (range 12.0-100.1, s.d. 31.6, n=87), and increased to

363.5 |i,m (range 92.5-2,862.8, s.d. 320.3, n=l 10) between 500-1,000 iim nasal to this
retinal location. Between 1.0-2.0 mm nasal to the central retina the mean dendritic area

was 1,101.3 pm (range 86.3-4,003.6, s.d. 701.2, n=109).

At these fetal ages(E81, E90, EllO)the arbors ofthe majority of primate ganglion
cells were unistratified (Fig. 7). Occasionally present were cells with bistratified ai'bors,

although these were less numerous than at earlier ages. Bistratified cells during this stage
of development typically had a single primary dendritic process that branched a short
distance from the cell body, with each secondary process arborizing in a different sublayer

ofthe m. These bistratified cells were among the largest cells(soma and dendritic field)
and were almost exclusively found at peripheral retinal locations.

The change in the overall pattern of distribution of bistratified cells during the second

stage is consistent with a centroperipheral maturation ofthe retina. Although the loss of
the majonty of bistratified cells occurs before the period of ganglion cell death (as
indicated by axon loss in the optic nerve, Rakic & Riley, 1983), it is not presently clear if
this results fi-om a retraction of one portion ofthe dendritic arbor or cell death.
Quantitatively, the number of bistratified cells during the second phase was greatly

reduced relative to earlier fetuses. For example, of674 retinal ganglion cells examined at
an eccentricity of500 pm from the incipient fovea centralis (slightly dorsal and nasal to
the center of the retina) in one retina at E90 only 7, or approximately 1.0%, had dendritic
arbors that were bistratified. The relative percentage of cells with bistratified arbors

increased with increasing distance from the central retina, although at all locations
examined they comprised a minor proportion ofthe total local population (Fig. 7).

By E90 unistratified ganglion cells had dendritic arbors that typically ramified within
one of at least two to four sublaminae ofthe IPL. This was best observed in groups of

adjacent cells where the terminal arbor ofindividual ganglion cells entered or left the field
offocus with succeeding depth through the IPL. Collectively, these observations indicate

that following the period of initial dendritic outgrowth of retinal ganglion cells, but prior
to the time that mature morphological classes are formed, the arbors ofthe majority of
retinal ganglion cells are restricted to single sublamina ofthe IPL.

Stage 3: Dendritic expansion into adjacent sublantinae

By E125-E139, a major increase occurred in the area of the dendritic arbors ofthe

ganglion ceils (Fig. 9; also DeJager & Kirby, 1988). In eight animals examined during this
period (E125, E130, E131,E134, El 36, E136, E138, E139)occasional ganglion cells
were encountered at each eccentricity that resembled members of morphological classes

reported for the mature animal(Boycott & Dowling, 1969; Boycott & Wassle, 1974;

Dowling & Boycott, 1966; Mariani, 1990; Perry & Cowey, 1984; Perry et al, 1984;
Rodieck, 1973, 1988; Rodieck etai, 1985; Watanabe & Rodieck, 1989), although as a

population the majority of cells could not with certainty be distinguished into a given cell
class. The dendritic processes ofthese cells were typically larger in diameter and had
more extensive arbors that lacked many ofthe small fme processes than were observed at

earlier fetal ages. For example at El38 the mean dendritic area within 200 pni ofthe
central retina was 63.9 pm (range 27.8-122.8, s.d. 28.8, n=47), and increased to 481.3 pm

(range 50.9-2,606.0, s.d. 1,112.2, n=81) between 1.5-2.5 mm nasal to this location. At
4.0-5.0 mm eccentricity the average dendritic area was 3,287.0 pm (range 82.3-9,498.5,
s.d. 2,182, n=110).

In contrast to earlier ages, few growth cones were observed at the peripheral tips of
the dendritic processes of these cells, suggesting a limited occurrence of active dendritic

growth at this time. Within this age range the majority of retinal ganglion cells had
dendritic arbors that were unistratified within the IPL. The arbor ofthese cells ramified in
one of at least four levels in the IPL. Two ofthese levels were near the inner and outer

margins ofthe IPL (i.e., adjacent to the ganglion or arr;acfine cell layers), while the other
two were located near the middle ofthe IPL (similar to the mature animal, Watanabe &

Rodieck, 1989 ). Occasional cells were encountered that had dendritic arbors that

appeared to occupy several adjacent sublaminae, although these were clearly unistratified
and did not have bistratified arbors. These cells were similar in morphology to classes of

ganglion cells described for the mature animal (i.e., "shmb" cells) with dendritic arbors
that are not confined to a single sublaminae ofthe IPL but invaded adjacent sublarninar
zones (see Cajal, 1893; Polyak, 1957, p. 241). Also encountered in limited numbers were

ganglion cells with somas located in the amacrine cell layer or IFL. These "displaced"
ganglion cells (or Dogiel's cells, see Polyak, 1957, pp. 237, 292) usually had cell bodies
that were either located in or near the boundary between the IPL and the adjacent

amacrine cell layer. The dendritic arbors of these ceils ramified witliin the IPL and were
not otherwise notable from the majority of ganglion cells. These cells were also

encountered at earlier fetal ages, although the lack of significant dendritic arborization
made them difficult to distinguish from migrating cells in the youngest fetal animals.

Rarely encountered were ganglion cells that had dendritic arbors that teiminated in both
the inner and outer plexiform layers(see Mariani, 1982; Zrenner et al, 1983 for a

description ofthis cell in the adult macaque). Of all the ganglion cells examined in both
fetal, and adult animals of this study only two such cells were found (one in an adult and
one in an El34 fetus). These two cells had dendritic arbors that resembled parasol cells

with the exception that one dendritic process projected, without branching, through the

inner plexiform and amacrine cell layers to the outer plexiform layer. Once in the outer
plexiform layer, this single process turned and traveled for a short distance parallel to the
layer before branching in a small terminal arbor. The paucity of such cells in fetal material
prevents deteimination oftheir ontogeny. Thus, it is not clear if these cells are present at

early fetal periods, or if they result fi om later differentiation and migration. With the
exception ofthese two cell classes, however, it would appear that this period offetal
development is characterized by the continued elaboration ofthe dendritic arbor of retinal
ganglion cells establishing mature morphological classes.

Figure 10 illustrates data on the depth of stratification (thickness) ofthe dendritic
arbor of an E90 and a El38 fetal monkey as a percentage ofthe total depth ofthe IPL. At

E90 the arbor ofindividual ganglion ceils occupied a relatively limited proportion

averaging approximately 10% ofthe total IPL depth. In comparison, the arbors ofthe
El38 fetus occupied a greater proportion ofthe total IPL. Average mean depth at this
age was 32.1%, and was similar to the mean ofthe adult monkey(Watanabe & Rodieck,

1989). Overall, similar observations in other fetal animals during this period suggest that
the third phase of dendritic growth of primate ganglion cells is characterized by an

increase in the depth ofthe IPL that the dendritic arbor occ:upies. At present it is not clear

if the expansion ofthe dendritic arbor to occupy a greater proportion ofthe total depth of
the IPL during this phase is by the active addition of new membrane (i.e., through growth

cones) or by passive lengthening ofthe dendritic arbor (e.g., by expansion of sublayers of
the IPL or migration of presynaptic processes). The relative paucity of growth cones

during this stage implies a passive process. .Alternatively, active growth ofthe arbor
during this stage may lack the large growth cone processes observed at earlier ages, but
have smaller cytoplasmic extensions not readily apparent with light microscopy.
The level of stratification in the IPL was investigated in three late term fetal animals

(E140, E147, E150)and two adult animals. During this period few cells with bistratified
dendritic arbors were encountered. When present in the late term fetal animals the

bistratified cells were typically observed in the far periphery ofthe retina. Moreover, by
this period offetal development cells were present at each eccentricity that resembled
morphologically the major cell classes of the mature animal (Fig. 11; also DeJager &
Kirby, 1988). Similar to the E120-]39 fetal animals the retinal ganglion cells of these
animals had dendritic arbors that ramified within discrete sublaminae ofthe IPL and could

be divided into two morphological classes, diffuse (e.g., middle left cell in Fig. 11) and

stratified (e.g., top two cells in Fig. 11)following the convention ofBoycott and Dowling
(1969, modified after Cajal, 1893; See also Polyak, 1941, 1957; Rodieck, 1973, 1988).
DISCUSSION

This study has examined the development ofthe dendritic stratification of retinal
ganglion cells in the rhesus monkey. The findings were:

1. As early as E60(term gestation is about 165 days) the dendritic arbors of ganglion
ceils in the central retina had relatively simple morphologies with little high order

branching. At this age approximately 50% ofthe cells have unistratified arbors that
ramify within a restricted portion ofthe developing IPL in the central retina. In

contrast, the remaining cells had arbors that are bistratified, typically with one branch
in the inner and one in the outer pordons ofthe IPL.

2. By the tenth week, corresponding to the cessation of ganglion cell genesis (LaVail et
al, 1983), the dendritic arbors increased in morphological complexity (i.e., the number
of high order branches) and exhibited a clear centroperipheral gradient in the incidence
of stratification. Bistratified cells at this age were numerous at peripheral retinal

locations but were rarely encountered within the central retina. Both uni- and
bistratified cells were observed to have flat arbors that ramified in a limited depth of

the IPL. No ganglion cells were found with dendritic arbors that occupied the entire
depth ofthe IPL.

3. At older fetal ages fewer bistratified ganglion cells were encountered such that by
EDO less than 2% of all cells were bistratified, and these were principally restricted to

peripheral retinal locations. This fetal period was characterized by the extension ofthe
dendritic arbor to adjacent sublaminae ofthe IPL establishing morphological classes
described in the mature animal.

Stages ofdendritic development

As proposed by Stone and co-workers(Maslim & Stone, 1988; Maslim et al., 1986)
maturation ofthe dendrites of retinal ganglion cells involves tliree distinct phases or

stages. These are;(a) an initial diffuse ingrowth ofthe dendritic arbor into the ganglion
cell and IPL layers followed by remodeling to the IPL,(b)an intermediate stage during
which the majority of cells have bistratified arbors, with later restriction ofthe arbor to

either the inner or outer portion ofthe IPL,(c) a. central to peripheral maturational
sequence. Each ofthese stages are discussed below as they relate to the present study.
(a)Initial dendritic growth to the IPL.

In general, the sequence of dendritic maturation of primate retinal ganglion cells is
similar to the fetal cat, although several striking differences exist. The first ofthese is the
lack of an initially difffise outgrowth of dendritic processes into the ganglion cell and IPL
layers. Unlike the cat, dendritic outgrowth in the primate is fairly precise, with the

majority ofthe dendritic processes arborizing within a limited portion ofthe IPL. As early
as E60-70, at the end of cell genesis (I.aVail et al, 1983) but prior to the major phase of
axon attrition in the optic nerve (Rakic & Riley, 1983), individual cells arborized within a
limited portion (presumably sublamina) ofthe IPL. The precision of the growth ofthe
dendritic arbor at E60, E67, and E68 was most pronounced in cells with bistratified
arbors. The two divisions ofthe dendritic arbor of these cells typically had one portion

that ramified in the inner margin of the IPL adjacent to the ganglion cell layer and a second

portion that ramified in the outer IPL adjacent to the incipient amacrine cell layer. Both
portions ofthe arbor ofthese ceils were relatively flat (i.e., occupying a limited percentage
ofthe depth ofthe EPL) and were separated by several microns(See Figs 4-6, and 10). At
present we cannot exclude the possibility that ganglion cells in animals younger than E60
(the youngest age examined in the present study) exhibit diffuse ingrowth into the IPL.
The lack of significant development ofthe IPL at E60 and the absence of complex

dendritic arbors (i.e. high order branching and small dendritic area) suggests that this was
unlikely.

The possible exception to the precision of dendritic ingrowth are the thin processes in
some cells that originated from the soma. These processes rarely had high order branches
and did not project an appreciable distance from the cell body or enter into the IPL (e.g..

Fig. 5). At present the structural or frmctional significance ofthese processes is not clear.
They may represent transient dendrites that are for the most part present only during early
development ofthe cell's arbor, similar to the exuberance in dendritic processes observed
within the IPL ofthe fetal cat(Dann ei al, 1987, 1988; Ramoa et ah, 1988), or in the fetal
monkey (Fig. 8; also DeJager & Kirby, 1988). Although clearly speculative they may
facilitate interactions between adjacent neighboring ganglion cells that establish retinal
mosaics as described for the retina ofthe adult cat (for review see Kirby & Chalupa, 1986;

Wassle et ah, 1981a, b, c). Nonetheless, these processes do not alter the basic
observation that the initial ingrowth of dendrites was not diffuse but was limited to
discrete layers in the IPL.

Intermediate phase ofdendritic bistratification.

One ofthe principle findings of the present paper is the observation that approximately
50% ofthe retinal ganglion cells in the fetal monkey have an intermediate phase of
bistratified dendritic arbors. Typically, these cells had one, or occasionally two, primary
dendritic branches that ramified in the inner and outer portions ofthe EPL. The distance of

separation for the terminal portions of the bistratified cells was often nearly equal to the
thickness ofthe EPL.

Similar observations of bistratified gajiglion cells have been reported from all cell

classes (i.e., alpha, beta, gamma)in the fetal and neonatal cat(Darm et ai, 1987, 1988;
Maslim & Stone, 1988; Maslim et al, 1986). Moreover, bistratified cells in this species

comprised as much as 72% ofthe fetal ganglion cell population. This was in excess of
50% estimated for the fetal monkey, and correlated with the lack of diffuse ingrowth of
ganglion cells into the IPL in the primate.

Adult animals in both ofthese species have ganglion cells with bistratified arbors,

although these represent a small minority ofthe total population, probably less than 0.1%
of the total ganglion cell population (Boycott & Dowling, 1969; Kolb et al., 1981;

Rodieck, 1988). Functionally, these may correspond to cells with "ON OFF" receptive
fields (e.g., Cleland & Levick, 1974; Stone & Fabian, 1966; Stone & Fukuda, 1974), as
reported in the rabbit (Bloomfield & Miller, 1986).

At present, however, the functional significance of bistratified arbors during
development is unclear. The absence of significant photic stimulation to the fetal monkey
would suggest that the transient expression of cells with bistratified arbors are not related
to receptive field properties characteristic ofthe mature animal. This conclusion is further
supported by the absence of synaptic contacts between either the photoreceptors or
bipolar cells during early development ofthe monkey retinal ganglion cells. The first

ribbon synapses, which denote connections between bipolar cells and amacrine or ganglion

cells, are not observed in the macaque retina until approximately E99(Nishimura & Rakic,
1985), although they may be present in the incipient fovea centralis as early as E76
(Smelser et al, 1974), Moreover, connections between photoreceptors and bipolar cells
follow synaptogenesis in the IPL, with the first synapses occurring around El 13

(Nishimura & Rakic, 1985). The retina of the adult cat contains several mosaics across
the retinal surface (Boycott & Wassle, 1974; Wassle & Reiman, 1978; Wassle etal.,
1981a, b, c, 1983). It may be the case that bistratification ofthe dendritic arbors of
ganglion cells facilitates the formation ofthese mosaics between members of the same
functional class (e.g., ON-alpha cells, OFF-alpha cells, ON-beta cells, etc.). If correct this
would imply that determination offunctional class (e.g., ON- or OFF-) may not be
established at the time of birth ofthe cell or during the early development of the dendritic
arbor. Potentially, determination offunctional class may occur during later development
ofthe dendritic arbor following an intermediate stage in which some cells have the
potential to become members of either class.
That the dendritic arbor of developing ganglion cells are subject to modification during
development is suggested by two independent lines of investigation. The first is the

observation of spine-like processes or high-order branches present during development
that are absent in the adult(Hughes, 1985; Dann et al., 1987, 1988; DeJager & Kirby,
1988; Ramoa et al, 1987, 1988). In the rhesus monkey these processes occur around
E90 when the majority of cells are unistratified. This suggests that the transient spine-like
processes obseived at E90 are not involved with the reorganization ofthe arbor of

bistratified cells. They may, however, reflect formation of synaptic comiections within a
restricted portion (e.g., sublamina) of the IPL. The second line of evidence is the ability to
modify the dendritic arbor by experimental procedures that either increase (Kirby &
Chalupa, 1986) or decrease(Ault et ai, 1985; Eysel et ai, 1985; Linden & Perry, 1982;

Perry, 1984; Perry & Linden, 1982)local cell density. Collectively, these studies have

shown that the dendritic arbors ofindividual cells are subject to modification during
development, and are not simply internally programmed for morphological maturation.
One ofthe characteristic features ofthe fetal development of primate ganglion cells

was the relatively precise termination ofthe dendritic arbor. This was apparent for the
depth oftermination within the IPL, in that, the terminal portions ofthe arbor were
relatively flat and did not invade adjacent sublaminae. This was true even for the

bistratified cells where each terminal portion ofthe arbor was relatively flat, and clearly
separated from the other terminal portion. The dendritic arbor of all ganglion cells
occupied a relatively small percentage ofthe total depth ofthe IPL during the period of
initial dendritic growth into the IPL and the period ofloss ofthe majority of cells with
bistratified arbors.

During late fetal ages(E125-term) growth ofthe dendritic arbor was characterized by

the formation of morphological groups(DeJager & Kirby, 1988) described in the mature
animal(Boycott & Bowling, 1969; Polyak, 1957; Pvodieck, 1973, 1988). This stage of
late fetal development was also denoted by the extension of the dendritic arbor to adjacent
portions ofthe IPL forming "diffrise" morphological groups characteristic ofsome cell

classes described in the adult (e.g., "shnab" cells). This indicates that during late fetal
development primate retinal ganglion ceils undergo a third stage of dendritic growth
characterized by the expansion ofthe arbor into adjacent portions(sublaminae) ofthe IPL.

At present it is not clear if this late phase of dendritic development occurs through active

growth (i.e., growth cones) or passive processes (e.g., by differential expansion ofIPL
sublayers or migration of presynaptic processes; See Wong & Collins, 1989 for discussion
of active vs passive dendritic growth; also see Mastronarde et al, 1984; Robinson et al,
1989).

Centroperipheral developmental sequence.

The present study has observed a centroperipheral sequence in the loss of ganglion
cells with bistratified arbors similar to observations in the fetal and neonatal cat(Maslim &

Stone, 1988). This loss of bistratified cells was consistent with the overall pattern of
maturation in the retina ofthese two species. For example, retinal ganglion cells in the

primate are generated in a central to peripheral sequence (LaVail et al., 1983; Rapaport et
al, 1987, 1990), with a similar pattern of synaptogenesis in the inner and outerplexiform
layers(Nishimura & Rakic, 1985, 1987). A similar, but more coarse pattern has been
described for the cat (Kliot & Shatz, 1982; Maslim & Stone, 1986; Walsh & Polley, 1985;
Walsh et al.. 1983; for review see Rapaport & Stone, 1984; Robinson, 1987).

At present it is not clear if the reduction in the number of cells with bistratified arbors
reflects cell death, or the movement or retraction ofthe arbors from inappropriate portions
ofthe IPL. The large reduction in the number of bistratified cells between E60-E90 in the

primate occurs prior to the period of greatest attrition of a>cons in the optic nerve (Rakic
& Riley, 1983). Similarly, the large decrease ofthese cells in the fetal and neonatal cat (as

large as 72% ofthe total ganglion cell population) suggests that this process does not
occur by cell death. It would appear likely that the reduction in ganglion cells with
bistratified arbors during development in these two species reflects a transition from an

intermediate morphology, to one oftwo or more forms present in the mature animal.
Maturational events associated with dendritic stratification.

Presently, the factors that promote stratification ofthe dendritic arbor of retinal

ganglion cells are poorly understood. One possibility is that events at central target sites of
the retina serve to establish necessary conditions for dendritic stratification within the
retina. Interestingly, the onset of synaptogenesis in the primate dorsal lateral geniculate
nucleus (Hendrickson & Rakic, 1977; also see Gottlieb et at., 1985; Holstein et at., 1985),
superior colliculus(Cooper & Rakic, 1983), and primary visual cortex (Bourgeosis &
Rakic, 1983) precedes synaptogenesis within the IPL by approximately 2 weeks

(Nishimura & Rakic, 1985). In contrast, however, information in the cat suggests that
synaptogenesis within at least one major target site (i.e., lateral geniculate nucleus) occurs
principally postnatally (Cragg, 1975; Kalil & Scott, 1979; Mason, 1982a, b), following the
dendritic stratification ofthe majority of retinal ganglion cells. Thus, evidence from these

two species suggests that synaptogenesis within the principal visual centers plays little
direct role in the initiation of dendritic stratification. This contention is further supported

by the observation that segregation of ocular input in the monkey geniculate starts around

E90-95 and is completed by E125-130(Hendrickson & Rakic, 1977), after stratification
of ganglion cell dendrites.

Stone and colleagues (e.g., Maslim & Stone, 1988) have proposed that bipolar
differentiation and synaptic contact with ganglion cells may initiate dendritic stratification.
Support for this in the fetal cat principally stems from the observation that the restriction
of ganglion cell dendrites to a sublayer ofthe IPL is correlated with the formation of
ribbon synapses characteristic of bipolar cells(Maslim & Stone, 1986; see also Rusoff&

Dubin, 1978). A similar correlation is present for the differentiation of bipolar cells and
their synaptic formation, and the stratification ofthe arbors ofthe retinal ganglion cells in
the rhesus macaque. The first bipolar cells are generated in the rhesus monkey around
E54, and continue as late as postnatal day 17(Rapaport et al., 1987, 1990). Similarly, the
first conventional synapses are present in the EPL of the central retina around E67-E78,

with peak synaptic formation occurring between E99-114 (Smelser et al., 1974; Nishimura
& Rakic, 1985). Although the first ribbon synapses appear around E76-E99, they do not
establish mature numbers until the last quarter of gestation (i.e., E130-149; term is
approximately El65). Moreover, the centroperipheral sequence of retinal maturation in
the primate suggests that peripheral ganglion cells may not receive synaptic input until
several weeks after birth. In the present study the stratification ofthe dendritic arbors of

the ganglion cells was principally completed by E90, although maturation and expansion
ofindividual arbors was noted even during late fetal periods. This would suggest that the
formation of synaptic connections between bipolar and ganglion cells is not per se the

trigger stimulus for dendritic differeniiation, rather stratification ofthe arbor to a single

sublamina precedes the major phase of synaptic formation including formation of ribbon
synapses. It is not currently clear to what extent differentiation of bipolar ceils alone is
involved with dendritic stratification, although as in the fetal cat, these two processes are

temporally coirelated. It may be the case that the ingrowth of bipolar processes to the
IPL, rather than synaptogenesis, initiates the stratification ofthe ganglion cell dendritic
arbor. Finally, recent improvements in immunohistochemical localization techniques has

provided a wealth of information on the organization ofthe EPL in the mature animal(For
review see; Brecha, 1983; Brecha & Karten, 1983; Brecha et al, 1982; Marc, 1986;

Rodieck, 1988). At present little information is available on the ontogenesis ofthis

organization, specifically as it may relate to dendritic outgrowth and stratification in the
EPL. Towards this end we ar e currently examining the development ofthese systems in the
IPL ofthe fetal monkey.
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Figure 1.

The thickness (depth) of the inner plexiform layer as a function of age. Each value
denotes the mean and standard deviation offive measurements ofthe EPL in whole-

mounted retina at 500 pm intervals from the center of the retina. All measurements were

taken from the temporal hemiretina along a line through the optic disk and central retina
consistent with the horizontal meridian.

Figure 2.

Photomicrographs of retinal ganglion cells from two E60 fetal monkeys retrogradely
labeled with horseradish peroxidase from retinal explants. These cells were located in the
nasal hemiretina adjacent to the optic disk at the level ofthe horizontal meridian. At this

age the IPL was thin, averaging between 5.0-2.0 pm in depth in the central 3.0 mm of the
retina. The dendritic arbors ofthese cells (denoted by arrows) typically ended in growth

cones or large filopodia (middle cell). The axons of these cells (denoted by arrow heads)

typically arose from a primary dendrite and occasionally from the soma, and projected
directly toward the optic disk. The axon ofthe top cell was not visible in the plane of
focus. Calibration bar is 100 microns.
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Figure 3.

Camera lucida drawings of retinal ganglion cells from two E60 fetal animals. A. Two

ganglion cells from superior-nasal retina at the level ofthe optic disk; B. Cells from the
nasal retina adjacent to the optic disk at the level ofthe horizontal meridian; C. A ganglion
cell from the periphery ofthe inferior-nasal retina 500 |i.m below the optic disk. At this

age the dendritic arbor of all ganglion cells had relatively few branches, the majority of
which terminated in growth cone or filopodial processes. Scale bar is 50 microns.

Figure 4.

Camera lucida drawings oftwo cells, one bistratified and one unistratified, from an E60
fetal animal. These two cells were located on the horizontal meridian 320 ^tm nasal to the

optic disk. The small arrows denote the portions ofthe arbor ramifying near the ganglion
cell layer, and the large arrow denotes termination near the amacrine cell layer. The two
dendritic branches of the bistratified cell (top) were separated by a distance of 5.5 pm. In
contrast the other cell (bottom) ramified in a single focal plane ofthe inner plexiform

layer. At this fetal age approximately 50% ofthe retinal ganglion cell population had
bistratified arbors, while the remaining 50% had unistratified dendritic arbors. Scale bar is
50 microns.

Figure 5.

Optical dissection ofthe dendritic arbor of a bistratified retinal ganglion cell in a E67 fetal
animal. This cell was located on the horizontal meridian 1.2 mm nasal to the incipient

fovea centralis along the horizontal meridian. Each focal plane is depicted by a camera
lucida drawing and corresponding photograph. The photographs are ofthe primary

processes and the drawings ofthe fine terminal processes at a slightly deeper position.
A. Focal plane centered on the soma in the ganglion cell layer. The corresponding
camera lucida drawing is approximately 2.0 pm deeper into the cell layer and depicts the
full extent ofthe small process. Similar to this cell, several ganglion cells at this fetal age
were observed to have small processes that originated from the soma and traveled a short
distance before teminating within the ganglion cell layer. These processes were never
observed to enter into the inner plexiform layer.

B. Photograph and camera lucida drawing ofthe first stratification ofthe dendritic
arbor. The photograph focal plane is on the primary dendritic process in the inner

plexiform layer immediately adjacent to the ganglion cell layer, approximately 5.0 pm
below the soma. The corresponding drawing is approximately 2.0 pm deeper within the

inner plexiform layer depicting the fine terminal processes ofthis portion ofthe arbor,
C. Photograph and drawing ofthe second stratification ofthe dendritic arbor. The

photograph is centered on the major dendritic processes at this level, with the

corresponding drawing slightly lower to denote the fine terminal endings. This portion of
the arbor was located at the outermost margin ofthe inner plexiform layer adjacent to the

amacrine layer. The distance of separation between the inner(B)and outer(C)portions
ofthe dendritic arbor was approximately 12.0 pm.

Bottom drawing depicts the full dendritic arbor(composite) ofthis cell. Scale bars are
10 microns.
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Figure 6.

Photographs of ganglion cells near the central retina in an E68 fetal animal viev/ed in
vertical section. These cells were located 870 pm nasal to the incipient fovea centralis

along the horizontal meridian. Arrows denote the inner and outer margins ofthe inner
plexiform layer. The cell on the left had a single dendritic process terminating near the
outer portion ofthe plexiform layer, while the cell ofthe right photograph had dendiitic
terminations near the ganglion cell layer. Note that the dendritic arbor of each cell
occupied a relatively limited portion of the inner-outer depth of the plexiform layer.
Similar to these cells, all ganglion cells at this fetal age were observed to have relatively
flat dendritic arbors that occupied a limited portion ofthe inner plexiform layer. No cells

at this fetal age were observed to have dendritic arbors that filled the entire depth (innerouter distance) ofthe inner plexiform layer. Scale bar is 10 microns.

Figure 7.

Histograms comparing the relative percent of unistratified and bistratified ganglion cells in
the retinae offour E60-68 animals(E60, E60, E67, E68)and an E90 fetal monkey as a
function of distance from the central retina. The E60, E67, and E68 animals had similar

percentages of unistratified and bistratified cells and were pooled for simplification of data
presentation. Each pair of histograms are from measurements of adjacent cells at the same
retinal location and are plotted as a local population totalling 100%(each pair of

histograms represents 100 cells). At E60, E67, and E68 approximately 50% ofthe total
retinal ganglion cell population had bistratified dendritic arbors. Bistratified cells were
rarely encountered in the central retina at these fetal ages but increased in frequency with
increasing eccentricity. At E90 the relatively few bistratified cells encountered were
located principally in the retinal periphery.
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Figure 8.

Camera lucida drawings of retinal ganglion cells from an E90 fetal animal. Cells at each
eccentricity are adjacent members from the same retinal location. The primate retina at

this fetal age lacks a fovea. We have referred to this area as the incipient fovea centralis
(AC). Numbers correspond to the distance from the central retina. Axons are denoted by
parallel lines. Unlike earlier fetal ages, ganglion cells during this period evidenced
numerous small spine-like processes on their dendrites. Scale bar is 50 microns.
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Figure 9.

Camera lucida drawings of retinal ganglion cells from an El38 fetal animal. Ganglion cells
during this fetal period lacked the numerous small spine-like processes observed earlier.
During this stage of development the arbors increased in the depth (inner-outer distance)
ofthe inner plexifomi layer relative to earlier periods. Numbers correspond to distance
from the fovea. Scale bar is 50 microns.

Figure 10.

Graph ofthe depth ofthe dendritic arbor within the inner plexiform layer of an E90 and
E138 fetal animal. The depth (inner-outer distance) ofthe dendritic arbor for each cell
was measured in retinal flat mounts using Nomarski optics (XI953.1). Measurements

were obtained by calculating the distance from the innermost portion ofthe terminal arbor

(i.e., nearest the ganglion cell layer) to its outermost extent (nearest the amacrine cell
layer) along a 2.0 mm corridor from the central retina through the optic disk. This value
was then divided by the total depth ofthe inner plexiform layer at that position. The
resulting percentage avoids the problem of changes in the depth ofthe inner plexiform
layer as function of retinal eccentricity or fetal age.

At E90 the majority of dendritic arbors were thin and occupied less ofthe inner-outer
extent ofthe IPL than at later fetal ages. At E138, similar to other late term fetal animals,

the dendritic arbor occupied more ofthe overall thickness ofthe IPL with a relative depth
similar to that reported for the mature animal(Watanabe & Rodieck, 1989).
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Figure 11.

Photomicrographs of retinal ganglion cells from late term and adult animals. The top two
cells are large cells in an E140(6.4 mm inferior to the optic disk) and E147 fetus(4.8 mm
inferior to the fovea). The bottom four cells are from two adult animals (3.2 mm inferior

to the optic disk). Ganglion cells from the late term fetal animals were similar in
morphology to those ofthe adult animals and have been included together in the present
analysis. Scale bar is 50 microns.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF RETINAL GANGLION CELL MOSAICS IN THE
FETAL PRIMATE RETINA

Thomas C. Steineke and Michael A. Kirby

This paper has been prepared to be submitted to the Journal ofNeuroscience for
publication.

ABSTRACT

Using HRP retrograde labeling and retinal culturing techniques bistratified ganglion
cells and their relationship to retinal ganglion cell mosaics were studied in the fetal rhesus

macaque {Macaca miilaitd) from embryonic day(E)60 to term, approximately 165 days.
The number of bistratified cells decreased from 90% at E60 to 1-2% ofthe ganglion cell

population at El36. The two ramifications ofE60 bistratified cells were of nearly equal
size and complexity. Approximately 50% ofthe bistratified cells observed in the E90 fetus
possessed one ramification that was much larger and more complex than the other. In
contrast, the El36 and older bistratified ganglion cells either possessed one large, complex

and one small, relatively simple ramification or were identified as small field bistratified

cells. The distribution of presumptive parasol cells was analyzed and found to be regularly
arranged across the retina.

The bistratified cells within areas of quantitative labeling were found to complete the

mosaic that con-esponded to the primary ramification's level oftermination. Conversely, if
the bistratified cells were analyzed with the cells that ramified at the same level as the

secondary ramification, they were found to disrupt the corresponding mosaic. These
results indicate that ganglion cell mosaics are established by El36 and that bistratified cells
are not a transient cell class that are eliminated through cell death but are a normal stage

ofganglion cell morphogenesis and involved in the development of retinal ganglion cell
mosaics.

INTRODUCTION

A high degree of organization is a hallmark feature of vertebrate neural systems. The

visual system is a good example of this organization. Retinal ganglion cell axons project
topograpliically to specific layers ofthe dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus(LGN),

essentially projecting a map of visual space onto the LGN. The map ofthe visual world is
in turn relayed to the visual cortex. Therefore a point in visual space corresponds to a
specific area in the retina, LGN and visual cortex. To understand how this system is
organized, a considerable amount of attention has been focused on how the orderly
connections between visual structures develop.

Though this information is important, the arrangement of neurons within these

structures is also critical for understanding visual system function. The distribution of

each physiological class of ganglion cell must be such that their dendrites cover all parts of
the retina to insure that no one area is unable to process a particular piece ofinformation.
Wassle and Riemann (1978) reasoned that the most efficient method of providing

complete dendritic coverage would be a regular arrangement of ganglion cell somas with
relatively uniform dendritic arbor area. Wassle and co-workers(Wassle and Riemann,
1978; Wassle et ai, 1981a, b, c, 1983a, b)examined this issue by studying the distribution

of different retinal ganglion cell classes. They found that each physiological class of

ganglion cell studied was non-randomly distributed, or arranged in a regular "mosaic"
across the retina.

Relatively little is understood about the development of retinal ganglion cell mosaics

(reviewed by Perry, 1984). It is cuiTently believed that the dendritic arbors of ganglion
cells grow until they contact another ganglion cell ofthe same physiological class. This
model insures that the members of each physiological class are regularly distributed and
that their dendrites cover the entire retina. It assumes, however, that the dendrites ofthe

ON- and OFF- subclasses initially grow into the appropriate sublaminae ofthe inner

plexiform layer. The existence of cells that have dendritic arbors which ramify in both the
ON- and OFF- sublaminae ofthe inner plexiform layer (bistratified cells) during

development challenges this assumption(Maslim et al, 1986; Maslim and Stone, 1988;

Kirby and Steineke, 1991). An intriguing hypothesis is that ganglion cells are initially
bistratified and through interactions with neighboring cells retract their dendrites at one

level to become unistratified. Since this hypothesis has important implications for the

development of mosaics, we examined bistratified cells and their role in establishing retinal
ganglion cell mosaics.
METHODS

Retinas were analyzed employing cultured retinal explants and horseradish peroxidase

(HRP)labeling techniques (for a detailed description see Kirby & Steineke 1991, 1992).
Time dated fetal monkeys(E60, E67, E68, E90, E136, E139, E140, E147, E155, and

El59), were delivered by Cesarean section, deeply anesthetized, and the retinas rapidly
removed and placed into oxygenated, 37°C medium. HRP was inserted into the retinas at
various locations using the optic disk and blood vessel pattern for orientation. The retinas

were then incubated for three hours, changing the medium ever}' 15 minutes to insure
maintenance ofthe proper pH balance Following the incubation, the retinas were fixed
and processed for HRP using diaminobenzidine(DAB)and heavy metals(Adams, 1981).
This procedure provides excellent labeling of a large number of ganglion cells as well as
other retinal cell classes.

Individual ganglion cells were included for analysis using a strict set of criteria. These
included the ability to follow an axon to the fiber layer toward the optic disk or deposit
site (typically 1-2 mm and occasionally as far as 6-8 mm), and the visualization of a

complete dendritic arbor. Cells were analyzed using Nomarski optics at magnifications of
x625 and xl562.5 (Nikon). Nomarski optics were particularly useful to visualize the fine

processes ofthe ganglion cell dendrites and to differentiate the level at which the dendritic
arbor ramified in the inner plexiform layer.
Ganglion Cell Mosaics

The distribution of presumptive parasol cells (cells with the largest somas and large,
complex dendritic arbors) was used to examine the ganglion cell mosaic. The cells were
grouped as ON-, OFF- or bistratified according to the level of arbor stratification
(Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976; Nelson et ai, 1978; Peichl and Wassle, 1981). The ganglion
cell distributions were examined using camera lucida drawings of areas where all the

presumptive parasol cells were labeled (Fig. 1). Drawings of both the ON- and OFF- cells
were made, being careful to preserve the relative distances between the cells. The distance
between each cell and its nearest neighbor was determined and the distribution of cells was

examined using the ratio of the average nearest neighbor distance to the standard
deviation. A ratio of less than 2 was indicative of a random distribution (Wassle and

Riemann, 1978; Wassle et al, 1981c, i9glb, 1983b). The distributions of the ON-, OFF-

and the combined population of ON- and OFF- cells were examined. An additional
analysis was performed to determine the dendritic coverage factor for each subclass of
presumptive parasol cell. For both populations, the outline of each cell's dendritic arbor
was digitized and its area determined. In order to determine how much area this
population of ganglion cells could theoretically cover (assuming that dendritic arbors fit
together perfectly without overlapping and without gaps between the arbors of adjacent
cells), the dendritic area of all the cells was summed. This sum was then divided by the

total retinal area to ascertain whether every part ofthe retina was covered by the dendrites
of one or more ganglion cells. If the dendritic arbors were square and fit together

perfectly, a ratio ofthe summ.ed dendritic arbor areas to retinal area (coverage factor) of
1.0 would be sufficient to insure that all areas ofthe retina were covered by at least the

dendrites of one ganglion cell ofthis class. However, the shape of ganglion cell dendritic
arbors are closer to an ellipse than a square, which necessitates overlap of their dendritic

arbors to insure that there are no gaps in dendritic coverage. Wassle et al. (Wassle et al,
1983a, b) have estimated that a coverage factor of at least 1.2 is needed to insure that no

area ofthe retina is lacking dendritic coverage. Next, Dirichlet domains were constructed

and compared to the actual shape ofthe ganglion cell's dendritic arbor. Dirichlet domains
are the territories surrounding a ganglion cell where each point within the domain is closer

to the cell in question than to any other ganglion cell(Honda, 1978; Wassle et ai, 1983a).
This analysis is helpful in determining what type of packing the distribution of cells most
closely resemble and has been suggested by Wassle and co-workers(Wassle et ah, 1983a)
as a tool to predict the shape ofthe adult dendritic arbor.
Bistratified Ganglion Cells

The role of bistratified cells through development was examined by first looking at the

changes in the complexity ofthe two arbors and then determining if these cells fit into the

mosaic of presumptive parasol cells. The complexity of both ofthe bistratified cell's
dendritic ramifications was measured using a Sholl ring analysis. The image of each cell
was superimposed and centered on a series of concentric circles with an increasing radius
of 10 |im. The total number oftimes that the dendrites crossed each circle was

detennined and summed and divided by the number ofthe outermost circle. A relative

complexity score was calculated for each ramification ofthe bistratified cells in order for
comparisons to be made at different fetal ages. The bistratified cells were then examined
to determine whether they fit into the established ganglion cell mosaic. The distribution of
both the ON- and OFF- ganglion cell populations was analyzed by first including then
excluding the bistratified cells. If the ratio of average nearest neighbor distance to
standard deviation was greater when calculated with the bistratified cell than without it,
the cell was said to complete the ganglion cell mosaic. If, however, the score was lower
when the cell was included than when it was excluded from the analysis, the cell was

defined as disrupting the mosaic. It was then determined which, if any mosaic the

bistratified cell completed and to which ramification it corresponded. The bistratified cells
were further analyzed by examining whether the dendritic ramifications covered any gaps

not filled by neighboring ganglion ceils. Thus each of the bistratified cells were studied to
establish if these cells completed either the ON- or OFF- cell mosaic and whether their
dendrites provide any further retinal coverage for the ganglion cell subclass in question.
RESULTS

Fetal Bistratified Cells
Bistratified cells were found at all fetal ages. In the youngest fetus(E60, E67, E68)
greater than 50% of ganglion cells in the incipient fovea, and 90% at greater eccentricities,

possessed a bistratified dendritic arbor, consistent with our previous report (Kirby and
Steineke, 1991). Both dendritic ramifications were immature, being small, having few
branches and possessing dendritic tips with growth cones (Fig. 2A). The dendrites of
these cells also ramified in a very restricted portion ofthe IPL. For instance, near the
center ofthe retina the IPL was nearly 13 pm thick but each ofthe ramifications only

occupied 1-2|tm ofthe IPL. A characteristic feature ofthe bistratified cells in the

youngest fetus is that the two ramifications were of nearly equal size and complexity,
making it difficult to distinguish one as the primary and the other as the secondary
ramification (Figs. 2A, 3B and 4). Significantly fewer bistratified cells were observed in
the E90 fetus. The cells were more mature with larger somas and dendritic arbors. At all
eccentricities, with the exception ofthe incipient fovea where few bistratified cells were
identified, two groups of bistratified cells were found. Within the central retina (2-4 mm

eccentricity), one population possessed a ramification that v/as much larger and more
complex (primary ramification), than the other (secondary ramification). The two
arborizations ofthe second population of bistratified cells were nearly the same size and
complexity (Figs. 3B and 4). Although similar groups were obser%-ed at greater
eccentricities, the differences between them were not as distinct, presumably reflecting a

central to peripheral maturation gradient (Kirby and Steineke, 1991). Growth cones were
evident on the terminals of some ofthe dendrites, although their numbers were

significantly lower than in the younger fetuses (Fig. 2B). Very few bistratified cells, on the
order of 1-2% were observed in the El30 and older fetuses. Again two groups were seen;
one where the bistratified cell's primary ramification was much larger and more complex
than the secondary, and the second group of bistratified cells displaying two ramifications
of nearly equal size and complexity. No growth cones were observed on the cell's
dendrites ofthe E130 and older fetuses. For a more detailed description offetal
bistratified cells see Kirby and Steineke,(1991).
Retinal Ganglion Cell Mosaics
Areas of quantitative labeling of presumptive parasol cells were identified (Figs. 1
and 5). To determine if ganglion cell mosaics are present in the fetus, presumptive parasol

cells were identified as ramifying in either the a(OFF-)or b(ON-)sublaminae in areas of
quantitative labeling. The somas ofthese ganglion cells were drawn preserving the
relative distances between one another (Fig. 5A and B). The nearest neighbor distances
were measured and the ratio of nearest neighbor distance to standard deviation was

calculated. This ratio is a measure of the randomness of the a cell distribution. A higher

number indicates that a group of cells is less randomly, more regularly distributed. Wassle
et al. (Wassle et al, 1981c), found that this ratio v/as 4.5 and 4.7 for cat a ON- and OFF-

cells respectively, and concluded these distributions were not random. When cat a cells
are considered without respect to subclass, the ratio drops to 2.4, indicating that the
combined distribution is significantly more random than either the ON- or OFF-

distribution. Secondly it indicates that the distributions of ON- and OFF- a cells are

independent of one another. Due to the presence of a large population of bistratified cells,
distinct mosaics could not be discerned in the E90 and younger fetuses and were not

included in the analysis. In the E136 and older fetuses, scores of 5.7 for the ON- and 5.4
for the OFF- cells indicated that both populations were non-randomly distributed across

the retina. When the ratio was computed without regard to subclass, however, the ratio

dropped to 2.4 indicating that if both ON- and OFF- cells were considered together a
more random distribution was observed than the distribution for either the ON- or OFF-

cells. This shows that in the primate, like the cat, the ON- and OFF- cell mosaics are
independent of one another(Wassle et al., 1981c, 1983a).
For both the ON- and OFF- cells the coverage factor was 1.1, indicating that at this

age, not every point in the retina is covered by the dendrites of presumptive parasol cells
(Fig. 5C). Potentially, this is due either to the lack of complete filling ofthe dendritic
arbors or a failure to label all the cells. Certain cells stained darker than others, yet the

very fine dendritic terminals were observed in all the cells analyzed, indicating complete

dendritic labeling. Although the failure of cells to fill cannot be excluded, if a similarly

sized cell was placed in an area that was not covered, it would dis.fupt the established
mosaic and much of its dendritic arbor would be covered by its neighbors (Fig. 5). The

lack of coverage is probably reflective ofthe cells not being as large as their adult

counterparts. Dirichlet domains(Honda, 1978; Wassle et ai, 1983b) were employed to
determine the packing of ganglion cells and to see if these domains predicted the shape of
the dendritic arbors (Fig. 5D). Using this analysis, the packing ofthe cells was determined
to be roughly hexagonal, similar to reports in the adult cat. Wassle et al. (1983a) noticed
that in the adult cat the Dirichlet domains predicted the shape ofthe dendritic arbors but

underestimated the area. In the fetal primate, however, the dendritic arbors were often
smaller, though nearly the same shape as the Dirichlet domains Potentially, this is due to
the immaturity ofthe cell since a considerable amount of growth occurs between El40

and maturity. The results ofthe above analyses of retinal ganglion cell distributions,

dendritic coverage, and cell packing are similar to the adult cat a cells(Wassle et al,
1981c, 1983a), suggesting that retinal ganglion cell mosaics are established at least by
El30 in the primate.
Bistratified Cells within the Mosaics

Next, bistratified ganglion cells were examined with respect to ganglion cell mosaics.
With the exception of cells that morphologically appeared similar to adult bistratified cells,
all the bistratified cells examined in the older fetuses completed either the ON- or OFFcell mosaic. It was found that the primary ramification predicted which mosaic (either

ON- or OFF")the cell completed. The cell shown in Fig. 6, had its primary ramification

within the b sublaminae ofthe inner plexiform layer. When this cell was analyzed with the
ON- cells the ratio of the average nearest neighbor distance to standard deviation equaled
6.8. When the cell was excluded from the ON- cell distribution, this ratio dropped to 5.8.
However, when it was analyzed with the OFF- cells the ratio dropped from 6.0 to 4.8.
This data indicates that the ON- cell distribution is more regular with the inclusion ofthe

bistratified cell and the OFF- cell distribution is more regular when this cell is excluded.
From this analyses we concluded that this cell completed the ON- cell mosaic.

Additionally, the primary ramification filled a large gap in the b sublaminae, and with the

dendrites ofthe other ON- cells, provided greater dendritic coverage for this area ofthe
retina (Fig. 6). When the secondary ramification was analyzed with the dendrites ofthe
OFF- cells it did not provide more coverage, and in fact simply overlapped their dendritic
territories. These results were indicative ofthe majority of bistratified cells studied. This

data suggests that the transient bistratified cells participate in the formation ofganglion
cell mosaics.
DISCUSSION

From the results ofthis study, and that of Kirby and Steineke(1991) we conclude that
a large population of bistratified cells exist in the fetus that are not seen in the adult, and

most ofthe decrease in their numbers cannot be attributed to cell death. For a majority of
these cells, a general increase in the complexity and size of one ramification with a
corresponding decrease in the other ramification occurs through development.

Additionally, these fetal bistratified cells complete the ganglion cell mosaic corresponding
to their main ramification's level of stratification within the IPL. We argue that the

majority offetal bistratified cells are not precursors to adult bistratified cells but are better
viewed as cells at a developmental stage whereby interactions with neighboring cells and

synaptogenesis with bipolar cells signal the retraction of one dendrite resulting in a
unistratified dendritic arbor.

Adult vs Fetal Bistratified Cells

One hypothesis concerning fetal bistratified cells is that they are simply the precursors
to cells seen in the adult. Small-field bistratified cells have been described in the adult

human and macaque (Dacey, 1993; Rodieck and Watanabe, 1993) and have been

suggested to provide a second pathway for color vision to the parvocellular layers ofthe
lateral geniculate nucleus. Morphologically these cells are similar in dendritic and soma
size to parasol cells. They possess a bistratified dendritic arbor with either one
ramification stratifying in the outer and one in the inner border ofthe inner plexiform layer
(Dacey, 1993), or both ramifications terminating in the center ofthe IPL (Rodieck and
Watanabe, 1993). The inner is larger in area and more highly branched, while the outer
ramification is smaller in area and has smooth dendrites with fewer branches. These cells

comprise approximately 1% of ganglion cells in the central retina, and 6-10% ofthe
peripheral ganglion cells (Dacey, 1993). Similarly, in the late term fetuses a small number
of bistratified cells that resembled adult small field cells were found comprising

approximately 1% ofthe total population.

There were several notable differences between the adult and a majority ofthe fetal
bistratified cells. The dendritic ramifications offetal bistratified cells at certain

developmental stages were both highly branched, not showing the consistent
morphological differences reported in the adult. A second difference was that the inner

was not consistently larger than the outer ramification ofthe fetal bistratified cells.
Although fetal cells were observed that had a larger, more complex inner than outer

projection, the converse was also true. A majority ofthese cells ramified within the
middle one to two thirds, but not at the a/b nor the outer and inner border ofthe IPL, in
contrast to the adult small-field bistratified cells. A majority ofthe fetal bistratified cells
were morphologically different, yet a small percentage were similar and potentially the
precursors to the adult small field bistratified cells.
The changes in number and complexity ofthe secondary dendritic arbor were
inconsistent with the majority of bistratified cells observed in the fetus developing into the
adult small field bistratified. If the bistratified cells in the fetus are the same class of cell

seen in the adult, and their numbers are simply reduced through cell death, then during one
stage in development a large number of bistratified cells would exist with both oftheir
ramifications being nearly the same complexity, while at a later stage a few bistratified
cells would have equally complex dendritic ramifications. Alternatively, if the
bistratification is a stage of ganglion cell development, then at subsequent ages cells

should be observed with a larger primary and smaller secondary arbor, reflecting
elaboration ofthe primary and retraction of the secondary ramification. A general increase

in the complexity ofthe primary and a decrease in the secondary ramification was
obser/ed (Fig. 4). Additionally, at an eccentricity of2-4 mm the bistratified cells
decreased from 90% at E60 to approximately 35% of the ganglion cell population at E90,
which is prior to the start of peak ganglion cell death starting at approximately E90(Rakic

and Riley, 1983a). From this data we concluded that the decrease in the number of
bistratified cells was primarily due to the development of a unistratified dendritic arbor by
the retraction ofthe secondary ramification.
Cell Death

A large number of neurons in the vertebrate retina have been shown to die during
development(Ng and Stone, 1982; Potts etai, 1982; Sengelaub and Finlay, 1982; Stone

et al., 1982; Rakic and Riley, 1983a). It is thought that RGC axons compete for
connections within the LGN, and those cells with inappropriate synapses or cells unable to
establish connections are eliminated (Rakic, 1981, 1986; Rakic and Riley, 1983b; Chalupa
and Williams, 1984a, b; Shatz and Sretavan, 1986; Sretavan and Shatz, 1986). Although
ample evidence exists suggesting that competition for available efferent connections plays

a significant role in retinal ganglion cell attrition, the availability of afferent connections is
another important factor in neural death. Competition for afferent connections has been
demonstrated in the retina (Perry and Linden, 1982; Leventhal etal., 1988, 1989; Linden,
1993), and shown to contribute to retinal ganglion cell death (Linden and Peny, 1982;
Perry, 1984; Linden and Serfaty, 1985). Approximately 17% of the E90 ganglion cells at
2 mm eccentricity possessed bistratified dendritic arbors with both ramifications of nearly

equal size and complexity. Potentially, these are the cells that have failed to make the
appropriate afferent connections, and the majority of which may be eliminated by cell

death. This would suggest that mosaics within the central retina are already established at
E90, yet are hard to identify due to the difficulties of morphologically classifying ganglion
cells at this age as well as the distribution being obscured by a large population of
bistratified cells.

Development of Ganglion Cell Mosaics
The distribution of ganglion cells must be established early in development, or
essentially when the cells are generated. The shallow central to peripheral gradient in the
fetal retina (Stone et ah, 1982; Provis et ah, 1985; Chalupa and Lia, 1991; Kirby and

Steineke, 1991, 1992), suggests that cell generation must be fairly uniform throughout the
retina, and not a random process. If the genesis of different cell classes was a totally
random process, certain areas would be devoid of a cell class whereas other areas might

have an abnormally high density ofthis class. The only mechanisms capable of affecting
cell distribution are cell death and differential retinal growth, which serve only to decrease

the density of ganglion cells and could affect areas with too high but not too low a density
of cells. A current model of retinal cell generation proposed by Williams and Goldowitz

(1992)is a potential mechanism assuring a uniform distribution of ganglion cells in the
retina. They showed that a precursor cell gave rise to all ofthe retinal cell types in the
appropriate ratios seen in the adult. If these precursors also gave rise to a constant ratio

of different classes of ganglion cells a uniform distribution for each class would then be
generated.

Following cell genesis and migration out ofthe proliferative zone, ganglion cells send
out an axon and begin to proliferate a dendritic arbor. The majority of cells at this stage
are bistratified. From E60 to E90 the number of bistratified cells rapidly decreases.
Although it appears this decrease is due to cells retracting one dendritic arbor to become

unistratified, it is unclear what signals this process. Maslim and Stone (1988) speculated
that formation of synapses between bipolar and ganglion cells signaled the retraction ofthe
secondary ramification. It has been recently shown that APV injected into eyes of
neonatal cats arrests the development of unistratified ganglion cell arbors(Bodnarenko
and Chalupa, 1993), supporting Maslim & Stone's hypothesis. We have shown (Kirby and

Steineke, 1991) that the majority of bistratified cells within the central retina become
unistratified between E60 and E90, temporally correlating with bipolar-ganglion cell
synaptogenesis beginning in this area around E55(Okada et ai, 1994).
It is not clear once a cell is signaled to develop into a particular subclass whether it has
any direct influence on its immediate neighbors. For instance if a cell begins to develop as
an ON- cell there may not be sufficient bipolar contacts to allow its immediate neighbor to
also develop into an ON- cell. Alternatively, the cell may directly inhibit its neighbor from
developing into an ON- cell. Either mechanism would assure that the next cell that

develops into an ON- cell would be at a certain minimum distance and thus contribute to

the establishment of a regular distribution of ON- cells. After a majority of ganglion cells

have deveioped a unistratified dendritic arbor a small population of bistratified cells still
exists at E90 with equally complex ramifications. The majority ofthese cells are most
likely eliminated through cell death vdth a small percentage retained in the adult. The
ganglion cells' dendritic arbors continue to increase in size and area after E90. Wassle and

co-workers proposed that the ganglion cell dendritic arbors are elaborated until they
contact the dendrites of a cell ofthe same class(Wassle et al, 1981b, 1933b). This

insures complete retinal coverage by each major physiological class of ganglion cell and
helps refine cell distributions. We speculate that an initial uniform distribution of ganglion

cells is created during cell generation and that unistratification, or the development of
physiological subtype, is the main mechanism setting up the distribution of ON- and OFFcells. It appears that cell death and the contact inhibition ofthe dendritic outgrouth by
cells of the same subclass serve to refine the already established mosaic. Finally, it is not
clear to what extent extra-retinal mechanisms (i.e. axon tenninations) contribute to the

establishment or refinement of retinal ganglion cell mosaics.
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Figure 1.

A representative area oflabeled ganglion cells depicted by a low power micrograph(A)
and a camera lucida drawing(B)showing the cell distributions(open circles signify ONand filled circles, OFF- cells). This is representative of areas analyzed in E136 and older
fetuses. Notice that the populations of ON- and OFF- cells are regularly distributed across

the retina, with a nearest neighbor to standard deviation ratio of 5.9 and 6.0, respectively.
This ratio drops to 2.7 when the ratio is calculated on the combined population of ONand OFF- cells. The inset in B,indicates the area that is shown at higher magnification in

C and D. Two ON- cells are shown in C(arrowheads) with a neighboring OFF- cell(ONcell), shown in D. Cal bar for A and B equals 100 pm and for C and D equals 50 pm.

Figure 2.

High power micrographs and camera lucida drawings depicting bistratified cells in an E60
(A), E90(B)and an El40(C)fetus. A majority ofthe cells in the E60 fetus, in the

peripheral retina nearly 100%, were bistratified and contained numerous growth cones.

The two ramifications were of nearly equal size and complexity in all ofthe bistratified
cells observed. The dendrites ofthe lower ramification are indicated by arrowheads. The

somas and dendritic arbors ofthe E90 cells(B)were larger and more complex with fewer
growth cones on the dendrites than the E60 ganglion cells. Approximately 35% ofthe
cells analyzed at 2-4 mm eccentricity were bistratified in the E90 fetus. At least two types
of bistratified ganglion cells were observed in the E90 fetus. The type depicted (B), were

amongst the group with a primary ramification (lower micrograph) that was less than four
times the area as the secondary ramification (upper micrograph). The other group had a
primary stratification that was much larger and more complex than the secondary, similar

to the cell shown in C. Only 2-3% ofthe cells in the El30 and older fetuses were
bistratified, again falling into two groups. One type resembled adult bistratified cells
(Dacey, 1993) with the inner being slightly larger and more complex than the outer

ramification (not shown). The other type(C)possessed a small, simple secondary (upper
micrograph), and a large, complex primary ramification (upper micrograph). Note that the
arrowheads depict the processes of other ON- and OFF- cells, respectively. The small

secondary ramification is indicated by the open arrow. Cal bar for A and B equals 50 pm.
and for C equals 25 pm.
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Figure 3.

Histograms depicting the ratio of the larger divided by the smaller ramification of
bistratified cells in E60-E68(A)and E90(B)fetuses. In the E60 fetus, the ratio ofthe

cells primary to secondary ramification area was less than 4, with 80% being less than 2.
Thus in 20% ofthe cells observed the primary was between 2 and 4 times the area ofthe

secondary ramification and in 80% ofthe cells the primary was less than twice the area of
the secondary. In the E90 fetus two groups of bistratified cells could be distinguished;
those with a ratio of primary- to secondary ramification area less than 4 and those with a
ratio greater than six. Even though the cells with a low ratio were larger than the E60

cells, they were morphologically similar, with the primaiy and secondary ramifications
being of similar size. The other group ofE90 bistratified cells typically possessed a much
larger, more complex primary and a smaller, relatively simple secondary ramification that
branched minimally, similar to the cells shown in Figs. 2C and 6.

Bistratified Cells(%)

Bistratified Cells(%)

Figure 4.

Graph comparing the complexity of a bistratified cell's primary (-□-) and secondary
ramification (-■-). The dendritic complexity was calculated using a Sholl ring analysis by
counting the total number of times that the dendrites crossed each of the concentric
circles. This number was then divided by the number of rings that the arbor covered. The

two points at E90 (-■- and -♦-) indicate the complexity of the secondary ramification for
the two populations of bistratified cells. Notice that the average complexity of the
secondary ramification decreases through fetal development.
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Figure 5.

Camera lucida drawings of ON-(A)and OFF-(B) presumptive parasol cells in an E136
fetus. Notice that both the ON- and OFF- cells were regularly arranged across the retina.

The ratio ofthe average nearest neighbor distance to standard deviation was 5.7 and 5.4,
respectively. If this calculation is made on all the cells irrespective of physiological class,
the ratio dropped to 2.6 indicating that the two distributions were independent. Outlines
ofthe ON- cell dendritic arbors are depicted in C. The area of each cell's dendritic arbor
was determined and summed and divided by the total area to determine the total retinal

coverage. The coverage factor was 1.1 for each class. Next, Dirichlet domains were

constructed to determine cell's geometrical arrangement and whether the domains

predicted the shape ofthe dendritic arbor(D). Note the overlay of dotted lines indicate
the actual shape and size ofthe dendritic arbors. The packing ofthe cells appeared to be

roughly hexagonal, similar to reports of cat a cells(Wassle et ai, 1983b). The dendritic
arbors are smaller but have a similar shape as the Dirichlet domains, supporting the

hypothesis of mutual inhibition by members ofthe same physiological class. Cal bar
equals 100 |im.

Figure 6.

Photomicrographs showing the upper(A)and lower(B)ramifications of a bistratified cell.
The arrows in B show processes fi^om neighboring OFF- cells ramifying near the same
level within the IPL. The dendritic terminals ofthe secondary ramification is indicated

with arrowheads. A composite drawing is shown in C with the secondary ramification

denoted by closed arrows(open arrows show the path ofthe axon). Notice that the

primary ramification(D)projects into and occupies approximately 1/3 of sublarmnae b,
and the secondary ramification projects into and occupies only a small portion of
sublaminae a. The depth ofthe IPL in this area is approximately 16 pm. The outline of
the somas and dendritic arbors ofthe bistratified cell (shaded) and its immediate neighbors

are shown in E(ON- cells) and F(OFF- cells). Notice that the bistratified cell completes
the ON- cell mosaic and provides additional retinal coverage for the ON- cells. When the
bistratified cell is included in the ON-cell mosaic the average nearest neighbor
distance/standard deviation was 6.75. However, the ratio dropped to 5.84 when this cell

was excluded from the analysis ofthe ON- cell distribution. The secondary ramification
(F)encroached upon the dendritic field of an OFF- cell, providing no further coverage.
Inclusion ofthis cell into the OFF- cell mosaic disrupted their regular distribution,

changing the ratio from 5.95 to 4.75. Again notice that the dendrites of each subclass fails
to completely cover the entire retina (see Results and Fig. 5). Cal bars for A, B and C
equal 50 pm and E and F equals 100 pm.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MORPHOGEr>ffiSIS OF RETHn^AL GANGLION CELLS DURING FORMATION OF

THE FOVE A IN THE RHESUS MACAQUE

Michael A. Kirby and Thomas C. Steineke

Triis chapter appeared in publication in the Journal of Visual Neuroscience, 9: 603-616.

ABSTRACT

The morphology of retinal ganglion cells v/ithin the central retina during formation of
the fovea was examined in retinal explants with horseradisli peroxidase histochemistry. A

foveal depression was first apparent in retinal wholemounts at embryonic day 112(El 12;
gestational term is approximately 165 days). At earlier fetal ages the site ofthe future
fovea was identified by severai criteria that included; peak density of ganglion cells, lack of
blood vessels in the inner retinal layers, arcuate fiber bundles, and the absence ofrod outer

segments in the photoreceptor layer. Prior to El 12 the terminal dendritic arbor of retinal
ganglion cells within the central retina extended into the inner plexiform layer and were
located directly beneath their somas of origin or at most were slightly displaced from it.
For example, at E90 the mean horizontal displacement of the geometric center ofthe
dendritic arbor from the somas of cells within 600 pm ofthe estimated center ofthe fiiture

fovea was 4.1 pm (s.d. 2.7, range 1.0-10.0, n=97). Following formation of the foveal

depression the dendritic arbors of cells were significantly displaced from their somas. For
example, at E138 the mean displacement was 41.2 pm (s.d. 12.2, range 12.0-56.0, n-91).
The displacement ofthe dendritic arbor which occurred during this period was not
accounted for by areal growth ofthe dendritic arbor, the soma, or the retina, but was

produced by the lengthening of the primary dendritic trunk. Moreover, no significant
displacement was observed v/ithin the remaining 1.5-6.5 mm ofthe central retina. These
observations provide evidence supporting early speculations that the formation ofthe
foveal pit occurs, in part, by the radial migration of ganglion cells from the center ofthe

fovea during its formation. Our analyses suggest that this migration occurs by the
lengthening ofthe primary dendrite presumably by the addition of membrane. This
migration is in a direction opposite to the inward movement of photoreceptors that occurs
during late fetal and early postnatal periods(Packer et al,.Journal of Comparative
.298:472-494, 1990).

INTRODUCTION

One ofthe central features of the primate retina is the presence of a foveal

specialization. Although foveas are found in all vertebrate classes(Walls, 1942), they are
relatively rare in mammals, occurring only in primates (Polyak, 1941, 1957; Rodieck,
1973, 1988). In mature animals the inner layers ofthe retina that normally overlie the

photoreceptor outer segments aie displaced radially forming a depression. This local
thinning of the retina is generally thought to improve image quality at the photoreceptor
outer segments but its function remains poorly understood (for review see Mann, 1964;
Weale, 1966; Rodieck, 1973, 1979; Stone, 1983).

Given the importance ofthe fovea in fine acuity vision in primates, it is surprising that
little is understood ofthe developmental mechanisms that lead to its formation. In the

rhesus monkey development of the foveal depression is initiated during the later one-half
to one-third of gestation and continues well into the postnatal period(Mann, 1964;

Hendrickson & Kupfer, 1976). The final mature state is not achieved until 1 to 2 years
after birth (Packer et ai, 1990). In man a similar, but even more protracted, time-course
occurs and final maturation is not attained until well into the postnatal period (Mann,
1964; Abramov et ai, 1982; Hendrickson & Yuodelis, 1984; see also Provis et ai, 1985;
Van Driel et ai, 1990). The late form.ation ofthe foveal depression in primates appears to

be an exception to the general pattern of a central to peripheral sequence of retinal
development(Rapaport & Stone, 1984; Rapaport et ai, 1990). Although cells at the site
ofthe future fovea are among the earliest generated in the retina, the foveal depression

forms after most of the developmental processes ofthe retina (e.g., cell birth, cell death,

synaptogenesis) are complete and is perhaps best viewed as a secondary feature imposed
on a general mammalian pattern of retinal organization.
Initial investigators suggested that the fovea was formed either by radial migration of
cells away from the site ofthe fovea or by cell death in the inner layers ofthe retina, and

inward migration of the photoreceptor elements (e.g., Mann, 1964; Hendrickson &

Kupfer, 1976; Bunt et ah, 1977). Recently, in the rhesus macaque Packer et ah (1990),
building upon earlier observations from the same laboratory (e.g., Hendrickson & Kupfer,
1976; Hendrickson & Rakic, 1977; Hendrickson & Yuodelis, 1984) quantified the

redistribution of photoreceptors that occurs during late fetal and early postnatal
development. This redistribution produced a five-fold increase in foveal cone density

which could not be accounted for by cone cell genesis, cone death, or retinal expansion.
The mature cone densities were not achieved until about 1 to 2 years after birth. The

evidence indicates that differentiated photoreceptors migrate toward the center ofthe
fovea and that this is accompanied by a substantial lengthening of the fibers of Henle that
connect the soma to the cone pedicle.

Several reports have suggested an outward movement of ganglion cells during

formation ofthe foveal depression (Duke-Elder & Cook, 1963, Mann, 1964; Hogan et ah,
1971; Hendrickson & Kupfer, 1976). At present little experimental evidence supports
this. If migration of ganglion cells does occur it is unkno wn if this involves relatively
undifferentiated cells, or terminally differentiated cells having complex morphology (e.g..

in terms of the dendritic arbor, synapiic organization, etc.) as occurs for cone
photoreceptors.

Other developmental processes maj' underlie foveal formation. For instance,

differential growth in retinal area may displace the inner neural layers peripherally, thereby

creating a foveal depression. The accumulation of ganglion cells around the margins of
the fovea in the adult may result from the late generation of a small population of cells at
this location. The extreme thinning of the ganglion cell layer may also reflect the selective
death of cells at this site (for discussion of this point see Rodieck, 1988, p. 210).

The purpose ofthe present investigation was to evaluate the development of dendritic
morphology of ganglion cells in the central retina during formation ofthe foveal
depression. The horizontal displacement ofthe geometric center of the soma in the
ganglion cell layer with respect to the center ofthe cell's dendritic arbor in the inner
plexiform layer was measured in tissue obtained before and after formation ofthe foveal
depression. The absence of significant change in this measurement following emergence

ofthe foveal depression would suggest that migration is not involved in the formation of
this structure. In contrast, a significant increase in displacement would suggest that
migration is involved.
METHODS

The study is based on tissue obtained from 13 fetal and one adult rhesus macaques

{Macaca mulattd). The ages ofthe fetal animals were: embryonic day(E)60(2 animals),
E67, E68, E90, E130, E133, E136, E138, E139, E140, E150, E159. In addition, three

other fetal animals(El 12, E113, El 15) that did not have labeled cells within the central
retina were used for qualitative assessment ofthe formation ofthe foveal depression in the
ganglion cell layer. All fetal animals were delivered by Cesarean section under strict sterile

conditions. Prior to surgery each female was given atropine sulfate (0.04 mg/kg, s.c.) and
penicillin C procaine (300,000 units, i.m.). The monkey was then anesthetized with
ketamine(10 mg/kg, i.m.), intubated, and ventilated with a 47-49% nitrous oxide-50%
oxygen mixture to which 1-3% halothane was added. During surgery, the heart rate, end-

tidal CO^, and body temperature were continuously monitored and maintained within a
normal range. Following delivery ofthe fetus the placenta was removed and all openings
closed.

Retinal Explant

Once removed from the uterus, the fetus was given a lethal dose of sodium

pentobarbital(100 mg/kg, i.p.). The retinas were then rapidly dissected from the globe
(Stone, 1981) and placed into oxygenated Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium(pH 7.4)

containing 10% fetal calf serum at 37° C (after Maslirn et al, 1986). Each retina was then
gently spread, fiber layer up, onto filter paper while maintaining retinal orientation
provided by reference to the optic disk and blood vessels. Typically one to four radial cuts
v/ere made into the retina to facilitate fiattening. Next the tip of a pair offorceps was

dipped into a bottle of horseradish peroxidase(HRP, Sigma type VI), and a few crystals
inserted into the retina at 10 to 12 different locations. The pattern of the blood vessels.

coupled with the position ofthe optic disk and fovea(when present) or macula facilitated
the precise placement of crystals at specific retinal site s.

The retinas were then placed into a container of the same culture medium and

incubated at 37° C in an environment of6,1% C02~93.9% 0^ for tliree hours. Following
the suggestion of J. Stone (personal communication) the medium was replaced every
15 minutes to insure maintenance of proper pFI and oxygenation. After incubation, the

retinas were washed in 0.IM phosphate buffer, fixed for 20 minutes in 2% gluteraidehyde
in O.IM phosphate buffer, and reacted for HRP using the method of Adams(1981),

employing diaminobenzidine, nickel, and cobalt. This method provides a relatively intense
reaction product in fetal tissue with minimum background artifact or discoloration,
qualities critical for visualization of small dendritic processes in developing neurons.
Following reaction with the chromagen, the retinas were rinsed in phosphate buffer,
mounted flat onto gelatinized glass slides, dehydrated and coverslipped.
Analysis ofretinal ganglion cells

Each retina was mapped using stage coordinates (Stone, 1981). The future site ofthe

fovea in young fetal animals (i.e., E60-90) was identified by the peak cell density in the
ganglion cell layer, the blood vessel pattern, fiber bundles arching around it (i.e. arcuate
fibers), and the presence of only cone cells in the photoreceptor layer. At each fetal age
representative examples of r etinal ganglion cells were drawn with the aid of a camera
iucida. All cell drawings were made at X1953.1 (XlOO oil objective) using differential
interference phase contrast microscopy and Nomarski optics (Nikon, Inc.). As a rule.

each cell drawing was verified by a second observer for agreement on the fine terminal

portions ofthe dendritic arbor. For clarity that portion ofthe dendritic arbor from the
soma to the first branch point will be referred to as the "primary dendrite" and the
remaining branches referred to as the "dendritic arbor."

Each cell included in the present analysis had a clearly visible axon that could be traced

to the deposit site in the retina or to a large fascicle oflabeled axons; its terminal dendritic
processes either possessed growth cones or were a high order branch; its dendritic
processes were well labeled and continuous, and not obscured by adjacent cellular
processes or distorted by blood vessels. In practice the axons ofindividual ganglion cells
could be followed for at least several hundred microns within the fiber layer, often as far
as 1.0-2.0 mm, and occasionally as far as 6.0 mm.

Horizontal displacement ofthe soma from the dendritic arbor (i.e. parallel to the

retinal layers) was measured from two dimensional drawings of the cell. For each cell the
center of the soma was taken as the intersection ofthe two longest orthogonal diameters.
The center of the dendritic arbor was estimated in a similar manner as the intersection of

the longest and shortest axes ofthe polygon formed by connecting the tips of neighboring
elements ofthe dendritic tree. Measurements were restricted to foveal cells located

between 200 - 600 pm from the estimated center ofthe fovea, and were compared to
measurements of non-foveal cells within the central 1.5 - 6.5 mm ofthe retina. No

significant differences were observed for measures of cells at a particular location around
the fovea (i.e., nasal, temporal, inferior, superior) allowing pooling ofthe data for the

same animal. All measures were quantified from camera lucida drawings using a digitizing
tablet(Sigma Scan, Jandel Scientific).

The length ofthe primary dendrite was also measured for each cell. When the

dendritic arbor was directly beneath the soma the length ofthe primary dendrite was taken
to be the vertical distance from the soma-dendrite junction to the first branch point ofthe

primary dendrite as measured with the micrometer scale of the fine focus knob. For these
measurements the Z-axis scale on the fine focus knob was calibrated using coverslips of

known thickness. When the dendritic arbor was diagonally displaced from the soma, the

length ofthe primary dendrite(soma to the branch of the first second order dendrite) was
taken as the hypotenuse of a right triangle whose other two sides were the vertical and
horizontal displacement of the main dendrite. The horizontal displacement of the soma
fi-om the dendritic arbor and the length ofthe primary dendrite were analyzed as a function

offetal age with an analysis of variance and subsequent pairwise comparisons using either
Fisher's LSD test or Newman-Kuel's test(SPSS Inc., Chicago, XL).

All animal experimentation was conducted under guidance of an approved protocol
fi-om the Animal Care Committee ofLoma Linda University, and in accordance with the

guidelines ofthe American Physiological Society and the Society for Neuroscience.
RESULTS

Location ofthe Incipient Fovea

At E60(2 animals), E67, and E68, the earliest ages examined, the central retina lacked
a foveal depression but contained a region of high cell density in the ganglion cell layer.

resembling the area centralis of other mammalian species. This area was identified
qualitatively in retinal wholemounts by the peak cell density, and by arcuate fiber bundles
and blood vessels which curved around it (Figs. 1 and 2). The location ofthe incipient

fovea centralis was further verified by the exclusive presence of cones in the photoreceptor

layer(Mann, 1964; Hollenberg & Spria, 1973; Spira & Hollenberg, 1973; Smelser et al,
1974; Hendrickson & Kupfer, 1976; Abramov et al, 1982; Hendrickson & Yuodelis,
1984; Provis et al., 1985; Yuodelis & Hendrickson, 1986). Rod profiles appeared ifthe

microscope stage was moved in any direction from this location (Fig. IC).
In retinal wholemounts an immature foveal depression (i.e., thinning ofthe ganglion

cell and inner plexiform layer) can be observed by El 12-El 18 (Hendrickson & Kupfer,
1976; Yuodelis & Hendrickson, 1986; DeJager & Kirby, 1988). In the present study a

foveal depression was present in the El 12 and El 15 fetuses but was absent in the El 13
fetus.

Horizontal Displacement ofthe Dendritic Arbor

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate examples of retinal ganglion cells in the incipient fovea

centralis prior to formation ofthe foveal depression. At E60 ganglion cells in the central
400 pm ofthe retina had relatively simple dendritic arbors with few high order branches.
Those few processes which were present typically ended in growth cones. The dendritic

arbor of ganglion cells usually arose from a single primary process that projected into the
inner plexiform layer. At this age the inner plexiform layer was relatively thin and not

readily resolved in retinal wholemounts. The exception was the central few millimeters of

the retina where, at the site ofthe future fovea, the inner piexiform layer had an average

depth of 5.0 pm (Nishimura & Rakic, 1985; Kirby & Steineke, 1991), thereby providing a
small but measurable separation of the arbor and soma. Approximately one week later, at
E67 and E68, the arbor of central ganglion cells contained an increased number of high
order processes. Most dendrites still ended in growth cones indicating continued active

growth. At E60(2 animals), E67, E68 the dendritic arbors of ganglion cells within the
central retina were clearly not displaced from their somas (Fig. 4). Table 1 lists the mean

horizontal displacement ofsoma and dendritic arbor for cells within the central retina of
these four animals. No displacements greater than 11.3 pm were observed and there were
no significant differences between these four animals (p<0.81).

At E90 the dendritic arbors of all ganglion cells increased in both area and complexity

(i.e., number of branches; also see Figs. 3 and 4). In contrast to earlier ages, the dendrites
ofthese cells contained numerous small spine-like processes which were also not observed
in older fetal or adult animals (DeJager & Kirby, 1988; Kirby & Steineke, 1991). These

small processes were similar to transient processes observed in ganglion cells ofthe fetal
cat(Ramoa et al, 1987, 1988). Measurement of the horizontal displacement ofthe
dendritic arbor relative to the soma at E90(Fig. 8; Table 1) produced a range of values

similar to that obtained at E60, E67 and E68, averaging 4.1 pm (s.d. 2.7, range 1.0-10.0).

Occasional cells with two primary dendrites were encountered in the central retina during
this period but they were otherwise unremarkable in terms of both the length ofthe
primary dendrite and displacement of the arbor relative to the soma.

Following the emergence of the foveal depression in five animals(El30, El33, El36,

E138 and El40)the dendritic arbors offoveal ganglion cells were significantly displaced
from their somas in comparison to the pattern found at earlier fetal ages. The lack of

displacement at earlier ages, together with the observation that the somas were always
located peripheral to the arbors (but not the reverse), suggested that the somas ofthese
cells had migrated away from the terminal portions ofthe dendritic arbor (Figs. 5,6
and 7). Typically a single primary dendrite, both longer and thicker than those observed at
earlier fetal ages, was about as wide as at its base and tapered slightly with increasing
distance from the soma. The primary dendrite ofthese cells extended toward the foveola

where they terminated in a small but dense arbor (Figs. 5,6 and 7). Soma and terminal
dendrites were never observed to be on opposite sides ofthe fovea, i.e., crossing the
vertical meridian.

At El38 the dendritic arbor was displaced relative to the soma by an average distance

of41.2 pm (s.d. 12.2, range 12.0-56.0, n-91). This value is similar to those from other
late term fetuses but significantly greater than in the younger fetuses (Table 1). The

average horizontal displacement of cells 200-600 pm from the center ofthe fovea in three
animals during this period (E138, E139 and E140) was 39.5 pm (s.d. 10.3, range 10.060.0, n=293); significantly greater(p < 0.001) than in the younger fetuses (Fig. 8).
Terminal arbors ofthe cells from older animals lacked the small spine-like processes

observed earlier and had relatively uniform second order and higher branches that were

near the limit of resolution oflight microscopy. Similar qualitative and quantitative results

were obtained for the near term fetal animals. At El59 for example (Table 1), the mean

displacement ofthe soma relative to the terminal arbor was 33.0 pm (s.d. 14.7, range 6.568.6, n=37).

Ganglion cells located within 100 pm of the center ofthe fovea (i.e. foveola) had
arbors that were located beneath or adjacent to their soma and lacked the elongated, thick

primary dendrites characteristic ofthe cells at slightly more peripheral locations(200-600
pm from the center ofthe pit). For example, one retina at E140 contained a large number
oflabeled cells in the foveola. The mean horizontal displacement oftheir somas was

6.8 pm (s.d. 2.5, range 0.8-10.5, n=32). In general, foveolar cells (i.e., less than 200 pm
eccentricity) resembled less mature ganglion cells from the younger fetuses.
Displacement at Non-Foveal Locations.

The displacement ofthe soma from the dendritic arbor in the fovea, may result from
the growth or passive stretch of the central retina. This was examined by measuring the
soma-arbor displacement in four fetuses at non-foveal locations(Table 2). At E90 the
mean displacement at 2.5 - 5.5 mm eccentricity was similar to the displacement at the
future fovea. With increasing eccentricity the maximum displacement also increased. This
increase was associated with cells having large dendritic fields. These few cells had somas

displaced to one side ofthe arbor but were nonetheless always located within the

perimeter ofthe arbor. Similar results were obtained for the older fetuses (Table 2). This
suggests that the displacement ofthe soma from the arbor is limited to the fovea and does
not occur in the rest ofthe central (1.5-6.5 mm)retina.

Growth ofthe Soma and Dendritic Arbor

The dispiacement ofthe soma from the dendritic arbor(or the converse) may result
from growth ofthe soma or the dendritic arbor, or both. To examine these possibilities
we compared the diameters ofthe somas and dendritic arbors of cells within the central
retina at different fetal ages(Table 1). With increasing age both the soma and dendritic
arbor increased in diameter until approximately E130. However, the growth ofthe soma

and arbor during the formation ofthe foveal depression did not account for the observed
displacement ofthe soma from the arbor. For example, the mean soma diameter before
(E90) and after(El30)emergence of the foveal depression increased only by an average

of 1.8 pm (8.5-10.3, Table 1). Similarly, the comparable increase in the diameter ofthe
dendritic arbor was 6.1 pm (7.5-13.6, Table 1). Assuming that one half ofthe change in
soma and dendritic diameter (i.e. radius) contributed to the observed horizontal

displacement between these two fetal ages, then only 3.7 pm (approximately 11%)ofthe
increased displacement observed between these two fetal ages (4.1-37.0 pm. Table 1) was

contributed by growth of the soma and terminal portion ofthe dendritic arbor. The

growth ofthe cell's soma or terminal arbor therefore accounts for a minor proportion of
the total horizontal displacement. Moreover, the peripheral location ofthe soma relative
to the arbor observed in all of the late term fetuses but not in younger animals suggests the

migration ofthe soma from the terminal arbor, not the converse.

Length ofthe Primary Dendrite

The observed displacement ofthe soma may reflect the passive repositioning ofthe
cell from a vertical to a more horizontal orientation as might occur with a "shearing"

movement ofthe ganglion cell layer relative to the inner plexiform layer. Alternatively, the
radial displacement may represent an active process of migration ofthe soma from the

terminal arbor by the lengthening of the primary dendrite. To evaluate these possibilities
we measured the length of the primary dendrite before and after initiation ofthe foveal
depression. Figure 9 illustrates the change in length ofthe primary dendrites of ganglion
cells within the central retina (i.e., 200-600 pm)ofthe same animals depicted in Fig. 8. At

E60(2 animals), E67, and E68 the mean length ofthe primary dendrite was approximately
14.0 pm (Table 1) and at E90 it was 19.4 pm (s.d. 6.5, n=216), 5.0 pm longer than 22-30

days earlier. Following the appearance ofthe foveal depression the length ofthe primary
dendrite increased substantially. In three late term fetal animals(E138, E139 and El40)it
had a mean pooled length of39.4 pm (s.d. 17.6, n=293), 20.0 pm greater than at E90

(p<0.001). This suggests that the horizontal displacement observed in the late term fetal
animals during formation ofthe fovea does not simply reflect rotation of the cell from a
vertical to a more horizontal position, but rather a lengthening ofthe primary dendrite,

presumably through the addition of new membrane. This point was further supported by
the observation that the diameter ofthe primary dendrite was substantially thicker after
formation of the initial foveal depression than at earlier fetal ages. If the reorganization of
the cell resulted from a passive process, its diameter would probably remain the same or

be smaller due to passive stretching. Neither one ofthese was observed suggesting that
the reorganization results by an active migration of the soma.
Morever, there was little correlation between the lengths ofthe primary dendrites of

neighboring cells. Cells with long primary dendrites were often located adjacent to cells
with short ones, suggesting that the radial displacement ofthe soma is not the result of a
force operating evenly on neighboring ganglion cells but rather that the extent of migration
is variable even for adjacent cells.
DISCUSSION

In this study we have examined the dendritic morphology of retinal ganglion cells as

indicators of radial migration ofthis cell class during formation of the fovea. Three major
findings ofthis analysis are;

1. Prior to the emergence ofthe foveal depression, ganglion cells in the central retina
arborized in the inner plexiform layer directly beneath or adjacent to their somas.
2. Following appearance ofthe foveal depression(Ell2-118)the somas of cells
between 200-600 pm from its center were horizontally displaced from their dendritic
arbors, always away from the fovea,

3. The horizontal displacement ofthe soma from the arbor could not be completely
accounted for by the growth of the soma or the terminal dendritic "tuft", but was
consistent with a lengthening of the primary dendrite.

Each ofthese points and their developmental implications are addressed in the
following discussion.

Cellular Mechanisms ofFoveal Development

The displacement of ganglion cells around the fovea could result from the late
generation of a small population of cells with arbors that grow toward the center ofthe
foveal depression (i.e. morphologically distinct from cells generated earlier). However,
several lines of evidence argue against this. First, ganglion cells in the rhesus macaque are

initially generated around E30 and continue to be bom until approximately E70(Rapaport
et ai, 1990; LaVail et al, 1991). The first ganglion cells to be generated are located in
the central retina with subsequent cell birth following a central to peripheral sequence

(Rapaport et al, 1990; LaVail et al., 1991). More importantly, ganglion cell genesis ends
within the central retina (i.e., up to 1.0 mm eccentricity) as early as E50, approximately

60 days before the appearance ofthe foveal depression. Therefore, late genesis of
ganglion cells at the fovea does not appear to be the mechanism that displaces the somas
from the terminal dendritic arbors.

Alternatively, ganglion cells at this central location may undergo final mitotic division
according to the central to peripheral sequence ofthe general ganglion cell population but

delay dendritic outgrowth until after migration ofthe soma. Against this possibility is the
fact that the first dendritic processes of retinal ganglion cells grow into the incipient inner
plexiform layer around E60(DeJager & Kirby, 1988; Kirby & Steineke, 1991). At this
fetal age the dendritic arbors of ganglion cells have relatively few branches with many of

the terminal processes containing growth cones. Over the next 30 days the arbors ofthe
ganglion cells within the central retina increase in size and complexity. By E90 ganglion

cells at or adjacent to the site ofthe future fovea have relatively complex arbors with high
order branches. Nevertheless, the somas ofthese cells are minimally displaced relative to

their dendritic arbors. Thus, as late as E90, approximately 22-28 days prior to the

appearance ofthe foveal depression, ganglion cells in the central retina have relatively
complex arbors but do not exhibit substantial displacement ofthe soma. The lack of a
decrease in dendritic area prior to displacement of the soma would also argue against
retraction ofthe dendritic arbor to facilitate migration ofthe soma. Moreover,

synaptogenesis in the inner plexiform layer is initiated in the central retina at E65 with the
formation ofthe first conventional synapses by E78(Smelser et ai, 1974; Nishimura &
Rakic, 1985, 1987), which argues that prior to soma displacement these cells possess a

relatively complex synaptic organization. The combination of complex dendritic
architecture and synaptic connectivity would presumably serve to "anchor" the terminal
dendritic arbor to its position within the inner plexiform layer, thereby minimizing any

appreciable migration ofthe arbor but allowing lengthening ofthe primary dendrite as a
consequence ofsoma displacement (for consideration ofthis point see Rakic, 1972).

A third mechanism potentially contributing to foveal formation is the removal of
ganglion cells from the site ofthe future fovea by cell death. As in all other mammalian
species examined to date, development ofthe retina ofthe rhesus monkey is accomplished
by an extensive loss of ganglion cells(Rakic & Riley, 1983). The period of greatest axon
attrition occurs between E90-E120, and coincides with the radial displacement of ganglion

cells reported here. This temporal coincidence makes it difficult to exclude cell death as

contributing to the formation of the foveal depression. Potentially, cell death during this
period may reflect the loss of morphological subgroups of ganglion cells. The larger
variability in dendritic area in the young fetuses may reflect initially intermixed
subpopulations. The later decrease in variability may reflect the elimination of one or
more ofthese subgroups. Many more ganglion cells are present in and around the fovea
during the late fetal and early neonatal periods than are present in the mature animal
(Leventhal et ah, 1988, 1989; Chalupa & Lia, 1991), but it is not known whether these
cells die or are the last cells to migrate from the foveal pit to the perifoveal accumulation.

The observation that many ofthe ipsilaterally projecting cells on the nasal side of the fovea
form a distinct ring after birth (Leventhal et ah, 1989) suggests their continued migration
during postnatal periods.
Retinal Growth and Dendritic Development

Recent studies have examined retinal ganglion cell dendritic development in several
species including the rat (Perry & Linden, 1982; Maflfei & Perry, 1988), cat(Maslim et ah,
1986;Danne/a/., 1987, 1988; Ramoa eta/., 1987, 1988; Maslim & Stone, 1988),

monkey (DeJager & Kirby, 1988; Steineke & Kirby, 1989; Kirby & Steineke, 1991), and
the marsupial wallaby(Wong & Dunlop, 1988; Dunlop, 1990). These studies have
suggested that dendritic development occurs in three stages beginning with process
outgrowth and completion of cell migration. Little dendritic growth occurs until the soma

reaches the ganglion cell layer. During the second stage substantial growth of the
dendritic arbor occurs along with some morphological differentiation of cell classes. By

the third stage dendritic growth no longer occurs by active extension of growth cones, but
by an increase in the overall size ofindividual cell processes, presumably reflecting the
addition of new membrane to existing cell processes.

During the third phase of cellular morphogenesis the retina increases substantially in
area and forms regional specializations presumably through "retinal stretching"
(Mastronarde et al, 1984; Lia et al, 1987; Robinson, 1987; Lia & Chalupa, 1988;

Robinson et al, 1989). The stretching or balloon model was initially proposed because of
changes in the location and distribution of ganglion cells as the retina matures. Differential
cell generation and cell death play relatively minor roles in establishment of ganglion cell
density gradients in the mature retina. Robinson and colleagues(1987) proposed that
intraocular pressure provides the force, either direct or indirect, for stretching the retina.
They also predict that the portion ofthe retina destined to have the peak ganglion cell
density in the adult is the first part ofthe retina to touch the overlying ectoderm and
invaginate, is developmentally advanced relative to the rest ofthe retina, and maintains a
distribution of cells during development that roughly corresponds to the centro-peripheral
gradient ofthe mature animal.

We reported previously that in the rhesus monkey the distance from the site ofthe

presumptive fovea to the optic disk does not change from E60 to adulthood (Steineke &
Kirby, 1989), confirming and extending the observations of Lia and Chalupa (1988; also
see Packer et al, 1990). Unlike the cat and rat which have small but measurable increases

in the area of the central retina (determined by the distance ofthe area centralis to the

optic disk), the central retina ofthe rhesus does not increase in area through much offetal
development. In the macaque, growth in the central retina ceases as early as E60,

approximately 50 days before the radial migration offoveal ganglion cells begins. This
indicates that radial movement of ganglion cells during formation ofthe fovea is not the

result ofretinal expansion. Although the balloon model is applicable to many mammalian
(and vertebrate) species, it appears to have only limited relevance for the developing

primate retina(Packer et ai, 1990), and cannot account at all for the development ofthe
fovea.

The formation ofthe foveal depression could involve movement of one or more retinal

layers relative to the others. For example, the ganglion cell layer within the central retina
might migrate away from the site ofthe fiiture fovea, thereby creating a circular
depression. This could potentially have the effect of displacing ganglion cell somas from
their terminal arbors by a passive rather than an active process of sonia migration. If

correct this would predict that the length ofthe primary dendrite should be similar for
adjacent neighboring cells. We have observed that the length ofthe primary dendrite
varies considerably between immediately adjacent cells suggesting that the displacement of
the soma does not result from this passive process. Moreover, by E130-E140, shortly

after the foveal depression began to form, the somas offoveal and perifoveal ganglion

cells were radially displaced from the fovea and from the terminal portion oftheir dendritic
arbors, but their primary dendrites were thicker than in younger fetuses. This supports the

notion that the radial displacement ofthe somas is not the consequence of passive stretch
but results from active movement and growth of individual cells.

In summary, the evidence reviewed here suggests that the migration of retinal ganglion
cells forming the foveal depression is not accounted for by cell birth, cell death or growth
ofthe dendritic arbor. Additionally, retinal areal expansion or other passive processes
shearing the ganglion cell layer with respect to the inner plexiform layer appear not to

account for the observed displacement ofthe ganglion cells from their dendritic arbors.
Axon Reorganization and Foveal Formation

Migration of ganglion cell somas during formation ofthe fovea would also require
concomitant reorganization of axona! projections across the retina. Foveal and parafoveal
ganglion cells in the late term fetal animals typically had axons that projected directly to
arcuate fascicles and did not evidence coiling or accumulation at the soma. Thus, ganglion

cells lying temporal to the fovea along the horizontal meridian are required to lengthen

both their primary dendrites and their axons to accompany the peripheral migration ofthe
soma. Ganglion cells located nasal to the fovea require a similar lengthening oftheir

primary dendrites but a shortening oftheir axons due to the decreased distance to the
optic disk. Ganglion cells at other locations around the fovea (i.e., superior or inferior)
fall somewhere in between these extremes. We speculate that cells temporal to the fovea

migrate by the addition of membrane at both the soma-primary dendrite junction and the
axon hillock. Cells nasal to the fovea add membrane at the soma-primary dendrite

junction, but absorb membrane at the axon hillock. Alternatively, soma migration may not

involve the addition of new membrane but only the transiocation ofthe soma(or nucleus)

along the dendrite or axon. This would potentially require reorganization of voltage-gated
channels to passive channels ofthe dendrites and soma.

It is important to note that the ganglion cell movement during the formation ofthe
fovea is not similar to either the interkinetic migration ofthe proliferating cells in the

ventricular zone (e.g., Morest 1970), or the migration of neuronal precursors during

cortical development (Rakic, 1971, 1972). Instead, we have termed this type of
movement morphogenetic migration, analogous to morphogenetic cell death (see
Jacobson, 1978).

Recently Packer et al. (1990)examined the redistribution of rods and cones in the
rhesus monkey during late fetal and early neonatal development. Their findings revealed

that, particularly at the fovea, the photoreceptor distribution is not mature until several
years after birth. More importantly, they concluded that although the retina increases in
area by a factor of 2.5 from El52 to maturity, the area ofthe central or posterior pole
increases little, if at all, from very early in fetal life. Growth ofthe peripheral retina during
this period appears sufficient to account for most ofthe late fetal and early neonatal
changes in rod and cone densities outside ofthe central 3-4 mm ofthe retina. In contrast,

the lack of areal growth in the central retina combined with the absence of significant

genesis of more photoreceptors during this period led Packer et al. (1990)to conclude
that photoreceptors migrate toward the foveal center. Moreover, they concluded that this
migration involves differentiated photoreceptors that have complex morphological and

synaptic organization. Photoreceptors establish synapses in the retinas of both the rhesus
monkey (Smelser et al, 1974) and human (Spira & Hollenberg, 1973) before they migrate
toward the foveola. Maintenance of stable synaptic connections with migrating cells of

the outer retina is suggested by the fact that the fibers of Henle lengthen in proportion to

the displacement ofthe cone photoreceptors from their postsynaptic contacts (e.g.,
Yuodelis & Hendrickson, 1986). The fibers of Henle are relatively short in both human

and macaque fetuses near term but lengthen up to 300 pm or longer with the central

migration of the cone photoreceptors and the peripheral migration of the bipolar and
horizontal cells (Polyak, 1941; Hendrickson & Kupfer, 1976; Hendrickson & Yuodelis,
1984; Yuodelis & Hendrickson, 1986; Packer etal, 1990).

In summary, the reorganization ofthe photoreceptor layer that occurs from El52 to
1-2 years after birth in the monkey(and approximately 32-34 weeks gestation to 4-5 years

postnatal in the human) mirrors the earlier peripheral migration of retinal ganglion cells
reported here. In agreement with previous investigations we conclude that retinal
ganglion cells migrate from the site ofthe future fovea. Moreover, this migration is an
active process involving cells that have relatively complex dendritic morphology and
synaptic organization. This presumably occurs by addition of membrane to the primary
dendrite, similar to the lengthening ofthe fibers ofHenle of the photoreceptors.

Finally, it is not clear what mechanism(s) serves to guide the radially migrating

ganglion cells from the central retina during formation ofthe foveal depression, or signals
them to stop. It is unlikely that axon fascicles provide mechanical guidance for the

migrating soma since this mechanism fails to account for the radial displacement of
ganglion cells in the temporal retina. These cells would follow their axons in a direction
opposite to the observed migration. Potentially Miiller cells or other glial or neural

processes may serve as substrates for mechanical guidance. However, no radial processes
have been observed in the fiber layer that might serve this fianction, e.g., "sunburst"

processes of Miiller cells described in the inner plexiform layer (Stone et al, 1991).
The absence of blood vessels within the central retina prior to initiation ofthe foveal

depression also argues against their use for mechanical guidance ofthe migrating soma.
However, ganglion cells could be guided by an oxygen gradient, moving toward the
vascularized portion ofthe retina for the metabolic support required for increased
maturation. As early as E67 the radius of the avascular area, which is centered on the site
ofthe future fovea is approximately 90% ofthat oflate term (E133-E164)fetal animals
(J. Perry and M. Kirby, personal observation). The approximate 19-34 pm increase in
radius ofthe avascular area between these fetal ages is only slightly less than the mean

horizontal displacement of ganglion cells (see Table 1 and Fig. 8). It is not presently

known if the increase in the avascular radius precedes or accompanies the migration ofthe
ganglion cells. Ifthe increase in the avascular region occurs prior to migration then the
cell movement could depend on metabolic factors. We are presently examining this
possibility.
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Table 1.

Quantitative measurement of retinal ganglion ceils 200-600 gm from the estimated center
ofthe fovea

Fetal Age(E)

Horizontal

Displacement(pm)

E60

4.3 s.d. 2.6

(2)

(R 0.4-7.0, n=47)

E67

2.6,s.A3.1

Length of Primary Soma Diameter(pm)

9.2, s.d. 5.8

6.1, s.d. 3.2

(R 2.0-12.2,0=47) (R 3.7-9.0,0=108)

13.9, s.d. 6.3

Dendritic Arbor

Diameter(pm)

Dendrite(pm)

7.7, s.d. 3.5

6.6, s.d. 8.1

(R 2.3-21.3 o=47)

7.1, s.d. 6.9

(R 0-10.0, n=105) (R 2.0-31.6,0=105) (R 3.6-9.4, o=105) (R 3.7-11.8, n=105)

E6g

E90

7.8, s.d. 3.4

14.6, s.d. 6.0

7.9, s.d. 3.6

6.3, s.d. 5.4

(R 1.1-11.3,0=89)

(R 2.2-33.4,0=89)

(R 3.8-10.0,0=94)

(R 2.3-12.6, n=89)

4.1, s.d. 2.7

19.4, s.d. 6.5

8.5, s.d. 6.2

7.5, s.d. 6.6

(R 1.0-10.0, n=216) (R 8.0-35.6,0=216) (R 5.3-11.6, o=306) (R .8-15.5,0=284)

E130

37.0, s.d- 11.6

34.5, s.d. 14.4

10.3, s.d. 5.2

13.6, s.d. 9.6

(R 17.3-81.2,0=96) (R 8.6-68.4,0=96) (R 3.8-14.3,0=112) (R 7.6-23.6, 0=96)

E133

36.5,s.i 11.5

33.2, s.d. 11.3

10.3, s.d. 5.0

(R 17.3-81.1,0=70) (R 10.6-64.8,0=70) (R 7.7-14.2,0=88)

E136

33.0, s.d. 8.4

32.0, s.d. 8.0

10.6, s.d. 4.8

(R 16.8-53.3,0=55) (R 10.8-46.2,0=55) (R 8.2-12.6,0=60)

E138

41.2,s.d. 12.2

39.3,s.d. 15.2

10.7, s.d. 5.2

13.7, s.d. 9.5

(R 7.6-23.6, o=70)

15.0, s.d. 13.6

(R 7.9-28.8, o=55)

13.7, s.d. 9.3

(R 12.0-56.0,0=97) (R 10.8-62.1,0=97) (R 8.0-13.7, o=108) (R 4.7-16.1,0=97)

E139

42.2, s.d. 13.4

40.3, s.d. 14.6

10.3, s.d. 5.0

13.9, s.d. 6.4

(R 10.0-60.0,0=113) (R 9.2-68.1,0=113) (R 8.1-14.0,0=140) (R 5.9-15.8,0=113)

E140

E150

10.4, s.d. 5.3
16.0, s.d. 13.5
33.6,s.d. 12.9
34.5,s.d. 14.2
(R 10.2-74.6,0=83) (R 9.9-65.1,0=83) (R 8.2-14.4, o=138) (R 4.2-31.6,0=83)

23.8, s.d. 6.3

24.1, s.d. 6.4

(R 15.6-66.8,0=10) (R 7.5-27.4, o=10)

E159

33.0, s.d. 14.7

(R 6.5-68.6,0=37)

ADULT

24.1, s.d. 14.0

10.7, s.d. 5.7

6.9, s.d. 8.1

(R 8.7-12.8,0=10)

(R 4.7-10.3,0=10)

10.3, s.d. 5.4

(R 6.0-59.2,0=37) (R 7.8-13.9,0=51)

10.9, s.d. 11.1

(R 3.3-25.0,0=37)

30.7, s.d. 14.8

30.1, s.d. 12.6

9.2, s.d. 5.1

9.9, s.d. 13.6

(R 8.8-58.3,0=35)

(R 8.1-64.8,0=35)

(R 6.9-13.1,0=35)

(R 1.2-30.0,0=35)

Table 2.

Soma-arbor displacement at locations away from the fovea

Horizontal Displacement(fun)

Age

Eccentricity

E90

2.3 mm

Inferior to fovea

4.5 mm

Inferior to fovea

7.2, s.d. 4.0(range 1.0-3.9, n=30)
9.3, s.d. 8.9(range 1.0-32.8, n=36)

3.5 mm

Inferior to fovea

8.7, S.A 6.2(range 1.2-27.6, n=33)
6.3, s.<l 2.3(range 2.0-16.3, n=36)
4.8, s.d. 2.2(range 1.6-12.2, n=34)

E138

E140

E158

Location

1.4 mm

Nasal to fovea

2.6 mm

Superior to fovea

4.3 mm

Superior to fovea

3.9, s.d. 2.4(range 1.0-12.4, n=49)

6.4 mm

Superior to fovea

6.8, s.d. 3.0(range 2.3-13.0, n=24)

2.3 mm
3.8 mm

Temporal to fovea
Temporal to fovea

3.8, s.d. 2.9(range 1.0-13.4, n=30)
3.6, s.d. 2.1 (range 2.0-11.0, n=43)

3.0 mm

Temporal to fovea

6.8, s.d. 4.0(range 2.0-20.0, n=28)

2.3 mm
4.0 mm

Superior to fovea
Superior - Temp to fovea

9.0, s.d. 4.6(range 2.2-23.0, n=28)
8.2, s.d. 4.7(range 1.4-17.7, n=36)

6.3 mm

Superior - Temp to fovea

14.0, s.d. 6.6(range 3.7-27.3, n=37)

Figure 1.

Example ofthe criteria used to identify the incipient fovea centralis in fetal macaques.

These photographs are from the left and right retina of an E68 fetus. A foveal depression
was first observed in retinal wholemounts between El 12-E118.

A. Arcuate fiber bundles that curved around the incipient fovea centralis at E68. At

this age the central retina resembles the area centralis of non-primate mammals. Scale bar
is 100 pm.

B. Avascular region ofthe same animal (opposite retina) in A. Note that the blood
vessels do not spread over the region of the incipient fovea. Scale bar is 100 pm.
C. Photoreceptor layer of the retina in B. The photograph on the left was at the

estimated center ofthe fovea, while the photograph on the right was located 650 pm nasal
to it. At this age the incipient fovea centralis contains only cone receptors (e.g., Mann,
1964; Hendrickson and Kupfer, 1976). Scale bar is 50 pm.
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Figure 2.

Photomicrographs of the estimated center of the incipient fovea (IF) in an E90 fetus (A)
and the foveal depression (FD) in an El33 (B) and an El40 (C) fetus. The arcuate fibers

curving around this area in A and C are denoted by arrow heads. A high density of cells
can be seen in and around the incipient fovea in A. Note the absence of a depression in

the ganglion cell layer at this age. In B and C a high density of cells can be seen
surrounding the depression and forming the foveal ridge. The asterisk in C denotes a
Miiller cell stretching from the bottom of the foveal depression to the top of the foveal
ridge. Scale bar is 100 pm.
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Figure 3.

Examples of retinal ganglion cells labeled with horseradish peroxidase in an E90 fetus. In
the photographs on the left the somas are in focus while on the right are the dendritic
arbors ofthe same cells in focus. Note that for each cell the centers of the soma and

dendritic arbor are vertically aligned. These cells were located 100-300 pm from the
estimated center ofthe future fovea (nasal retina along the horizontal meridian). Scale bar
is 40 pm.
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Figure 4.

Camera lucida drawings of ganglion cells located 100 gm nasal(E60 and E67)or
temporal(E90)to the estimated center ofthe future fovea centralis. Note the close

proximity ofthe dendritic arbor to the soma ofthese cells. Asterisks(*) denote axon
collaterals. Scale bar is 50 gm.
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Figure 5.

Representative samples of ganglion cells within and adjacent to the foveal depression in an
E138 fetal animal.

A. Low power photograph ofthe fovea. Labeled cells within and adjacent to the
foveal depression(FD)are in the center of the field. Axons can be visualized as they

project to the optic disk. Double asterisks(*)denote the area depicted at higher
magnification in B and C. Scale bar is 100 pm.

B. and C. Higher magnification of cells near the asterisk in A. The focal plane in B
was on the terminal portion ofthe dendritic arbor (arrows), whereas the focal plane in C is
on the cell bodies (arrowheads). Scale bar for both B and C is 50 pm.
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Figure 6.

Camera lucida drawings of some ofthe same cells shown in Fig. 5. Note the displacement
of the soma from the terminal portion ofthe dendritic arbor. The somas are denoted by

the open areas. OD denotes the direction ofthe optic disk. FP denotes the lateral wall of
the foveal pit. The dotted line represents the central limit ofthe ganglion cell layer. Scale
bar is 50 pm.
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Figure 7.

Labeled retinal ganglion cells in and adjacent to the fovea in an E140 fetus.

A. Low power photograph of cells within and adjacent to the foveal depression.

Arrow denotes a single ganglion cell depicted at higher magnification in B and C. This
cell is located in the temporal retina along the horizontal meridian (arrow is in line with the
horizontal meridian). Scale bar is 100 pm.

B and C. The same cell in A (arrow) illustrating the displacement of the soma from

the terminal portion ofthe dendritic arbor. The soma is denoted by arrows and the
primary dendrite by arrowheads. Scale bar is 50 pm.

Figure 8.

Histograms ofthe horizontal displacement of the dendritic arbor from the soma at three
representative ages. Measurements are from the estimated geometric center ofthe soma
to the estimated center of the terminal portion of the dendritic arbor viewed in retinal
wholemounts. All cells were located 200-600 pm from the estimated center ofthe fovea.

The top two histograms are from four animals prior to the formation ofthe foveal

depression, while the bottom histogram is from three animals following emergence ofthe
foveal depression.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EARLY AXON OUTGROWTH OF RETINAL GANGLION CELLS IN THE FETAL

RHESUS MACAQUE

Thomas C. Steineke and Michael A. Kirby

This chapter appeared in publication in the joumal. Developmental Brain Research, 74: 151-162.

SUMMARY

Employing retinal explants and retrograde transport techniques, we studied the
formation ofthe arcuate fascicles by examining the growth of the central retina, the

emergence ofthe adult fiber layer pattern, and the projections of retinal ganglion cells in
the central and peripheral retina. Sixty days prior to foveal pit formation, the distance
fi"om the incipient fovea to the optic disk was equal to the adult, even though the retinal
area was only 8% ofthe adult. Arcuate fibers, at this age, were observed to avoid the

incipient fovea with no fascicles and few axons projecting over this region. A small
population of 15.2% ofthe ganglion cells located within 2 mm of the incipient fovea
possessed an axon with an aberrant trajectory that wound around and projected 50 to
several hundred microns away from the optic disk, compared to only 3% at other retinal
locations. The incidence of disorder decreased with increasing fetal age, establishing

mature values in late fetal periods. These findings suggest that the area ofthe central
retina does not increase after E60 and that guidance factors are present that allow

outgrowing ganglion cell axons to distinguish and avoid that portion ofthe retina that will
become the fovea.

INTRODUCTION

A hallmark feature ofthe primate retina is the presence of a foveal specialization. The

unique anatomical structure ofthe fovea accounts in part for the high acuity vision of
primates. For instance, the highest density of ganglion cells and photoreceptors are

present in the foveal region and are thought to connect in nearly a one to one fashion.
Additionally, the neuronal layers that overlie the photoreceptors at other retinal locations
are laterally displaced from the center ofthe fovea so that the image is focused directly
onto the photoreceptors. Furthermore, blood vessels and the axons of ganglion cells that
course to the optic disk avoid the fovea. In contrast to other retinal locations, axon
fascicles from the temporal retina demonstrate a pronounced curvature around the fovea

centralis as they project to the optic disk, forming the arcuate fascicles^'-^". The avoidance
ofthe fovea by axons and blood vessels is thought to fiirther minimize the optical
distortion of an image projected onto the photoreceptors.

Although the structure ofthe adult fovea^'^-^'^ and its morphological development^'
have been characterized, the mechanisms underlying its development are only recently

coming to light. Recent reports suggest that foveal formation occurs late in retinal
development by the active migration of relatively mature neurons'^'^"*. We have recently

reported that retinal ganglion cells migrate away from the center of the incipient fovea
around Ell2,forming the foveal pit^^. Packer et al?^ have shown that the high density of
cones in the adult fovea develops by a later inward migration ofthe cone inner segments.
Both ofthese studies have shown that foveal formation occurs through a protracted

developmental time course that begins relatively late in gestation with respect to other

developmental mechanisms'^, and ends several years postnatally'®'^''''*^. This has lead to
the proposal that foveal development is a secondary process imposed upon the standard
pattern of mammalian retinal development. The late development ofthe fovea brings up
an interesting question as to whether the arcuate fascicles are formed during foveal
development by the lateral movement of axons overlying the central retina, or
alternatively, are formed by the outgrowing axons avoiding the incipient fovea in early
development.

Considerable attention has been devoted to describe the pattern and trajectory of

axons as they project across the retina forming the distinct anatomy ofthe fiber layer^-^''^^.
Additionally, a number of studies have examined the anatomy ofthe nerve fiber layer in
the adult primate. Such studies have focused on the nerve fiber layer thickness, axon
diameter within the fiber layer, axon order near the optic disk, and axon position within

the fascicles with respect to the location ofthe ganglion

At present little

is known ofthe development ofthe arcuate fascicles.

The development of the arcuate fascicles was studied by examining the growth ofthe
central retina, the emergence of the normal adult nerve fiber pattern, and the course of

ganglion cell axons as they project to the optic disk. Our data supports the hypothesis that

the temporal axons recognize and avoid the incipient foveal region during axon outgrowth
thereby forming the arcuate fascicles.

METHODS

The retinas were analyzed employing cultured retinal explants and horseradish

peroxidase(HRP)labeling techniques (for a detailed description see"'^^). Time dated
fetal monkeys(E60(2), E67, E68, E90, E133, E134, E138 (2), E139, E155, E159), were

delivered by Cesarean section, deeply anesthetized, and the retinas rapidly removed and
placed into medium. HRP was inserted into the retinas at various locations using the optic
disk and blood vessel pattern for orientation. The retinas were then incubated for three
hours, changing the medium every 15 minutes to insure maintenance of the proper pH

balance (J. Stone, personal communication). Following the incubation, the retinas were

fixed and processed for HRP using diaminobenzidine and heavy metals^ This procedure
provides excellent labeling of a large number of ganglion cells as well as other retinal cell
classes.

Prior to formation of the foveal depression, three criteria were used to determine the

location ofthe incipient fovea (Fig. 1). These included the area ofthe watershed blood
vessel pattern, the location ofthe center of highest density of cells in the ganglion cell

layer, and the location of a rod free zone in the outer nuclear layer*. For a more detailed
description ofthese criteria refer to reference'^. The ganglion cell eccentricities were then
determined by measuring the distance from the geometric center ofthe cell body to the

* Occasional rod profiles have been reported in the primate fovea^^.

center ofthe fovea, or in the younger fetuses, the incipient fovea. Previous observations

suggested that differences in the axon projections existed between cells located near the
fovea compared to those cells at more peripheral locations'*^. Accordingly, cells within
2 mm of the incipient fovea were compared to cells outside of this region.

Individual ganglion cells were included for analysis using a strict set of criteria. These
included the ability to follow an axon to the fiber layer toward the optic disk or deposit
site (typically 1-2 mm and occasionally as far as 6-8 mm), and the visualization of a
complete dendritic arbor. Individual cells and their axon trajectories were analyzed at a
magnification of xl562.5 using Nomarski optics. The use ofNomarski optics facilitated
the identification and location of both stained and unstained axon fascicles and was of

particular importance for the visualization ofthe arcuate fibers.

Axon trajectory was determined using several measurements. Our previous
observations'*^ suggested that within 25 }j.m ofthe soma, the axon trajectory changed fi-om

the direction that the initial segment projected off the soma, and within about 50 ttm the
majority had corrected their trajectory and were in line with the overlying fascicles. The

axon trajectories were scored using camera lucida techniques by superimposing the image
ofthe ganglion cell axon on the image of a polar coordinate system, and aligning the zero

axis with the overlying axon fascicles (Fig. 2). The orientation ofthe initial segment, the
axon projection fi"om the soma to 25 pm and the axon projection from 25 pm to 50 pm
O

were each scored from 0 to 7, where 0 indicated that the axon projected at a 0 - 22.5

angle, and a 7 indicated that the axon made al57.5- 180° angle with respect to the

overlying fascicles (Fig. 2). The number of360° revolutions, or turns that the axon made
before it entered the fiber layer was also recorded (for example see Figs. 7B and D). The

projection score fi^om 25 pm to 50 pm was added to the number of complete revolutions
that axon made to give an overall measure of axon trajectory. The projection score from
the soma to 25 pm was not included in the final trajectory score because it was highly
correlated to the orientation ofthe axon initial segment (r = 0.61), and therefore was more

a reflection ofthe polarity of the cell and less a result of external guidance mechanisms. A
score of4 or greater was defined as an aberrantly projecting axon because either the axon

made multiple turns or it projected at a 90° or greater angle to the overlying axon
fascicles.

Statistical Analysis

The differences in the projection scores between the central and peripheral ganglion
cells, as well as the projection scores of ganglion cells at different fetal ages were tested

using a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance and an associated multiple
comparisons procedure^. The ages were grouped as E60-E68, E90, late term, and adult.

In our previous studies''-'2, the above age groupings were useful in examining the changes
that occur during fetal retinal development. Although we have previously analyzed the
late term fetuses as two groups, the projection scores of ganglion cells in the fetuses

immediately following foveal depression formation (E120-E140) did not significantly
differ fi-om the projection scores ofthe late term fetuses(E140-E159)so the data for the

two groups were analyzed together. No interaction effect was noted between age and
eccentricity legitimizing the analysis of the factors independently.
RESULTS

Optic Disk to Fovea Distance

One factor that could potentially influence the development of the arcuate fascicles is
the growth ofthe central retina. To determine the impact ofthis mechanism, the amount
of growth that occurs in the central retina was estimated by measuring the optic disk to

incipient fovea distance and by examining the shape ofthe retina and globe in the fetal and
adult animals. The distance between the optic disk and the incipient fovea in the youngest
fetuses(E60-E68) was 3.8 mm (Fig. 3). This was equal to the distance measured in the
adult even though the retinal area was 50 mm^ compared to the adult retinal area of

approximately 600 mm^ . This finding was consistent with the observation that at early
fetal ages(E60-E68)the retina was not round but oblong in shape, having a narrow but
major extension ofthe temporal hemiretina out to the location ofthe incipient fovea.
Likewise, the globe at this age was not round but had a distorted oval shape with a major

extension that enclosed the temporal hemiretina. The distortion ofthe globe was evident
in the shape ofthe orbital cavity with the zygomatic and sphenoid bones ofthe lateral wall

cupped to receive the temporal extension (Fig. 4). These observations suggest, that as
early as E60 the incipient fovea is positioned within the developing retina at its mature
location as measured by its distance from the optic disk. Moreover, its placement at this
location is associated with distortion ofthe retina, ocular globe, and orbit.

Arcuate Fascicles

The fiber pattern around the incipient fovea was examined to evaluate whether the
formation ofthe arcuate fascicles occurs during early axon outgrowth or results from a
process occurring later in development. At E60-E68, the arcuate fascicles were observed
to curve around the middle ofthe temporal hemiretina containing the region ofthe
incipient fovea, similar to the adult. This curvature was not only noted for the axon
projection of ganglion cells located along the temporal horizontal meridian but also was
present in the axon projection of cells located throughout the temporal retina (Fig. 5).
Additionally, no fascicles and few axons were observed that projected over the incipient
fovea. Due to the axon fascicles cuiving around the incipient fovea and the ganglion cell
density within it, the incipient fovea at this age morphologically resembles the area
centralis ofthe adult cat.

Axon Projection

A major aim ofthis investigation was to examine the axon trajectories of ganglion cells
in order to gain a better understanding ofthe mechanisms responsible for axon outgroAvth
and guidance. To this end, the axon trajectory of ganglion cells was analyzed at four fetal
ages and in the adult. Overall, the trajectory scores of cells located in the center 2 mm of
the retina were significantly higher than the scores of cells located in the periphery

(p<0.0001). In addition, the projection scores significantly decreased during fetal age
(p<0.0001). These trends are illustrated in Fig. 6A.

The axon trajectories and number of aberrantly projecting cells were compared for
each developmental age and in the adult. The projection scores of cells in the central
retina were significantly higher than those at more peripheral locations in the E60-E68

fetuses(p < 0.05, see Fig. 6A). In general, the axons ofthe majority of retinal ganglion
cells at this age were observed to arise from the soma or a primary dendrite, enter the

overlying fiber layer, and maintain a relatively straight projection toward the optic disk
(Fig. 7A). A small population of 15.2% of the ganglion cells located within 2 mm ofthe
center of the incipient fovea, however, possessed axons with aberrant projections often

making multiple 360° rotations and projecting 50 to several hundred microns away from
the optic disk before joining an axon fascicle (Figs. 7B and D). Outside ofthe incipient
foveal region these axons immediately joined an axon fascicle and were not otherwise

distinguishable from other extrafoveal axons. Only 3.2% ofthe ganglion cells located
outside of this region had axons with aberrant trajectories (Fig. 6B). These later axons

were much less tortuous in their projection with few 360° turns or the back and forth
trajectory observed in the aberrantly projecting axons within the incipient fovea (Figs. 6C,
7B and C). The cells in the central retina of the E90 fetus also had significantly higher

trajectory scores than those cells in the periphery(p < 0.05). Again, a majority of

ganglion cells (approximately 94.9%)in the E90 fetus possessed an axon that projected
normally to the optic disk, however, 5.1% of the ganglion cells within the central retina
had axons that made multiple rotations and projected in an inappropriate direction. Only

2% ofthe ganglion cells in the periphery had aberrantly projecting axons, but like the

younger fetuses the projections were less tortuous than the aberrantly projecting axons in
the incipient fovea. Just after foveal depression formation (E120-E140), relatively few
ganglion cells(2.8%)in the fovea possessed axons with aberrant projections. These were
similar to the cells reported in younger fetal animals in which the axon projected

inappropriately for 50 to several hundred microns before joining a fascicle and projecting
to the optic disk. Interestingly, the majority of ganglion cells within the foveal pit during
this period projected directly out ofthe pit into the fiber layer and joined fascicles
projecting to the optic disk. The axons ofthese cells did not evidence the disorder noted
at earlier ages. Similar results were found in fetuses ranging in age from E140-E159. As
earlier (i.e.. El20-140) the axons of cells located in the foveal pit projected directly up the
wall nearest the soma and then to the fiber layer where they immediately joined fascicles of
axons that followed the circumference ofthe fovea. Once outside ofthe fovea these axons

were never observed to reenter the fovea. Although the number of aberrantly projecting

cells in the late term fetuses were only 2.8% in the center of the retina, the overall

projection scores were higher than the cells located at more peripheral locations
(p < 0.05). Less than 2% ofthe cells located within the central retina had an aberrant
axon trajectory, while no cells located in the periphery possessed an aberrant trajectory in
the adult. In addition, the trajectory scores ofthe centrally located cells did not

statistically differ from the trajectory of cells at more peripheral locations.
One potential confounder of our results is the presence of axon collaterals. As noted
in the fetal cat^^ axon collaterals were observed which projected a considerable distance in

apparently random directions within the retina. Very few ofthe axon collaterals were
observed to enter into the optic disk or join fascicles, suggesting that counts of axons
within the developing optic nerve are not appreciably effected by collateral formation
within the retina. Few ganglion cells within 1 mm of the incipient fovea possessed axon
collaterals, although if present these may have been offine diameter and not readily
observed. Care was taken to determine which part ofthe axon joined a fascicle and
projected to the optic disk. The presence of collaterals therefore, did not bias the results

ofthis study.
Dendritic Morphology
The observed aberrant axon trajectories brings up the important question as to
whether the dendritic outgrowth and the projection into the inner plexiform layer also

display abnormalities. To evaluate this question, we examined the dendritic morphology
of ganglion cells with and without aberrant axon projections. In general, ganglion cells in
the E60 fetus possessed a primary dendrite with a few secondary dendrites branching from
it that projected directly down into the inner plexiform layer. Likewise, the cells with
aberrant trajectories possessed dendrites that projected normally into the inner plexiform
layer and were not otherwise distinguishable in their trajectory or morphology from cells

with normally projecting axons, suggesting that the disorder observed in the projection of
axons ofthese cells was not present for their dendritic arbors (Fig. 8). Although the
dendritic arbors ofthe ganglion cells in the E90 fetuses were more complex, they were not

otherwise distinguishable from ganglion cells in the younger fetuses. For all of the cells

analyzed in the E90 fetus, the developing dendritic arbors were located underneath the
soma in the inner plexiform layer and had no aberrant projections.

Following foveal depression formation, the dendrites ofthe ganglion cells that

possessed disordered axons in the fovea, displayed no abnormalities in projections. The
ganglion cells in this area, however, did possess long primary dendrites that projected into
the foveal pit. These long primary dendrites were never observed at earlier fetal ages.
Thus, in contrast to ganglion cells at younger ages the majority of cells in the fovea and

perifoveal region demonstrated a marked displacement oftheir dendritic arbors from their
soma, presumably reflecting a lateral migration ofthe soma away from the fovea that has
occurred by this time^^,
DISCUSSION

This study has examined the trajectory and time course of axon projections in the
retina ofthe fetal rhesus monkey. Using cultured retinal explants the following
observations were made:

1. Using the blood vessel pattern, cell density in the ganglion cell layer, and the rod
free area ofthe outer nuclear layer, the location ofthe incipient fovea can reliably be
determined in fetuses at least as early as E60. The distance from the incipient fovea to the

optic disk in the E60 fetus is equal to that of the adult animal although the total retinal
area is much less.

2. Prior to formation of the fovea, the arcuate fibers are present in the fiber layer that

curve around the central retina as they project to the optic disk. This would indicate that

migrating axons are capable of distinguishing that portion ofthe retina that will form the

3. At E60, the majority of retinal ganglion cells have axons that project in a relatively
straight trajectory from their soma or primary dendrite toward the optic disk. In contrast,
axons from cells within the region of the incipient fovea had aberrant trajectories making
multiple rotations and traveling 50 to several hundred microns in an inappropriate
direction, i.e., away from the optic disk. Outside ofthis area these axons immediately join
fascicles and were not otherwise distinguishable from axons of cells at other retinal

locations. No corresponding disorder was observed in the dendritic arbors ofthese cells.
Collectively, these observations suggest that the position of the incipient fovea relative
to the optic disk is at a mature location relatively early in fetal development, prior to the
majority retinal growth. These findings confirm and extend the observations of retina
growth by Packer et

in their analysis of photoreceptor development and Chalupa and

Lia"* in their study ofthe development of the nasotemporal division. It appears that the
majority of growth in retinal area in the fetus and neonate does not involve the central
retina, but occurs in peripheral retina. Additionally, cues are present during migration of

ganglion cell axons that prevent axons from overlying the site ofthe incipient fovea during
early fetal development. Lastly, different guidance cues impinge upon ganglion cell axon
outgrowth in the central retina compared to more peripheral locations.

Optic Disk to Fovea Distance

During the embryological development ofthe retina, the first area of contact between
the neuroectoderm ofthe optic vesicle and the surface ectoderm is proposed to develop

into the developmentally advanced region'^-^^-^'*. This area is thought to correspond to the
area centralis ofthe cat and the fovea of the primate, and is the location where the

initiation of various developmental processes begin. For instance, the developmental
mechanisms of cell birth'^, cell deatW'' and synaptogenesis^®''*" are initiated in the central

retinal or the developmentally advanced region. According to this model, the initial
contact between the neuroectoderm and the ectoderm induces that region to be the center
of retinal development.

The constancy of the optic disk to fovea distance in the developing primate retina
suggests that no areal growth of the central retina occurs after E60. The lack of growth
has important implications for the balloon model, a current hypothesis of retinal

development that was first proposed by Mastronarde et al.

and later refined by

Robinson^^'^^. This hypothesis asserts that the growth ofthe retina is like the expansion of
a balloon that is not uniformly thick. The thickest area expands the least, while the
thinnest area expands the most. Our data indicates that no significant increase in the area
ofthe central retina occurs after E60. No growth in the central retina is remarkable in the

light that the retinal area of an E60 fetus is only 8% ofthe adult and therefore undergoes

an approximate twelve-fold increase in area during development. It appears that the

majority of retinal growth in the fetus and neonate does not involve the portion between
the fovea and optic disk, but occurs in the peripheral retina.
The lack of growth in the central retina in the Macaque is in contrast to what has been

reported in the cat. At E54, the area centralis is located 1.8 mm temporal and slightly
superior to the optic disk^^ which continues to increase through development until the area

centralis is located 3.2 mm temporal from the optic disk in the adult^. The E54 fetal cat is
approximately equivalent to the El00 Macaque fetus (see"'"^'*'^^ for a comparison offetal
ages of different animal models). Thus, during the period of development that the cat
retina shows a 1.4 mm increase in the distance from the optic disk to the area centralis, the

macaque retina shows no increase. The macaque retinal development maybe thought as
the ultimate example of the balloon model, with areal growth only occuring in the
peripheral retina from E60 to maturity. Although the balloon model sufficiently explains
central to peripheral differences in ganglion cell densities in the macaque and in other
species

it appears to have limited value in explaining the development ofthe high

central cone densities, ganglion cell distributions ofthe foveal pit and the trajectory ofthe
arcuate fascicles, essential characteristics of the primate fovea As suggested in a previous
report^^, foveal development appears to be a secondary mechanism impinged upon a

general scheme of mammalian retinal development.
Arcuate Fascicle Development
In this study we examined the development of arcuate fascicles. Three potential

mechanisms for the formation ofthe arcuate fascicles are retinal expansion, differential cell

death and avoidance ofa high density area. During early fetal development the axons of

temporal ganglion cells may potentially overlie the incipient fovea as they course to the
optic disk. A peripheral movement, or stretching of the fiber layer could displace the
axons from the incipient fovea, thus forming the arcuate fascicles. Although plausible,
two lines of evidence argue against this possibility. First, the arcuate fibers are present at

E60 and few axons are seen that overlie the incipient fovea. Second, little or no expansion
ofthe center most part ofthe retina occurs after E60. Differential growth ofthe

peripheral retina would tend to stretch the axons of cells located in the peripheral temporal
retina along the horizontal meridian but would not displace them from overlying the fovea.
It would, however, tend to exaggerate the curvature of axons from cells located in the
superior or inferior temporal retina, though this appears not to be the primary mechanisms
contributing to the curvature ofthese projections since they are observed even in the
youngest fetuses studied (see Fig. 5).
Selective cell death ofthose ganglion cells with axons that overlie the fovea is
potentially another mechanism of arcuate fiber development. This would predict that orJy
the axons directly temporal along the horizontal meridian would exhibit a curved

projection around the fovea, since those cells with a straight projection across the incipient
fovea would be selectively eliminated. The cells located at other retinal locations,
however, would not be eliminated because their straight projections would not overlie the
incipient fovea and would therefore exhibit a combination of curved and straight

projections, with no clear pattern. What is actually observed is that all the axons

originating in the temporal retina, whether they are located in the superior or inferior
retina, or along the horizontal meridian, display a curvature in their projection to the optic
disk, similar to what is observed in the adult. Secondly, the period of rapid axon loss in

the optic nerve does not begin until £90^1, whereas the arcuate fascicles are formed prior
to E60. Although cell death may play a role in insuring that no axons overlie the fovea, it
is doubtful that it plays a significant part in the formation ofthe stereotyped curvature of
the arcuate fascicles around the fovea.

A third potential mechanism is that a higher cell density at the incipient fovea prevents
axons from overgrowing this region. This is an unlikely mechanism since the density

gradient is in the order of2:1 in the E68 fetus instead ofthe approximate 100:1® density

gradient observed in the adult primate. Again, this would predict that only those cells
located along the temporal horizontal meridian would possess a curved projection around
the fovea, and as noted previously all ganglion cells in the temporal retina have a curved

projection to the optic disk, however, the cells in the inferior and superior temporal retina
do not possess as pronounced a curvature. Collectively, these observations suggest that
cues are present during migration of ganglion cell axons that prevent axons from overlying
the site ofthe incipient fovea during early fetal development, rather than a secondary
developmental mechanism that peripherally displaces the axons from the fovea, or
passively prevents the axons from projecting across this area.

Axon Projections

A small population ofganglion cells in the retinas ofthe youngest fetuses studied
possessed aberrant axon trajectories. Although these data are similar to reports that
approximately 15% ofthe ganglion cell axons in the E6 - E8 chick retina were
misdirected'*', several differences exist. In the monkey a higher percentage of cells with

aberrant projections were found in the central retina, whereas in the chick retina, no
central to peripheral differences were detected. Secondly, primate axons in the central

retina possessed very tortuous trajectories, often making several 360° rotations and
following a back and forth trajectory before joining a fascicle. In contrast to the aberrantly
projecting ganglion cell axons in the central retina, those in the periphery ofthe primate
demonstrated a more smooth and less tortuous trajectory, albeit in an inappropriate

direction. Morphologically, these peripheral axons are similar to the misguided axons
described in the chick^', whereas the aberrantly projecting axons in the central retina are
qualitatively different.

Evidence suggests that misdirected axons in the chick retina, exhibit two distinct
classes. The first projects normally to the optic disk for a short distance then makes a
U-tum and reverses its trajectory. This may be due to the partial distortion of retinal
structure producing an obstacle for growing axons. In this study, few axons were

observed that projected normally for a distance and then made a sudden reversal. The
second class of misdirection in the chick was attributed to the "erroneous polarization of

ganglion cells"." This model proposes that the orientation ofthe initial segment on the

ganglion cell soma determines the direction the axon projects. In the chick these cells had
their initial segments oriented towards the periphery which influenced their axons to

likewise project in this direction. Tliis observation was used to argue that the channels
that guide axons to the optic disk are bi-directional. In contrast, data in the primate
suggests that the orientation ofthe initial segment was not significantly correlated to the
final axon projection. Additionally, the initial axon segments of ganglion cells were

observed to be randomly oriented on the soma. Finally, the aberrantly projecting axons
noted in this report eventually became oriented in the same direction as the overlying
fascicles, fasciculated and projected towards the optic disk. The differences between the
observations ofthis study and the reports in the chick probably reflect differing
mechanisms of axon guidance which are responsible for generating the distinct fiber
anatomy in the two species.

The differences noted between the aberrantly projecting axons in the central and

peripheral retina ofthe primate may either reflect a general developmental mechanism or
differences in guidance cues at these two locations. It may be argued that initial axon

outgrowth is not precise and it takes several hundred microns until the axons are oriented
and project in the correct direction. This would suggest that during the period of initial
axon outgrowth the majority of cells possess aberrantly projecting axons, and the
correction ofthese axons is simply a normal developmental event. The greater proportion

of aberrantly projecting cells in the central retina makes this hypothesis unlikely, since it
would be contrary to the central to peripheral maturation sequence followed by most

developmental mechanisms. Additionally, the differences in the tortuosity of projections
between the central and peripheral retinal locations suggest a difference in the factors
influencing axon outgrowth.

The factors that eliminate the number of ganglion cells with misguided or aberrantly

projecting axons are unknown. Reports in the chick^', suggest that cell death plays an
important role in decreasing the number of cells with misguided axons. Our results show
that the biggest decrease in the number of aberrantly projecting axons occurs between E60
and E90. Although this is just prior to the start ofthe rapid axon attrition seen in the optic
nervepi, selective cell death cannot be ruled out as a mechanism that decreases the number
ofthese cells. Areal growth ofthe retina is another mechanism that may effect the

aberrantly projecting axons. The large increase in area of the retina during development
could stretch the axons thereby straightening their projection. Although plausible, this is

unlikely since most ofthe increase in retinal area occurs after the large decrease in the
number of aberrantly projecting cells, and moreover is limited to the periphery.
From our observations we speculate that the mechanisms of axon guidance differ

between the foveal region and more peripheral locations. First, the fovea may lack glial
channels in contrast to the periphery^^'^^'^^. Axons would then be mechanically guided

around the incipient fovea and not over it during initial outgrowth. Secondly, either

inhibitory or lack oftrophic factors exist at the site ofthe incipient fovea^®'''^ (for reviews
see8.26) This would stimulate the outgrowing axons to avoid the incipient foveal region,
preferentially growing more peripherally. These hypotheses not only explain the

differences in axon projections of ganglion cells located in the fovea compared to those at
more peripheral locations, but more importantly provides a potential mechanism whereby
outgrowing axons recognize and avoid the site of the future fovea, forming the arcuate
fascicles.
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Figure 1.

Micrographs of an E68 fetus showing the criteria used for determining the location ofthe
incipient fovea.
A. Photomicrograph showing the blood vessels located at the center ofthe retina.

Notice that even at this early age, an avasucular region was present at the site ofthe
incipient fovea. Calibration bar equals 100 pm.
B. Photomicrographs ofthe photoreceptor layer. The left micrograph was at the
estimated center ofthe retina while the right was 650 pm in the nasal retina. Notice the

lack ofsmall profiles (rods) at the location of the incipient fovea Calibration bar equals
50 pm.
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Figure 2.

Photomicrographs and camera lucida drawings depicting the coordinate system used to

analyze the ganglion cell axons and determine trajectory scores. The dotted line that
intersects sectors 0 and 7 was oriented parallel to the overlying axon fascicles (the path
from 7 to 0 indicated a projection towards the optic disk). The cell pictured is an adult
retinal ganglion cell located in the inferior temporal retina, 10 mm from the fovea. The
calibration bar equals 10 pm.

A. The coordinate system was centered on the geometric center ofthe ganglion cell
soma to determine in which direction the axon initial segment was oriented. From the

micrograph and drawing the axon polarity ofthis cell was given a score of2.
B. The coordinate system was then centered on the axon initial segment and the
direction the axon projected to 25 pm away from the soma was determined. From the
micrograph and drawing this segment was given a score of 2.
C. To determine the projection score from 25 pm to 50 pm the coordinate system
was centered on the axon at 25 pm from the soma. The arrow in the photomicrograph is

pointing to the cell soma and the arrow heads to the axon. The projection of the axon
from 25 pm to 50 pm for this cell was scored as 1. The total trajectory score equals the

number of360° turns plus the projection score from 25 pm to 50 pm. Since the axon
possessed no turns in its projection, the trajectory score was 1.

Figure 3.

The fovea to optic disk distance in fetuses ranging in age from E67 to El65 and in adult animals. Notice that the

distance between these two regions in the young fetuses is equal to the adult. No significant difference was found

between age and optic disk to fovea distance. The slope ofthe regression line depicted in the graph is essentially zero.

Figure 4.

A. Photomicrograph of the globe of an E60 fetus. Notice that the globe is oblong

with a major temporal extension (asterisk). The dotted line denotes the approximate
shape ofthe globe if it were round. Calibration bar equals 10 pm.

B. Photomicrograph ofthe orbit of an E60 fetus. Note that it is oblong with its lateral
wall cupped to accommodate the shape ofthe globe (indicated by arrowheads). The
arrow denotes the optic foramen. Calibration bar equals 10 pm.
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Figure 5.

A. Photomicrographs showing labeled arcuate fascicles in an E68 fetus. Notice that
even at this young age the arcuate fascicles are present with a pronounced curvature
around the site ofthe incipient fovea (IF). No axon fascicles were observed to overlie the
area ofthe incipient fovea. The labeled fascicles are also shown in a camera lucida
drawing in Fig. 6. Black box indicates area shown in B,DS denotes HRP deposit sites.
Calibration bar equals 100 pm.
B. A higher power view of the arcuate fascicles in the superior retina. The
arrowheads illustrate the trajectory of the axon fascicles as they curved around the
incipient fovea and projected to the optic disk. Calibration bar equals 100 pm.
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Figure 6.

A. Camera lucida drawing ofthe labeled fascicles in the retina depicted in Fig. 5. The

letters indicate the locations of cells in Fig. 6B, C and D, and IF denotes the center ofthe
incipient fovea. The calibration bar in the lower right equals 2 mm.
B. Camera lucida drawings of cells at location "b" in Fig. 6A. The diagonal bar
indicates the direction that the axons would have projected if they maintained a straight
projection to the optic disk. Notice that the actual projection of these cells was nearly
45 degrees different than the bar, even though the cells are located 2 mm inferiorly to the
incipient fovea. Calibration bar equals 10 |im.

C. Camera lucida drawings of cells at location "c" in Fig. 6A. Notice that these cells
project at nearly a 30 degree angle to the bar. Even though these cells are located 5 mm
inferiorly to the incipient fovea, they still possessed a curved projection to the optic disk.
Calibration bar equals 10 pm.
D. Camera lucida drawings of cells located in area "d" in Fig. 6A. In contrast to B

and C, the axons of these cells were parallel to the bar indicating that they projected in a

straight line to the optic disk. Similar measures were obtained for the majority ofthe cells
located on the nasal side ofthe optic disk. Calibration bar equals 10 pm.
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Figure 7.

A. Graph ofthe average trajectory scores for the ages studied. Notice that there was
a significant decrease in the average trajectory score across fetal age(p < 0.0001).
Additionally, the scores of the cells located within central 2 mm ofthe retina were
significantly greater than the scores of cells located in the periphery(p < 0.0001).
Individual comparisons ofthe central and peripheral trajectory scores for each age

indicated that at all ages except the adult, the cells in the central retina had significantly
greater scores(p < 0.05).

B. Graph ofthe percent of ganglion cells with aberrant trajectories for the ages
studied. The percent of cells with aberrant trajectories was significantly greater in the
central than in the peripheral retina ofthe younger fetuses(p < 0.02). Notice also the

large decrease in the percent of cells with aberrant trajectories between E60-E68 and the
E90 fetuses.

C. Graph ofthe average number of360° turns in the axon projection. Note the
decrease in the number ofturns with increasing fetal age (p < 0.0001). In general, the

ganglion cells located within the central retina possessed more turns than cells in the
periphery(p < 0.0001); most prominently demonstrated in the E60 and late term fetuses.
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Figure 8.

A. Camera lucida drawings of normally projecting ganglion cells located 100 pm from
the center ofthe incipient fovea of an E67 fetus. The overlying fascicles projected
horizontally from left to right towards the optic disk. Calibration bar equals 10 pm.
B. Camera lucida drawing of an aberrantly projecting cell located at an eccentricity of
100 pm in an E67 fetus. Notice its projection was very tortuous with several 360° turns
(arrowheads), in contrast to the cells in A and C. Calibration bar equals 10 pm.

C. Camera lucida drawing of an aberrantly projecting cell located 5 mm in the inferior
temporal retina of an E68 fetus. In contrast to the cell in B, and all but one ofthe cells in

D,the cell in this drawing had a very smooth trajectory although in an inappropriate

direction to the overlying fascicles that projected horizontally from left to right.
Calibration bar equals 10 pm.

D. Cameral lucida drawings of aberrantly projecting cells located within 1 mm ofthe
incipient fovea of an E60 fetus. Notice how tortuous and the number ofturns

(arrowheads) in the projection ofthese cells as compared to A and C. Calibration bar
equals 10 pm.

Figure 9.

Camera lucida drawings of cells located withing 500 |j,m from the incipient fovea in an
E67 fetus. Notice that the dendritic arbors ofthe cells are immature at this age. The cells

in A possess a normal projection while the cells in B have an aberrant projection. The

dendritic arbors ofthese cells all projected directly down into the inner plexiform layer and
did not show any gross abnormality in their morphology or projection. Calibration bar
equals 10|im.

CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY

The preceding studies have been an in-depth look at retinal ganglion cell

morphogenesis during embryonic development. They address issues of general
development such as; How does dendritic and axon development occur? As well as
examined questions unique to the primate;"What factors underlie foveal development?"

The following is a brief synopsis of each study including unanswered questions,
speculations and future directions.

The studies in Chapter's Two and Three characterized the dendritic development of

primate retinal ganglion cells. Chapter Two examined the dendritic development of
ganglion cells in fetuses ranging in age from E60 to term. We found that ganglion cells in
the central retina are still relatively immature with one or two primary dendrites and a few
second order branches. These cells increased in size and complexity until near the end of

gestation (El65), when they appeared morphologically similar to adult cells. Also a
central to peripheral wave in maturation was observed similar to that reported for other
developmental processes. Our results are similar to data reported for the development of

cat retinal ganglion cells (Maslim et al, 1986; Dann et al, 1987, 1988; Ramoa et al.,
1987, 1988; Maslim and Stone, 1988), with the exception that initial dendritic ingrowth
appears to be more precise in the primate.

Recently, Chalupa and Dreher(1991) proposed that more complex neural systems,

require a more exact developmental "blueprint". This hypothesis is based on the

observations that during development of more complex systems, primates for example,

fewer (if any) errors are seen. During development ofthe cat retina, up to 40-45% ofthe
nasal ganglion cells project "incorrectly" to the ipsilateral LGN(M. Kirby, personal
communication). In the primate, however, few if any ganglion cells(0.1%) outside a small

area at the junction between the temporal and nasal retina, project to the incorrect LGN

(Chalupa and Lia, 1991). Our results support Chalupa and Dreher's(1991) hypothesis
and therefore the Chapter Two null hypothesis stating that there are no differences
between cat and primate retinal ganglion cell dendritic development is rejected. As
reviewed in the Introduction, the development of cat retinal ganglion cells is characterized

by an initial, difHise ingrowth into the IPL. The dendritic arbors span the entire thickness
ofthe IPL and often beyond. In contrast, we observed that the dendritic arbors of primate
retinal ganglion cells occupied only one or two specific sublaminae ofthe EPL. This was

later confirmed by Hendrickson and coworkers who reported a distinct band of synaptic
vesicle 2(SV2)labeling in the PL starting around E50 corresponding to synaptogenesis
between OFF- bipolar and ganglion cells (personal communication; Okada et al., 1994).
The mechanisms that drive dendritic development and determine neural morphologies
are not well understood. It has been proposed that certain chemical factors are involved in

stimulating dendritic process growth. Roles for chemical factors such as NGF,laminin
and NCAM in dendritic outgrowth have been established. Wassle and Riemann(1978)

proposed that in the retina, neighboring cells ofthe same subclass significantly impact
dendritic morphology. This has been substantiated by a number of studies (Perry and

Linden, 1982; Eysel et al., 1985; Kirby and Chalupa, 1986; Leventhal et al, 1988). It is
not clear how the dendrites of neighboring cells interact. Synaptic contacts between

ganglion cells are not thought to be the mechanism of ganglion cell-cell interactions, but to
date little evidence exists for or against this hypothesis. Future studies proposed by
Hendrickson and coworkers (personal communication) should be able to address this

question by completing an in-depth examination of synaptogenesis in the BPL. The

presence ofgap junctions between dendrites of developing neurons is the most widely held
hypothesis of how they interact and influence one another. Although Dacey(1992) has
shown that adult parasol, but not midget cells, are coupled by gap junctions, no data exists
for the presence ofgap junctions between developing ganglion cells. Recents experiments
are currently focusing on the affects ofinhibiting gap junction formation on developing
brain tissue(M.A. Kirby, personal communication). The synapses between bipolar and
ganglion cells, and more specifically bipolar activity has also been proposed to impact

ganglion cell dendritic development. Maslim and Stone(1988) noted that the formation of

ganglion cell unistratified dendritic arbors temporally correlated with the formation of
ganglion- bipolar cell synaptogenesis. Bodnarenko and Chalupa(1993) showed that by
blocking bipolar cell activity the development of unistratified arbors was delayed.
Although gap junctions and connections are believed to affect dendritic development,
there is little information as to what mediates these interactions. It is apparent that the

dendritic morphology of different ganglion cell subclasses are unaffected by one another

(Wassle et al, 1981a, b, c, 1983a, b). This forces the question; How do different classes

of ganglion cells distinguish between each other? WTiat factors underlie the mutual
inhibition by cells ofthe same subclass? Additionally, how do bipolar interactions

influence ganglion cell dendritic morphology? Is it simply synaptic activity, or are growth
factors, possibly neurotransmitters, involved? Thus our studies have added valuable data
on the morphologic development of ganglion cells, but what drives these changes deserves
considerably more attention.

The study in Chapter Three examined dendritic morphogenesis with respect to the
emergence of ganglion cell mosaics. In this study we concluded that a majority of

ganglion cells possess a dendritic arbor that ramifies in both the ON- and OFF- sublaminae
and throughout fetal development, retracts one ofits ramifications to become unistratified.
This provides evidence that bistratification is a phase of normal ganglion cell development
thereby refuting Chapter Three's null hypothesis that fetal bistratified cells are a transient
cell class only seen during development. Accompanying this change in morphology is the
development of cell subclasses and the regular distribution of cells across the retina. Our
data show that fetal bistratified ganglion cells initially possess a dendritic arbor with both

ramifications of nearly the same complexity. Later in development at least two types of
bistratified cells can be distinguished; one where both ramifications are nearly the same

size and complexity, and another type where one ramification is significantly larger and
more complex than the second. Additionally, our data shows that a bistratified cell's most

complex dendritic arbor predicts which mosaic it completes and presumably, to which
subclass it will eventually belong. Our results suggest that the development of retinal

ganglion cell mosaics is minimally affected by afferent competition and cell death, but is
significantly influenced by interactions with neighboring ganglion cells and by contacts
with bipolar cells.

Our observations have lead to a model of ganglion cell mosaic development which

includes the establishment of a rough order by cell genesis, and the sharpening ofthis

pattern by interactions with neighboring cells and afferent connections with bipolar cells.
Presumably, the ganglion cell class is genetically determined, so the following discussion
proposes a general mechanism applicable to the development of both midget and parasol
ganglion cell mosaics. A number of studies have shown that the initial density of ganglion
cells is relatively uniform across the retina(Stone et ai, 1982; Provis et al., 1985; Chalupa

and Lia, 1991; Kirby and Steineke, 1991). We propose that cell genesis sets up an initial,
relatively uniform, or regular distribution of ganglion cells.

Next, ganglion cells begin to connect with bipolar cells, and in a sense compete for
these interactions. Potentially, a ganglion cell must obtain a certain amount ofinput,

which is proportional to the amount of synaptic contacts made with bipolar cells, in order
to develop into a particular subclass. For example, a bistratified cell may need to make a
critical number of contacts with an OFF- bipolar cell in order to develop into an OFF-

ganglion cell. If it fails to establish these contacts it will either develop into an ON- cell,
provided it makes a critical number of connections with an ON- bipolar cells, or will be
eliminated through cell death. A ganglion cell presumably is best able to compete for
contacts in its immediate vicinity. The first cell to establish the critical number of

connections would not only develop into a particular class, but by virtue of decreasing the
number of available bipolar connections, would irihibit cells within a certain distance from
developing into the same subclass. Thus a minimum distance would be established
between cells of each subclass, and would therefore account for the development of a

regular pattern, or "mosaic". Mutual inhibition among neighboring cells ofthe same
subclass is the final step in establishing retinal ganglion cell mosaics. Cells ofthe same

subclass are thought to elaborate their dendritic arbor until they contact the dendrite of a

neighboring cell ofthe same subclass. Once the dendrites of the two cells have made
contact each is signaled to stop growing. Although this last step is obviously important
for establishing ganglion cell dendritic territories, its effect on the actual distribution of
cells is arguable.

The hypothesis that bipolar connections direct ganglion cell dendritic development has

several other important implications. There is evidence that OFF- bipolar cells are the first
to establish ganglion cell contacts(Okada et al, 1994), suggesting that ON- ganglion cells
develop slightly later than OFF- cells. This implies that the establishment of ganglion cell
subclasses occurs by a series of steps. First, bistratified cells compete for OFF- cell

bipolar contacts, with those making a critical number of contacts retracting their
ramification in the b sublamina and developing into OFF- cells. The cells not signaled to

develop into OFF- cells would then compete for ON- cell bipolar input. Those cells
making the appropriate number of ON- bipolar contacts would then be stimulated to
retract their OFF- sublaminae ramification and develop an ON- cell morphology. Ifthe

formation of the ON- and OFF- subclasses were at the exact same time during

development, then a significant number of bistratified cells that appear morphologically
identical to midget and parasol cells would be observed in the adult. In other words, a

genetically programmed midget cell that made the critical number of both ON- and OFFbipolar contacts simultaneously, would morphologically appear as a midget bistratified
cell, and would complete both the ON- and OFF- cell mosaics. Such a cell has yet to be

described. Bistratified ganglion cells described in the adult are morphologically distinct

from midget and parasol cells, even when only one of the ramifications is taken into
account(Dacey, 1993; Rodieck and Watanabe, 1993). This model also implies that

ganglion cell subclasses are not genetically determined, but are driven by interactions with
bipolar cells. In summary, it appears that bipolar-ganglion cell interactions determine

ganglion cell subclasses and are therefore critical in establishing ganglion cell mosaics.
Chapters Four and Five not only examined ganglion cell development, but also
addressed foveal formation. As reviewed in the introduction, foveal pit formation can be

viewed as either a passive process due to increased intraocular pressure acting on a
weakened portion ofthe retina, or an active process characterized by the radial movement
of the cells in the inner retina and the concomitant central migration ofthe photoreceptors.

Chapter Four provides evidence that ganglion cells actively migrate away from the center
of the developing fovea, forming the foveal pit. The null hypothesis that foveal pit
formation is formed solely by a passive process is therefore rejected. Although the

formation ofthe foveal pit by the active radial migration ofinner retinal neurons is a

widely held concept, this is the first study to produce quantitative data in its support.

Additionally, it was one of the first studies to demonstrate that highly differentiated
neurons, that have already established synaptic connections can migrate a significant

distance. The morphological development ofthe primate fovea has been addressed in a

variety of studies (reviewed in the Introduction; Hendrickson, 1992), yet little is known
about the important determinants offoveal development.

An important factor in foveal development appears to be the density of cells in the
central retina. It is well known that in albino individuals and those who have aniridia, the

central density of cells are lower and the fovea is not well formed, often lacking a foveal
pit. Additionally, Leventhal and co-workers(1989) have shown that animals in which the
central ganglion cell density was experimentally lowered by lesions of the optic fiber layer,
did not develop a normal fovea. The fovea in these animals, appeared immature and not

fully developed. It is unclear why foveal formation is dependent upon a critical number of
cells in the central retina. Potentially it is due to a limited amount of oxygen or other

nutrients supplied by the retinal vascuiature. Since the blood vessels form a ring around
the fovea, this could set up an oxygen gradient and stimulate the cells to migrate to an

area of higher oxygen concentration. Retinas with lower than normal numbers of cells,
would not have the oxygen demands and would not be stimulated to migrate into a region
of higher oxygen concentration. Potentially, intraocular pressure may be partially

responsible for foveal formation. The retina is not as "weak" in animals where the central
cell density is comparatively low and therefore has little effect on the size and depth of the

fovea (Robinson, 1991) Other potential factors that stimulate cell migration may include
adhesion molecules, glia or growth factors.

Ganglion cell axon projections of centrally and peripherally located cells were analyzed
and compared in Chapter Five. Our data indicated that the arcuate fascicles were present

very early in fetal development. Additionally, the centrally located cells in the youngest
fetuses studied, were observed to have tortuous axon trajectories that often projected
several hundred microns in an inappropriate direction. Peripherally located cells, however,

possessed axons that projected directly to the optic disk, rarely deviating from this
trajectory. We concluded that outgrowing axons avoid the site ofthe future fovea,

preferentially growing around it. The adult fiber pattern is seen early in development, and
does not gradually emerge. These data refute the null hypothesis for Chapter Five that
state the arcuate fascicles develop slowly through development and that there are no

differences between the axon guidance factors that influence centrally versus peripherally
located ganglion cells. These data have led us to propose a model of retinal axon
guidance made up of a minimum oftwo factors.

The development of the nerve fiber layer could be accounted for by a stimulatory and
an inhibitory factor. Our data showing that axons from peripheral nasal ganglion cells

project, with very little variability, directly to the optic disk supports the existence ofa
positive neurotrophic factor centered at the optic disk. It is unclear whether this would be
a diffusible factor, or local, contact guidance cues. From our observations ofthe aberrant

trajectories of centrally located cells, we proposed that an inhibitory factor, produced at

the center ofthe retina, prevents axons from growing over the fovea. Recently, Snow et

al.(1991)showed that chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan influences the direction of

growing retinal ganglion cell axons in culture. These axons were observed to avoid areas
of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan. Additionally, this molecule was observed to be

expressed during the period of axon outgrowth in the rat and chick. Snow et a/.(1991)
concluded that the inhibitory effects ofthe proteoglycan provided a barrier that prevented

axons from growing outside the confines of the retina. Potentially, a factor with similar

properties is expressed in the center of the retina to prevent axon overgrowth ofthe fovea.
Since all ofthe axons from temporal cells show a curved axon trajectory, this inhibitory

signal must be a soluble factor that is expressed so that it establishes a central to peripheral
concentration gradient, or part ofthe extracellular matrix which is locally expressed in a
central to peripheral progression.

The factors underlying foveal development remain obscure and need considerably
more work in order to be elucidated. Fundamental questions remain unanswered, like;
What establishes the center of the retina as the site ofthe future fovea? What signals

axons to avoid the center of the retina during outgrowth? What makes blood vessels
avoid this central area? What causes the cones to migrate inward and the neurons ofthe

inner retina to migrate peripherally? These are a few of many remaining questions about
foveal development.
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